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FOREWORD

The Leader Development Team of the Leadership and Management Techni-

cal Area, U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sci-

ences (ARI), performs research and development in areas pertaining to im-

proving the efficiency and operating effectiveness of Army organizations.

Of particular interest is work directed at providing the.basis for improved

frames of reference for leader development to enable leaders better to cope

with the changing demands of complex and stressful environments. Improved

leader effectiveness is, in turn, aimed at improving the capacity of their

organizations to adapt and perform effectively. The essence of the devel-.

opment is determining the key leader skills and attributes that best serve

this purpose.

This Technical Report provides a strong inference test of a frame of

reference that views leadership in systems terms, and relates leader per-

formance to organizational performance as a function of coping with com-

plexity in its environment.

The research effort is responsive to the requirements of RDT&E Project

2Q161102B74F, Leadership and Management Technical Area of the FY 79 ARI

Work Program.
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A MULTIPLE INFLUENCE MODEL OF LEADERSHIP

BRIEF

Requirement:

The development of effective leader training requires that the training
developer make assumptions about what constitutes effective leader performance
in organizational settings. Traditionally, these assumptions have focused on
the leader and the attributes of successful leaders. A somewhat broader focus
has included the attributes of leader's subordinates and the subordinates'
individual tasks. Typical findings from research with a focus on the leader
and subordinates reaffirm the importance of leader behavior to grouts performance,
but not much evidence for predictive validity from leader training designed to
produce increased skills or changed attributes in leader behavior dimensions.
The present research uses a different point of departure. Given the assumption
that effective unit performance requires successful adaptation of the unit to
the unit specific demands,constraints and opportunities, the moderating effect
of leader behavior in the effective unit should be to increase adaptation.
Consequently, more effective units should have leaders who effectively act to
increase adaptation, using influence beyond the specifications of their position-
descriptions (discretionary leadership). Leaders who do not perform this discre-
tionary function should have less effective units. The research in this report
was designed to test propositions relating to these assumptions.

Procedure:

The requirement for discretionary leadership is assumed to be generated by
variation in environmental and organizational factors (macro. variables). Macro
variables measured were environmental complexity (general and specific), con-
textual complexity (size, technological sophistication, and technological variabil-
ity), and structural complexity (vertical specialization and control, horizontal
specialization and coordination, and diversity). Group and task variables inclu-
ded cohesiveness), task difficulty, and task variability. Unit outcomes were
various measures of unit performance, (e.g., error rate) and employee maintenance
(e.g., subscription to unit and Army goals). Data were collected from Army
Telecommunications Units (TCCs) which were selected to have similar missions,
context, and structure, with unit outcomes heavily controlled by their- machine-
ascendant technology. Within TCCs, the sample was restricted to supervisory
and management personnel involved in message sending and receiving. Data were

collected by questionnaires. A total of 75 TCCs with two and three-level
supervisory chains was selected. 'Performance criteria were machine derived mea-
sures of error rate and down time, and the variability of these measures over a
six month period of time. Because these performance measures were presumably
machine controlled, leadership effects could be minimized and the variation of
such effects'in relation to leadership thus could be a strong inference test of
the multiple influence model of leadership.
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-,Findings:

Supervisors differed in the degree of discretionary leadership (DL)
they exercised. Further, situations differed in the amount of DL-apparently
required for a high level of performance by the unit as a whole. In units
with more complex vertical and horizontal structures, a higher level of DL
was required to maintain a high level of unit effectiveness and a high level
of employee maintenance. A similar situation occurred with internal environ-
ment and context. As these became more complex, a higher level of DL was
required. When comparisons were made between the predictive effectiveness
of the Multiple Influence Model and conventional leadership models, more of
the variance of performance effectiveness was explained by the Multiple
Influence Model.

`-"-Utilization of Findings:

These findings have important implications for the design of leadership.
instruction. Rather than focusing on leadership style and leader attributes,
the focus of leadership instruction should be on the functional role of the
leader in facilitating the adaption of his unit to environmental challenges.

----When the environment, context, technology, or structure push the design limits
of the unit, leaders must go beyond the formally prescribed bounds of the
officially described job, to develop ways of dealing with the contextual or
environmental complexity that momentarily has exceeded the capacity of his
subordinates. This requires the leader to diagnose the problem accurately,
and act to reduce the complexity approp iately. With this orientation, leader-
ship training becomes less subordinate entered and more systems centered.

2
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A MULTIPLE INFLUENCE MODEL OF LEADERSHIP

INTRODUCTION

The final technical report of grant DA CH 19-78-G-0010, "A Multiple

Influence Model of Leadership," is divided into three main parts. The

first part, "Managerial Summary," is designed-for those not familiar with

the leadership literature. The.second,part, "Details of the Study," pro -

vides a more traditional academic treatment of the project. It also con -

tain's a more lengthy discussion of apnlications than does the Managerial

Summary. The final part consists of four "Technical Appendixes" whiCh

focus on particular aspects of the. investigation. Appendix A outlines the

pilot studies conducted to developa. 'reliable and valid measure of die--

tretionary:leadership. Appendix B details procedures used to collect the .

questionnaire data.which underly the empirical examination of the model.

'Important here are several -.changes made to increase the return rate from

some 25%-to about 90% of the potential participants. Appendix C lists

the items, by conceptvused.in the questionnaire. Finally, Appendix D

provides -data which may be useful in replicating the analysis and judging

selected technical Aspects often considered important in leadership research.

ABSTRACT

Efforts to test a model of leadership effeCtiveneOewhich centers on

"macro variables" and "discretionary leadership" are reported. Macro vari-

ables were represented by the complexity of the environment, context, and

structure of a unit. Discretionary leadership was conceptually defined as

influence over and above that typically vested in a managerial role. Em-

pirical testing used a mixture of mail questionnaires and secondary data

concerning 68 telecommunications units of the Army Seventh Signal Command.

Using correlational and regression analyses six major propositions and two

exploratory aspects of the model were investigated. The results of the

propositional tests were: (a) Greater complexity in the structure of the

unit was associated with more discretionary. leadership; (b) structural com-

plexity was directly related to employee maintenance (employee maintenance

intluded several measures of satisfaction and attachment to the system)

and environmental complexity was marginally related to unit performance

(unit peFformance included-machine error rates -in messages sent); (c) dis

cretionary leadership was related to both performance and employee main-

tenance and associations were clearer than for more traditional measures

of leader behavior; (d) generally, as complexity in macro variables increased

more discretionary leadership was needed to achieve higher performance and

employee maintenance; (e) selected characteristics of the group being,super--

vised did not alter the relationship between leadership and criteriac4.tethe

direction expected; and (f) the expertise of the unit did not make a dif-

ference in the effectiveness of discretionary leadership. Empirical exten-

sions suggested that lateral leadership was-.potentially important, partidu-

larly in combination with macro variables. Also, the model predicted

substantial portions of criterion variance even though the research design

was based on a strong inference approach. Theoretical extensions and.spe-

cific applications are discussed_in addition to supplementary-supporting

data. /
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MANAGERIAL SUMMARY
1

1

The purpose of thit----b-ro-jeqt was to ref;:Atl and partially test a new

theory of leadership. Fora number of years leadership theorists have
been examining the conditions under which specific types of leaders and
leader behaviors yield the most favorable balance of performance and em -.
'ployee maintenance.2 There is a general consensus among leadership re-
searchers that the behavior of the leader should be adjusted to key "con-
tingencies" or situations. No one particular pattern of leadership is
always effective and no magicalTset of traits automatically separates
effective from ineffeCtive leaders.

Unfortunately, there is little.agreement as to which conditions are
critical contingencies and why some/leaders appear to develop a success-
ful leadership pattern while others do not. Most studies have concen-
tratedon individual leader characteristics, the particular tasks of sub-
ordinates, and a whole range/Of psychological characteristics. While
these psychological faFtors are likely to be more important in.a more gen-
eral understanding of leadership and followership, it is also possible to
examine the leader as/a member of a.complex organization.. As such the
leader is expected tp",perform specified duties, supervise subOrdinates and
insure the smooth.operations of his or her unit. As a member of an organi-
zation, the leader is selected for subordinates and also must act as a
follower. Viewing the leader as an organization member leads to a differ-
ent picture of the leader and leadership than is often found in the aca-'
demic literature. It led to the development'of what we have called the
"Multiple Influence Model of Leadership."

Basic Tenants of the Theory

The theory conce:Hrates on only a small portion of the leader's total
interactions with subordinates. Much of the day-to=day;contact between
leader and follower is tightly constrained by the organization. In dif-- _

ferent terms, the boss is required to supervise subordinates. While good
supervisory practices are needed, they are not leaderShip. Leadership is
influence the individual builds over and above that typically provided by

1
This investigation was supported by grant DA CH 19-78-G-0010 from the

United States Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sci-
ences to Southern Illinois University at Carbondale (J.'G. Hunt and R. N.
Osborn, Principal ,Investigators). We would like to thank Anent Balarum,
Paul:Brown, John Benandi, Kevin Lindsey, and James Tracy for assistance
in data gathering and analysis. We would also like to thank T. 0. Jacobs,.
ARI-Alexandria, and Steven Stewart, ARI-Leavenworth, for helpful critiqUes
and suggestions.

2
Employee mai.ntenance is the term used to describe those variables con -

'cerned with attracting and maintaining a viable work force. Here, measures
tapping job satisfaction, involvement, intent to leave, equity of system
rewards, unit oal congruence, and system goal congruence were used.

14



a particular position. Since our definition is somewhat different than
most, we have used the term discretionary leadership.

The theory attempts to both help explain why a leader acts in a par-
titular manner and what leadership actions are.effective under different'
organizational conditions. Thus, one portion of the project centered on
explaining discretionary leadership. The theory suggests. that the leader
responds to specific opportunities and problems which the unit is not de-
signed to handle. All units are designed to handle some set of routine
problems and are structured to cope with typical conditions. Yet, no.
unit is typical in all respects.

Leaders are expected to respond with discretionary leadership to small
variations in the environment and a number of organizational characteristics
of their unit. While common sense would suggest this, the key in the Mul-
tiple Influence Model is that specific, measurable environmental, and or-
ganizational conditions are identified as important. Further, specific
aspects of discretionary leadership are expected to vary systematically
with variations in environment and organizational conditions. For instance,
leaders in units where more rules, policies, and procedures are used, were
expected to and did respond with discretionary use of rules and procedures.

Just helping to explain why a leader attempts to influence subordi-
nates in a particular manner is not enough......For application of the ap-
proach, it is also necessary to understand he specific actions the leader
should take to improve unit success (performance and employee maintenance).
This is by_ far the most challenging aspect of the model.

---

It is necessary to link specific measurable conditions to distinct
dimensions of discretionary leadership to explain and predict various as-
pects of unit success. Yet a "good" theory should provide a few key guide-
lines which can be applied to specific circumstances. The Multiple Influ-
ence view suggests the following: discretionary leadership which comple-
ments the problems and opportunities of the unit will yield greater unit
success.

The key term in this guideline is complements. The successful leader
recognizes the impact that minor modifications in the environment and struc-
ture of the unit have on unit performance and employee maintenance. If the
modification(s) improves the chances for unit success, then the effective
leader will exploit this advantage with discretionary leadership. Likewise,
where the variation threatens success the leader should counter with
discretion.

Since the opportunities and problems encountered by a particular unit
are likely to be unique, it was necessary in this study to develop a few
comprehensive measures to specify where the leaders should concentrate their
efforts. Indexes were developed to measure the complexity of the environ-
ment of the unit, the complexity of the context for mission accomplishment,
and the complexity of the organizational structure. Each of,the three com-
plexity indexes reflects the magnitude of the problems and opportunities
expected to be encountered from a particular source.

It should be noted that the complexity measures were developed so that
planners at higher levels could estimate the complexity facing a particular

3
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unit. For assured success the key is to concentrate on measurable and

identifiable conditions. For instance, the size of the unit is one com-

ponent of what is called contextual complexity.

Beyond the basic examination of the Multiple Influence approach, the

project also incorporated three exploratory modes. First, many current

approaches emphasize the importance of selected group_ conditions, such as

cohesiveness, and the tasks of subordinates. The Multiple Influence ap-

proach would gain more acceptance and would be more easily tied into ex-

isting research if group and task conditions could be incorporated. Thus,

some frequently used aspects of group, and task characteristics were examined

in the Multiple Influence framework./

Second, an attempt was made to investigate the lateral leadership of

the.unit head. While most leadership theories concentrate solely on
superior-subordinate relations, exchanges among leaders at or near the
same organizational level were also considered important.

Finally, the various components comprising the Multiple Influence
-Theory-were-combined in a series of comprehensive multivariate global sta-
tistical models to determine the total proportion of variance predicted by

the model. In this way an idea of the overall predictive utility of a

broad-based leadership model could be obtained.

These three extensions help link the Multiple Influence approach to

existing research and point to new frontiers.

In sum, the Multiple Influence Model of Leadership attempts to ex-

plain and predict two important organizational phenomena. Why do leaders

act as they do? What leader behaviors are needed to increase the success

of the unit? Leadership is separated from supervision. The emphasis is

on the discretion the leader builds over and above the requirements found

in a particular position.

It is expected that leaders will respond to minor modifications in

environmental and organizational conditions with discretionary leadership.

Further, those leaders whose discretionary leadership offsets negative

forces and reinforces positive features of the environment and organiza-

tion will head more successful units. In this study, all'environment and
organization conditions were measured in such a way that knowledgeable

higher officials could estimate the unique conditions facing a particular

unit. Thus, there is the long term opportunity; to more completely manage
unit operations 'by altering environmental and organizational factors to

increase the leadership effectiveness of a particular unit head. Applica-i

tion, however, is dependent upon successful testing of the theory. The

current project begins'this testing and refinement. Further, it examines/

three related issues concerning the incorporation of selected group andN,

task variables, the lateral leadership of unit heads, and the total pro-i

portion of variance accounted for by a comprehensive Organizationally

based leadership model.

4
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Research Strategy

A complete examination of all aspects of the proposed Multiple_Influ-
ence Model was considered too costly and time-consuming for the Army Re-
search InStitute Themes program. Instead a cost-effective strategy de-
signed to test key aspeCts of the model was devised. First, it was essential
to develop a direct estimate of discretionary leadership. This was accom-
plished by successive revisions of modifications to previously developed
instruments_in several pilot samples.

-Second, careful attention was given to the sample used to investigate
the approach. Specifically, a search was conducted for a combination of
units with the following characteristics: (a) hard performance data on
the operations of the units should be available; .(b) there should be a wide
variation in the geographical setting of the units to reflect the global
operations of the Army; (c) unit size should be at least moderately vari-
able; (d) technology should be constrained and there should be consistency
in the mission; (e) the structure of the units should be similar but not
identical; and (f) the performance of the units should be vital to success-
ful Army operations.

These characteristics would provide a rigorous test of the approach
in regard to those,factors with little variation when predicting unit suc-
cess. Any significant findings would be considered important. In the jar-
gon of the field, design could employ the approach'of "strong inference."
The more classical design approach was used to investigate relationships
involving a unit's environment, where there was expected to be considerable
variation.

Environmental variations were expected to require somewhat different
leadership patterns for successful unit performance and employee maintenance.
Yet only a handful of studies have even considered the problems facing an
organization which must continually transfer key personnel into a wide
variety of geographical settings, let alone examined leadership within these
differing environments.

The combination of environmental conditions and leadership was consid-
ered particularly important for predicting employee maintenance. With the
assistance of the Army Research Institute, telecommunications units in the
Seventh Signal Command were identified as meeting all the requirements.
Further, this sample offered several other interesting features. Telecom-
munications units are staffed by a mix of military and civilian personnel
with supervisors who:are both male and feMale. The high literacy rate
minimized problemsof a questionnaire approach and these units are among
the more technically advanced units in the Army. Finally, and perhaps most
important, the performance measures used to evaluate units were designed to
be as immune to leadership differences as one can imagine. Almost all the
units sampled use fully automated equipment which prevents most operator
errors. If the Multiple Influence Model predicts under these conditions;
it might well be expected to have even greater predictive capacity in-less
machine controlled settings.

5
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Results

The first phase of the project was to develop an instrument for measur-

ing discretionary leadership. The strategy was to build upon a previously

well developed and widely used leadership instrument. The original hope

was to cut.the development time and cost. Unfortunately, data from three

pilot samples revealed that this measure was not a goodbase and that de-

velopment of an appropriate measure would be more costly and time-consuming

than originally anticipated. The Army Research Institute granted an exten-

sion, without additional cost, to work with representatives of the.Seventh

Signal Command to refine the instrument and develop an appropriate may of

securing an adequate return rate from mail questionnaires administered to

telecommunications personnel. The additional time was used to modify the

instrument and develop, appropriate questionnaire administration and follow-

up procedures. Results for both were favorable. A measure for estimating

two important dimensions of discretionary leadership was successfully de-

veloped and the questionnaire return rate was approximately 90%.

To summarize, the first phase was successful even after some initial

difficulties. It is,possible to measure the discretionary support prOvided

by the leader along with leader discretionary rules and procedures. The

instrument meets generally accepted measurement standards for reliability

and validity.

Results shed substantial support for the model. Also, two aspects

of the exploratory investigation appear promising. The body of the report

details the findings and implications. However, they are summarized here

in less technical terms. Six propositions were examined.

In Proposition 1, it was proposed that discretionary leadership would

be sensitive to variations in environmental and organizational conditions.

Three indexes designed to reflect problems and opportunities in three dis-

tinct, areas were formulated. Environmental complexity reflected problems

and opportunities outside the units. Contextual complexity was a combined

measure of problems and opportunities emanating' from size and technological

factors. Structural complexity was a combined estimate for problems and

opportunities associated with vertical specialization and control issues,

horizontal specialization and coordination, and, finally, diversity in the

vertical and horizontal specialization. By design, both contextual and

structural complexity were to be similar across the sample of telecommuni-

cations units.

As expected, discretionary leadership varied systematically with

structural complexity. Such a relationship was not found when a less

sophisticated indicator of leader behavior was used nor was it found for

environmental or contextual complexity. Thus, Proposition 1 received mixed

support.

Proposition 2 dealt with the impact of environmental, contextual, and

structural conditions on unit performance and employee maintenance. Com-

plexity in the unit's spedific environment was related to performance but

not employee maintenance. Complexity in the general environment was unre-

lated to unit outcomes. Context was not related to performance or employee

maintenance in this sample. It should be remembered that size and technology

6



were virtually identical across the sample units'by design. Small varia-
tions in structure were related to employee maintenance but not:to unit
performance. Employees preferred more structural complexity, particularly
in the form of more vertical specialization and control. In different
terms, greater vertical specialization provided a better match between the
required mission and-technology than a less formalized and less'specialized
structure.

Proposition 3 predicted that discretionary leadership would be posi-
tively associated with unit performance (error rate in messages sent and
machine down time) and employee maintenance (satisfaction, involvement,
intent to leave, perceived\equity of system rewards, agreement with unit
gOals, and agreement with system [Army] goals). Discretionary leadership.
was positively related to bOth performance and employee maintenance. Thus,

-as predicted, leaders with more discretionary leadership headed more suc.::
cessful units. When using dross estimates of leader behavior, no such re-
lationship was found concerhling performance. Hence, discretionary leader-
ship was a significant predictor and traditional leader behavior was not.

Proposition 4 was the most difficult test of the model. It predicted
that discretionary leadership which complemented environmental, contextual,\
and structural complexity would lead to greater unit success. A pattern of
significant interactions for both unit performance and employee maintenance
supported this contention even though the machine-controlled performance
measures were not expected to be influenced very much by leadership. Re-
sults were stronger for employee maintenance than for performance, and not
all aspects of employee.maintenance responded to a complementary pattern of
discretionary leadership. 'Adjusting discretionary leadership to complement
environmental complexity was important for gaining higher employee satis-
faction, lower intent to leave, agreement with-goals, and one aspect of
consistency in unit performance: When discretionary leadership complemented
contextual complexity, there was to be found more consistent unit performance.
Complementing, contextual complexity did not make a difference when predicting
employee maintenance criteria.

As structural complexity increased, it was particularly important for
the leader to increase discretionary leadership if higher satisfaction,
less intent to leave, and more consistency in performance were desired.

Propositions 5 and 6 dealt with the possible combined effects between
group and task conditions, on the one hand, and discretionary leadership on.
the other: This exploratory effort to link our ap roach with others was.!
not successful. There were significant interaction , but they were incon-
sistent with the projections of existing models.

In terms Of additional exploratory work, the in,orporation of lateral
leadership was found to be important when predictinglunit performance.
However, it was not as consistently related to employee maintenance. -Par

ticularly important was the need, for more lateral leadership as the environ-
ment, context, and structure became more complex. Overall, as complexity
increased, leaders willing to devote more time and effort to lateral rela-
tions generally experienCed higher unit performance and employee maintenance.

7
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In terms of prediction with a series of global models combining the

variablesacross propositions, squared correlation values ranging from

between .20 and .80 were found, depending upon the criterion. These val-

ues suggest that - organizationally based leadership models such as this

one appear to have considerable predictive potential.'

The body of the report discusses the above,findings, outlines some

important considerations in future research, and prOvides considerable

detail concerning application of the model. We_can summarize two key

portions of the applications. First, the overall predictive ability of

the global model appears sufficient to be of practical significance in

terms of applications.

Second, modifications in specific aspects of the environment, con-
text, and structure of the unit can be used to minimize the importance of

leadership, maximize the leader's role, or provide somebalanCe between

these extremes. Condistency in environment, context, and structure is

the key to minimizing the importance of leadership. Where there is incon-

siStency across units, discretionary-leadership is important. More dis-

cretionary leadership is needed to cope with the unusual circumstances,-

However, it may not be necessary to embark on expensive leadership

training programs to improve the performance of some units. By adjusting

components of the environment, context, and/or structure, it is possible

to design a minimal degree of inconsistency.

We conclude that the model was generally supported in a difficult

test. Environmental, contextual, and structural conditions should be con -

sidered in analyses of leadership effectiveness. The Multiple Influence

Model of Leadership helps open new avenues to aid planners and'decision

makers in improving unit Success.

DETAILS OF THE STUDY

Purpose and Scope

This part of the report describes the efforts taken to test and expand

a new model of leadership. The model differs from more traditional ap-

proches in two major ways at both the theoretical and empirical levels.

First, it incorporates macro variables (external environment and organize-7

tional variables) and leadership as well as group and individual charac-
\teristics, singly and in combination.. Second, the model treats leadership

as being influenced by these-setting variables., Third, it incorporates

these\setting variables as contingencies. Other models treat leadership

as if it were anindependent variable not substantially influenced by the

setting, of the leader. They also do not utilize macro variables to the

extent that they are used in the present model.

The theoretical rationale underlying the model is briefly dedcribed.

Then empirical results are reported for supervisory personnel in/Army tele-

communications units from the Seventh Signal Command. The empirical re-

sults represent a partial test of the model in units with hard performance

criteria, with large environmental variations and with relatively constant

organizational conditions.
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The data reported here show superior criterion predictability com-
pared with more traditional treatments of leader behavior. Implications
of these data are discussed for: (a) Army development and training use;
and (b) future tests of. the model in units with different environmental
and/or organizational characteristics from those sampled here.

Background and Theoretical Base

The dominant theme in leadership theory centers on contingencies.
In various forms the successful leader alters interactions with subordi-
nates to modify the impact of individual and group conditions. The theme
may also be stated as: The impact of leader behavior is altered by indi-
vidual and group factors so that the successful leader must adjust to these
factors or they must be adjusted to the/leader. Popular approaches high-
light different aspeCts of leader behavior and different-contingencies.
In the House approach, the emphasis is on the leader developing an appropri-
ate path toward the goals assigned to/the unit and .to goals prized by sub-
ordinates (House& Mitchell, 1974). %In Fiedler's View,.the leader's style
(LPC) is fixed so that the question boils down to matching leaders and
group conditions (Fiedler, Chemers, & Mahar, 1976): Graen and his associ-
ates (e.g.,. Graen & Cashman, 1975).', on the other hand, focus on the indi-
vidual exchanges-between a follower and a leader arguing that leader adjust-
ments to individual subordinate Characteristics are critical. Normative
approaches, such as the one by Vroom (Vroom & Yetton, 1973), suggest when
the leader should intervene. The nature of the problems facing the unit
and the relative expertise of the -leader are key factors.

To summarize, most existing approaches pay lip service. to more global
organizational factors and presume it is not important to explain why lead-
ers act as they do. An exception which helped form the theoretical under-
pinnings of the current approach is work by Bass and his associates (e.g.,
Bass & Valenzi, 1974). Their approach builds upon.systems theory while
the present model is rooted in organization theory.

The Multiple Influence Approach

Our approach, termed the Multiple Influence Model of Leadership ex-
plicitly considers macro variables and attempts to help explain why leaders
act as they do. The leader is the individual who stands between and links
the organization and subordinates (e.g., Jacobs, 1971; Likert, 1961).
Since organizational conditions-shape the problems and opportunities facing
the unit and its members, they also alter the leadership pattern of the unit
head and the effectiveness of a particular series of influence attempts.
To these macro factors one should add group and task characteristics (Fied-
ler, 1967), as well as subordinate individual characteristics '.(cf. House &
Mitchell, 1974). As shown in Figure 1, however, our approach places empha-
sis on the macro variables. More traditional approaches do not.

To more clearly understand the role and impact of leader behavior, it
is necessary to dissect it into different components. Typically this has
been accomplished by looking at different dimensions of leader behavior
such as supportive versus task-based influence attempts. Our perspective



Leader
Behavior.

Most tonttilgency Approaches

Subordinite.Tasks, Indi-
vidual Characteristics,
Nature of Subordinate
Group,.etc.

Leader Individual
Characteristics

Macro
Factors

Performance
Satisfaction (Employee
Maintenance) and/or
Variables Leading to
These Criteria

Multiple Influence Approach

Leadership

1:

Group and Task
Characteristics,
-Subordinate
Individual
Characteristics.

Criteria

Figure 1. Key relationships stressed in contingency approaches

and the Multiple Influence approach to leadership.
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of the leader as a link between subordinates and-the organization suggests
a more fundamental distinction. Leader behavior is composed of required
interactions and discretionary leadership. When these two are separated,
we propoSe that the associations among environmental conditions, organiza-
tional factors, leadership, unit characteristics, and goal attainment will
bebome clearer. The implications of such 'a view are far-reaching. For
instance, by modifying.. selected variables,-organizations could alter the
behavior of leaders and the success of different patterns of discretionary
leadership. Such a possibility is not articulated in existing models.
Thus, it is appropriate to discuss discretionary versus required (nondis-
cretionary) leadership and.then move on to specific macro variables.

Discretionary and Required Leadership

As a member of the organization, each leader is required to interface
with subordinates in some minimal fashion. Required leader behaviors are
those minimal interactions with subordinates dictated by the position of

- the leader in the organization'shierarchy. Leaders at the same level and
heading units with similar missions, environments, contexts (size, tech-
nology), and structures (vertical specializationand control and horizontal
specialization and coordination) axe likely to share similar supervisory
requirements. For instance, the classic image of the DI clearly suggests
that there is a common set of required interactions with recruits. Major
differences in mission, environment, context, or structure of the unit call
for a different set of required leader behaviors. This can often be seen
in job descriptions and specifications..

Discretionary leadership, on the, other-hand, is influence over and
above that typically vested in the role. .Influence attempts embodied in
the role are akin to.what Jacobs (1971) has conceptualized as "supervisory
behaviors." Discretionary leadership is influence beyorld requirements.'

In the Multiple Influence approach, we see three broad factors lead-
ing to discretionary leadership. First is the set of macro circumstances
(environmental, organizational, and mission characteristics) facing the
individual leader. Second is the leader's set of personality and other
individual difference variables. Third are the characteristics of the
leader's subordinates (individually and as a group). The latter two fac-
tors have, to a greater or lesser extent, been mentioned-in existing con-
tingency'approaches (Hunt & Larson, 1974). They will not be discussed in
depth here since they_are nota central focus in the present investigation.
The role of environmental and organizational factors, however, deserves
more careful attentionparticulaily the interplay among macro-factors
and discretionary leadership.

Macro Factors and Leadership

Even though leaders may hold similar roles in units with similar mis-
sions, they are unlikely to fabe identical environmental and structural
conditions. The required or nondiscretionary subordinate interactions
may mesh well with typical' conditions but be inadequate in units with
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slightly varied'environmental and organizational conditions. It is ex-
pected that the individual leader will move to fill gaps between required
leadership and existing environmental and structural conditions to provide
greater consistency. Let's examine this drive toward consistency.

Large organizations develop formal structures and processes to ac-,
complish unit objectives assuming typical environmental and contextual
conditions. However, goals, sizes, technologies,' and even structures may

vary on'a unit by unit basis. No unit is the typical unit any more than
the average American family has 3.4 members. Leaders are expected to re-

act to unique unit conditions. We propose, for example, that where exist-
ing structures and procedures are inadequate, the leader will be expected
to become more active and add rules and procedures.. Where unusually incon-
sistent demands develop, the leader is expected to add role. clarity. Where
there are heavy pressures for performance, the leader is expected to in-
crease his/her support of subordinates. To summarize, the leader is ex-

.pected to,alter discretionarY-leadershipto fill gaps and inconsistencies
between unique unit conditions and those typically found in similar

subsystems.

We should note that these adjustments may or may not be done to increase
unit performante or subordinate employee maintenance variables.3 They may
be done for a variety of reasons including easing the burden on the leader,
insuring consistency of treatment of subordinates and outsiders, and/or to
enhance the leader's chances of promotion. Further, not all leaderSmay
respond to unique conditions by altering the interactions with subordinates.
It is expected, however, that those who do respond are more likely to head
units with more favorable unit outcomes. As explained later, some adjust-
ments to unique factors are expected to help promote assumed-equality of
treatment across similar units in terms of the requirements, constraints,
and resources given in exchange for performance and employee maintenance.

Precisely'how_leaders adapt to variations in environment and organi-
zational. factors is a major question for the present research. The theory

suggests the following proposition.

Proposition 1: Leaders adjust their discretionary leadership to
meet unique variations in the environment, context, and structure
of their unit.

Related to this proposition. is a more stringent analysis of the ability
of discretionary leadership to more clearly reflect why leaders act as they

do. Specifically, the pattern of associations between macro factors and
discretionary leadership should be clearer than-those betWeen macro factors
and the more traditional gross estimates of leader behavior. To more fully
examine this general proposition, it is also useful to include an estimate

3We use the term employee maintenance to reflect a group of variables in-

volved in attracting and maintaining an adequate workforce. In addition

to satisfaction, these include such variables as job involvement; Organi-

zational commitment, and the like.
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of required leadership. This will allow for a more complete comparison o
results between traditional approaches and the Multiple Influence Model.

Specific Macro Factors

The first proposition raises the question of which macro factors are
important.' The potential number of important environmental, contextual,
and structural variables is quite large. Although each subsystem with an
identiCal mission may.be formally designed in the same manner and operate
under a common policy umbrella, subtle differences are likely to emerge.
Many of these are likely-to be unique to a particular unit. For instance,
units with similar missions may still not interact with an identical set
of other units. To cut through the potential maze and still maintain an
approach which provides opportunities for emergent differences, we have
adapted a theoretical framework receiving some popularity in the organiza-
tion theory literature.

Environmental Conditions, As we have indicated, many of the more im-
portant'macro.influences may be divided into 'environmental, contextual,.
and structural categories. The environment may be further divided into
general and specific segments. The general environment includes environ-
mental. characteristics common to all organizations'operating within a par-
ticular geographical area.(e.g., Washington, St. Louis, Nevada). Here
interdependence, volatility, and development or favorability in economic,
legal-politicali sociocultural, and edUcational conditions have been found
to be related to several aspects of unit success (Osborn, Hunt, & Jauch,
1980). For simplicity, interdependence, volatility, and favorability can
be multipliCatively combined into an index of overall comple ;ity in the

-general environment (Osborn, 1976; Osborn et al., 1980).

The specific environment consists of the.other units with which a
given organization or unit works to reach its mission. Using an instru-
ment developed by the senior authors (discussed in more detail in the
method section), it is possible to rate the interdependence, volatility,
and favorability in this sector as well, A summary index for complexity
in the specific environment. can also be calculated in'the same way as for
the general environment. 'Finally, al] environmental conditions measured
can be represented by a single multiplicative environmental'complexity
score where higher complexity denotes more problems and opportunities for
a particular organization -(Osborn et al., 1980),_

Contextual Conditions. In much the same manner, we can rate the con-
-- text of a given-organization. The context consists of those conditions

in which the organizational structure and managers operate. In those units
with similar missions, such as those in this study, the key contextual
elements are size, technological sophistication, and technological varia-
bility. Larger units provide leaders with both more resources and more
followers. Technological sophistication is concerned with the intricacy
of transforming inputs (e.g.,. raw material) into outputs (e.g., products).
It is measured in different ways depending on the specific type of tech-
nology involved. For instance, for one kind of technology, measurement
centers on the ratio of capital to labor. For another type, it involves
the difficulty of linking different parties to a transaction (Osborn et
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al., 1980). Technological variability is concerned with the range of out-
puts\provided and the extent to which members perform similar duties. .

Differences existing in units along these contextual variables are
expected to be related to discretionary leadership. As with the'environ--
mental variables, it is possibA-4-to develop a complexity index reflecting
the probleMs and opportunities facing an organizational unit from its con-
text (size, technological sophistication, and technological variability).
(See Osborn et al., 1980 for details.),

Structural Conditions. For a number of years, scholars have been
concerned with the structure of the organization and its effects on unit
outcome criteria (see Osborn et al., 1980 for a review).. There are several
different approaches relying upon either reports from subordinates or de-
scriptifrom_organization charts. Here, a combined view which includes:,
both is utilized. Specifically the organization's structure can be decom-
posed into three components:' (a)- vertical specialization and control;
(b) horizontal specialization and coordination; and (c) diversity across
a unit's dominant pattern of vertical and horizontal dimensions.

Where the overall mission and design of a system are similar, decen-
tralization and formalization are two key ways to conceptualize an organi-
zation's vertical specialization.and control. FOrmalization is concerned
with the use of documents for specifying roles, procedures, and controls.
Decentralization focuses on the locus of decisionmaking within a given unit.
Assuming a given number of levels and job titles, the greater the decen-
trAlization (the lower in the organization is the locus of decisionmaking)
the greater we assume the pattern of vertical specialization to be. To
push decisions down, they must be subdivided and delegated to a larger
number of managers--hence more specialization.

Horizontal specialization and coordination may be defined in many
ways. Again, assuming a similar design and mission for units in a system,
a primary way of considering horizontal specialization.and coordination is
in terms of the. intricacy of within-unit workflow interdependence. The
higher the interdependence requirements, the more horizontal specializa7
tion is considered to exist.

In addition to vertical and horizontal specialization, a third aspect
of is diversity across a unit's dominant pattern of vertical and
horizOntal dimensions. Diversity can be measured by the standardization
of job duties and requirements for performance--the less standardization,
the more the diversity.4

4
These three dimensions of structure are not consistently related to one

another across samples. It appears they are partial substitutes for one
another from the point of view of higher management. For instance, decen-
tralization may be increased with the addition of more specific job de-
scriptions and reports (formalization) or in tandem with written procedures
for performing specific duties (standardization). In some instances greater
centralization is accompanied by more formalization and standardization to '

insure tight control by management.
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As with environment and context,.it is possible to combine these com-
ponents into an index of structural complexity. The more complex the
structure, theMore problems and opportunities it can handle. Of course

a more complex structure also may require the leader to adjuSt his or her

discretionary leadership.

With these environmental and organizational characteristics in mind,
let's take a closer look at the proposed. Multiple Influence Model of Lead-

ership. Specifically, how does leadership relate to performance and em-

ployee maintenance?

The Multiple Influence Approach and Unit Outcomes

While it is important to understand why leaders act as they do, a
model of leadership should also help explain and predict outcomes. In this

report we concentrate on unit outcomes rather than those at the individual
or oganizational levels. The multiple influence approach builds upon ex-
isting contingency models and incorporates macro factors to increase our
understanding and ability to predict importantaspects:,Of performance and
employee maintenance (see Figure 1).

The theoretical arguments can be separated into four categories:
(a) the direct (or main) effects of macro variables; (b) the direct associ-
ation among discretionary leadership,/ required leadership, and unit out-

comes; (c) the interactive (combined) impact of macro variables and lead-
ership (discretionary and required) on unit outcomes; and'(d) the combined
effects of leadership and group and task conditions.

Macro Variables and Unit Outcomes

The literature concerning the direct association betwee macro vari-
ables and unit outcomes is not clear-cut. Generally it is expected that

more complex environments (as.defined'aboVe) provide greater opportunities

for performance while they have a negative impact on employee maintenance.

Much the same is generally found for size, technological complexity, and

structural complexity (Osborn et al., 1980). These simple associations

are often comparatively weak. However, the combined impact of matching
degrees of environmental, contextual, and structural complexity is hypothe-

sized to be quite important. Specifically, where environmental, contextual,

and structural variables are consistent with unit requirements, both unit

performance and employee maintenance are expected to be high. The greater

the inconsistency, the lower the performance and employee taintenanceA0s
born et al., 1980). Essentially, the argument is that the structure of
the organization should be complex enough to take advantage of opportuni-
ties provided by the environment and context and sufficiently complex to-
allow the unit to cope with environmental and contextual problems. For

example, large units should have a more elaborate series of rules, policies,.

and procedures to substitute for personal direction by supervisors than

smaller units. Here, the sample units shared a very similar pattern among
environment, context, and structure; thus, exploration of'the interactive
effects among these factors was not deemed to be appropriate. Instead,

there was an attempt to assess e direct association of these factors ori't-----

unit outcomes. Assuming am ch has been achieved, a second proposition is:
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Proposition 2: Macro variables will be significantly associated
with unit outcomes.

Leadership and Unit Outcomes

Even though contingency views now dominate the leadership literature,
it is important to remember that leadership may still have a direct, main
effect. Generally, more leader activity is associated with higher unit
outcomes and the association with employee maintenance is typically greater
than with estimates of unit performance5 (Stogdill, 1974).

Proposition 3: ,Greater discretionary leadership will have a
positive impact on unit outcomes.

It is expected that-the direct associations between discretionary
leadership and unit outcomes will be clearer than when a typidal, gross
estimate of leader behavior is used. This is because discretionary lead-
ership is a "purer" measurd of leadership than are the more traditional
leader behavior measures. We should note that merely meeting organiza-
tional requirements is not expected to be directly linked with employee
maintenance. Such activities are required of the leader (required lead-
ership). Discretionary leadership, on the other hand, is expected to be
associated with employee maintenance since the leader is more actively in-
volved with building linkages between unit personnel and the organization.

InteractiveRelationships Ai4ong Macro Variables and
Discretionary Leadership

The he t of most contingency approaches consists of the interactive
relations ong leadership and one or a number of nonleadership variables
(see Figure 1). The Multiple Influence approach postulates that the leader,
via discretionary leadership, should complement,the problems .and,opportuni-
ties presented by the macro conditions. Such a leader recognizes the im-
pact that minor modifications in the environment and organization of the
unit can haVe on unit performance and employee maintenance. The leader
then responds with the appropriate discretionary leadership.

Specifically, as environmental complexity increases, more discretion-
ary leadership is needed to help provide missing adaptive mechanisms and
guidelines not found in a structure designed for typical environmental
conditions.

Similarly, as contextual complexity increases, the leader needs to
\\ intervene with discretion to provide additional structural adaptation.

For example, discretion may be needed to help clarify and justify

5
Whether this difference is a true one or an artifact of the same source

used for obtaining leadership descriptions and attitudinal measures of
employee maintenance is not clear from the available literature.
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exceptions facing subordinates and to direct the way in which rules, poli-

cies, and procedures apply.

Additional structural complexity would also call for additional dis-

cretionary leadership. For example, some rules and procedures may need to
be emphasized over others, and additional clarification of duties may be
needed. More discretionary supportiveness of subordinates may also be
needed to help mold their unique requirements into those of the unit.

In statistical terms, it is predicted that the interaction between
discretionary leadership and macro conditions will yield an increase in
explained variance for unit performance and employee maintenance. These

macro conditions are: environmental complexity, contextual complexity,

and structural complexity. The expected interaction is of a particular

form. Namely, there will be a greater difference between criterion values
for lower and higher discretionary leadership when complexity (environmental,
contextual, or structural) is high than when it is low. This is a diver-
gent interaction since the difference in criterion values increases as the
macro variables become More complex and high and low discretionary-leader-

ship is compared. This Is graphically illustrated below in its purest form.

High

Low

..
a/.

High Discretionary
Leadership

Low Discretionary
Leadership

Low Complexity High

The diagram assumes that additional complexity generally has a favor-

able impact on criteria. This is what we would predict for employee main-
tenance type putcomes in highly bureaucratized settings such as the Army.
In other, less bureaucratized settings, where the tasks themselves are more
varied and challenging, the lines might slope down, rather than up. There

would still be increasing divergence between lower and .higher.discretionary
leaders, but complexity would have a negative impact. This argument is

consistent with the treatment of Osborn et al. (1980). -

This discussion leads to a fourth proposition.

Proposition 4: Unit outcome differences between lower and
higher discretionary leadership will increase as environmental,

contextual, and structural complexity increase.
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Moving now from macro interactions to those at a more micro level, we
consider group and task conditions facing the leader.

Group and Task Interactions

There are several group and task characteristics mentioned in the lit-
erature concerning leadership effectiveness. Two appear particularly im-
portant. First, how cohesive is the group? Second, what is the nature of
the task performed by group members?

Group cohesiveness has been mentioned by a number of leadership schol-
ars as a key group characteristic (for a review, see Schriesheim, Mowday, &
Stogdill, 1979). High cohesiveness connotes the potential for a more re-
ceptive collection of subordinates.

Fiedler's (1967) concept of group atmosphere, where the leader de-
scribes the attractiveness of his/her subordinate group, is akin to co-
hesiveness and reflects this receptivity or favorability.

Conceptualizing a cohesive group as being potentially more receptive,
we expect that discretionary leadership will be more important for unit
success as cohesiveness increases. In more formal terms, the difference
in unit outcomes between higher and lower discretion will be greater as
cohesiveness increases.

In terms of tasks, there is substantial support for considering them
in terms of structure and predictability (Fiedler, 1967; House & Mitchell,
1974; .Melcher, 1976; Van de Ven, 1977). Following Van de Ven (1977), we
will conceptualize these key task dimensions in terms of task 'difficulty
and task variability.

For these task conditions, we propose that the leader responds in a
particular manner. Specifically, our predictions are largely consistent
with House's path-goal model of leadership (House & Mitchell, 1974) and
couched in terms of particular dimensions of discretionary leadership.
Thus, we propose that as task difficulty increases thleader should in-
crease structuring activities (e.g., greater role clarification and empha-
sis on rules and procedures) to clarify the path from job problems to
performance. At the same time, additional supportiveness is needed as a
reward to stimulate the greater effort needed to accomplish more difficult
tasks. In contrast, consider the situation where tasks are low in diffi-
culty. Here, higher support may compensate for a nonchallenging job but
discretionary clarification and/or emphasis on rules and procedures are
not only unnecessary but get in the way of emp-oyee maintenance. Thus,
excessive structuring may interfere with task achievement and even insult
followers when jobs are simple.

In terms of task variability, we propose that greater variation calls
for additional emphasis on rules and procedures to clarify subordinate

tasks. Along with this, additional supportiveness is needed to compensate
for the additional effort needed to cope with the variability. Routine

tasks call for the opposite leader responses.
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?.hose familiar with House's path-goal approach recognize that classi-
cal interactive relations are postulated for the task-related aspects of
leadership. Where leader task direction (role clarification, rules and
procedures, work assignments) is needed to solve job problems or clarify
solutions' to varied demands, greater task emphasis yields greater perfor-
mance and satisfaction. Where not needed, the task emphasis actually
lowers satisfaction.

We can summarize the moderating influence of group and task conditions
into a fifth proposition.

Proposition 5: Discretionary leadership-will be associated with
higher unit outcomes when it complements unit conditions.

As indicated above, for task conditions, a classical (symmetrical)
interaction is e::pected. However, for group cohesiveness, we expect a di-
vergent interaction. Here, the difference in unit outcomes between higher
and lower discretion will be greater as cohesiveness increases.

We can also consider an additional group variable but on an explora-
tory basis since, in general, it has not been treated as thoroughly in
the leadership, literature as have the previous variables. That variable
is task-relevant expertise in the group. Here, we are concerned with those
variables suchas experience and the 'like which are likely to reflect task
expertise. We propose that subordinate groups with less expertise are
likely to need additional discretionary leadership. Higher expertise group
members may or may not benefit from additional discretionary leadership.

Stating this relation in propositional form, we then have:

Proposition 6: As group expertise increases, differences in
unit outcomes between low and high discretionary leaders will
decrease.

/,1

Interactive Relationships in the Multiple Influence Model
of Leadership--A Summary

The theoretical arguments underlying the interactions may be summarized
to show the multiple influences the leader should meet to increase unit
outcomes. As complexity in the macro factors increases (be this from the
environment, context, or structure), the leader should respond with greater
discretion. More discretionary task activity provides additional channels
to cope successfully with the problems presented by greater complexity
while allowing the unit to capitalize on opportunities. More discretionary
supportiveness is needed with additional complexity to provide additional
rewards for the greater effort needed to cope with a more complex setting.
As the setting becomes more complex, there is a larger difference between
the unit outcomes of lower versus higher discretionary leadership.

At amore micro level, the leader must also adjust to group and task
'variables. We first postulated that group cohesiveness is an important
group variable. Namely, as cohesiveness increases, more discretion will
have a more dramatic impact on unit outcomes. The expected pattern is
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similar to that for complexity in the macro setting, the higher the co-

hesiveness the more discretionary leadership makes a difference.

We next proposed that more difficult and varied tasks call for dis-

cretionary leadership to engender high performance and employee maintenance.

Yet, when the task is simple and routine, increases in task aspects of

leader discretion will boomerang--yielding lower employee maintenance.

Supportive actions generally help improve employee maintenance under all

types of tasks but will have a somewhat greater impact when the job is

difficult and varied (they are needed as additional rewards). Thus, for

task characteristics, we have a classical interaction where discretionary

task aspects of leadership could be detrimental.

Finally, we argued that leaders heading units with less experience or

expertise should intervene with more discretionary leadership. Such inter-

vention could clarify duties and prioritieS and help unit members with

less expertise improve their performance. Discretion will make less dif-

ference for unit members with more experti6e.

Some. Additional Considerations

Our discussion of interactions briefly-considered some different lead-

ership dimensions. Let's pursue this further. What are likely to be some

important dimensions of leadership? Those familiar with the literature

will recognize that task and socio-emotional categories have been consis-

tently found in studies designed to identify leadership dimensions.- The

task-related aspects of leadership have themselves been subdivided to pro-

vide a clearer picture of what leaders can do to increase unit outcomes.

Recent investigations by Schriesheim (1978) and Jermier and Berkes (1979),

suggest that clarifying the job of subordinates (role clarification), as-

signing specific duties to group members (work assignments), and providing

guidelines for action by interpreting rules and procedures, (rules and pro-

cedures) are three major aspects of the task dimension of leadership. These

authors have also used a support measure to tap key aspects of the socio-

emotional aspect of leadership. As we show in the method section, these

dimensions serve as the core for our treatment of leadership.

The previous dimensions focus on vertical aspects of leadership. In

addition to these, we are concerned with conducting an exploratory analysis

of the impact of lateral'leadership. Lateral leadership is conceptualized

in terms of the leader's general orientation toward actions with those at

or near his/her organizational level. For example, to what eXtent is the

leader willing to (a) develop specific guidelines for. interunit exchanges?

(b) structure relations with other unit exchanges? and (c) respond to pres-

sures from others? It was felt that lateral relations would be particularly

important for the Army telecommunications centers which served as the sample

units in this investigation since their mission is to link message senders

and receivers. Sir-16e lateral leadership has not been systematically in-

vestigated, we felt an exploratory analysis was more appropriate than de-

veloping specific propositions regarding association of lateral leadership

with macro factors, group or task variables or criteria.
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A final cqnsideration is concerned with the emphasis of our approach
on macro factor's in addition to those variables more traditionally examined.
We have argued, at least implicitly, that such a macro emphasis should ac-
count for a larger proportion of criterion variance. As a final step in
this investigation, we propose supplementing the separate tests of each of
the propositions with an overall test which combines the variables in the
propositions. This is proposed as an initial step in estimating the gen-
eral order of magnitude of the criterion variance which might be accounted
for by a leadership model which includes macro variables. The uniqueness
of the-sample and'its size preclude a more complete test. However, the _

results here should be suggestive of the potential predictive usefulness
of such models.

The Multiple Influence Model of Leadership--A Summary

We have outlined the theoretical underpinnings of the proposed Multi-
ple Influence Model of Leadership. Before restating the six key proposi-
tions investigated in this study, it is important to review the definition
of key terms. Discretionary leadership is the influence the leader builds
beyond that typically vested in the role. We suggested that discretionary
leadership and the impact of discretionary influence on unit outcome cri-
teria was partially dependent upon macro factors. Three macro factors were
identified--the environment, context, and structure of the unit. We intro-
duced the,concepts of: (a) environmental complexity (the set of external
problems and opportunities facing the unit); (b) contextual complexity (the
size, technological sophistication, and technblogical variability of the-
unit); and (c) structural complexity (the extent to which the structure
is vertically specialized and controlled, horizontally specialized and co-
ordinated, and the diversity of the pattern of structure). We suggested
that the model should help explain and predict unit outcome criteria.
Unit outcomes were described in terms of performance and employee mainten-
ance. The term employee maintenance was used to label those criteria in-
volved with attracting and maintaining a viable work force. The criteria
sconsideed were job satisfaction, job involvement, intent to leave, per-
ceived equitable treatment via system rewards, unit goal congruence, and
system goal congruence.

We proposed that the impact of discretionary leadership was altered
by group and task variables. Following existing views, group cohesiveness,
task difficulty, and task variability were all expected to alter the as-
sociation between discretionary leadership and unit outcomes. Group member
experience conceptualized as an indicator of expertise was also propOsed
as being a potentially important variable in this category, but on a more
tentative basis. The inclusion of group conditions helps link our.approach
to other models of leadership success.

With these brief definitions in mind, we can restate the six general
propositions which were formulated to focus our research:

. 1. Leaders adjust their discretionary leadership to meet unique
variations in the environment, context, and structure of their
unit.
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2. Macro variables will be significantly associated with unit

outcomes.

3. Greater discretion will have a positive impact on unit outcomes.

4. Unit outcome differences between lower and higher discretionary

leadership willAncrease as environmental, contextual; and struc-

tural complexity increase. ,

5. Discretionary leadership will be associated with higher unit out-

comes when it complements unit conditions.

6. When group member expertise is higher, unit outcome differences

between lower and higher discretionary leadership will decrease.

We pointed out that the six, propositions relating to discretionary

leadership were the major focus of our study. However, these were supple-

mented with two important exploratory analyses. The first of these was

concerned with lateral leadership. Lateral leadership was conceptualized

in terms of the extent to which a leader felt it appropriate to engage in

a wide range-of relations with those at or near his/her own level in the

organization. Lateral leadership was considered to be a potentially impor-

tant addition to the vertical leadership exemplified in the discretionary

propositions.

The second exploratory analysis involved investigating the previously

discussed variables in combination. Such an analysis would provide prelimi-

nary information concerning the potential criterion predictability of a

global macro-oriented leadership model.

To close this summary, it-I:a-informative to'examine Figure 2 which

treats the multiple influence variables and propositions in diagrammatic

form.

Method

Setting and Sample

The Multiple Influence Model is quite complex with a large number of

macro and other variables to be considered in addition to leadership and

criteria. Thus, a complete test of the model in any one sample is not very

feasible. We therefor' opted fora partial test. Sample selection centered

on narrow variations in some conditions to provide a "strong influence test"

(Platt,-1964) and more variation in those conditions which have received the

least attention in the literature.

In order to increase the relevance of this study's findings for Army

use, the decision was made to sample military units. It was also-determined

that, to the extent possible, such units should have "hard" performanCe cri-

teria in order to supplement the less rigorous employee maintenance type of

'criteria. Finally, individuals within the units needed to possess a high

enough literacy level so that they could complete questionnaires which were

the primary data sources for our study. Conferral with the Army Research
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Environmental and
Organizational (Macro)
Factors

I. Environmental Complexity
A. General Environ. Complexity

1. interdependence
2. volatility
3. favorability

B. Specific Environ. Complexity
1. interdependence
2. volatility
3. favorability

II. Contextual Complexity
A. Size
B. Technological sophistication
C. Technological variability
Structural Complexity
A. Vertical specialization

and control
B. Horizontal specialization

and coordination
C. Diversity

------bi Discretionary
P1 Leadership

Ili

Unit Outcomes
I.. Performance

P2 II. Employee Maintenance

P4t

vir

P

P5

3

Figure 2. A diagramatic summary of key relationships
in the Multiple Influence Model of Leadership.
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Group and Task
Variables

A. Cohesiveness
B. Task Difficulty
C. Task Variability

Key: P
1

= Proposition 1: Environmental, contextual,

and structurdl factors to discretionary leader-
ship.
P
2

= Proposition 2: Macro factors to unit

outcomes.
P
3

= Proposition 3: Discretionary leadership

to unit outcomes.
P
4

= Proposition 4: Macro factors and leader-

ship interactions to unit outcomes.
P
5

= Proposition 5: Group and Task variable

interactions with leadership to unit outcomes.



Institute suggested that Army telecommunications centers (TCCs) appeared
to be prime candidates for the empirical investigation. Not only did they
appear to meet our requirements, but they are key contributors to the mis-
sion accomplishment of the Department of the Army. ARI helped lay the
groundwork in obtaining the permission of these units to participate in
the study.

The sample consisted of Army and civilian supervisory personnel within
TCCs from the Seventh Signal Command. These units were distributed through-
out the United States and included Panama, and Puerto Rico. They had similar
missions and, except for size,. appeared to be similar in terms of context
and structure. Hard performance data relating to the effectiveness with
which message transmissions were handled are used by the Army to evaluate
these units. The performance outcomes of these units are a part of a sys-
tem designed by the Army to be as heavilymachine-controlled as possible.

.Thus, the major variation in the sample was expected to be in terms
of the general environment. Here, the wide geographical distribution was
expected to play a key role. Because of the similarity in mission, the
specific environment was expected to vary less than the general environment.
Beyond that it was difficult to predict how much variation there would be.
As previously indicated, the expected lack of variation (except for.size)
in context and structure and the machine-+controlled performance measures
argue for a strong inference approach. That is, we can have more confidence
in significant findings involving these variables than would be the case if
there were more variation in them.

Procedure

Within the TCCs the decision was made to restrict the Sample to message
sending and receiving personnel only. No support personnel were included.
The sample was further restricted to shift supervisors, their immediate
supervisor, and the supervisor's immediate superior. These positions do
not always have consistent. titles and the titles differ depending on whether
the positions are occupied by Army or civilian personnel. However, quite
common designations are shift supervisor, NCOIC, and OIC for each of the
three levels, respectively. We shall use these titles throughout the re-
mainder of this report.6 Mail questionnaires were used for most of the
variables but were supplemented by data from other sources wherever
appropriate.?

6
Shift supervisors are typically sergeants or their civilian equivalents;

NCOICs are typically master sergeants or equivalents; OICs are field grade
officers, often majors or' lieutenant colonels or their civilian equivalents. .

7
We were fortunate in being able-to run a pilot study in these units to

test the adequacy of our mail questionnaire procedure as well as to provide
some important instrument development data useful in refining our question-
naires. The pilot study strongly suggested'that the sample should concen-
trate on shift supervisors and their immediate superiors.



There were a potential 110 TCCs available for data gathering. Of
these, 35 units were eliminated-because they were atypical from the other
units in some major way or because they were so small they had no shift
supervisors. Of the remainder, 49 were found to have a three -level struc-
ture (shift supervisors, NCOIC, OIC) and 26 had a two-level structure
without the intermediate level of supervision.

Mail questionnaires were administered to the appropriate supervisory
positions in.the 75 two- and three-level TCCs. The procedure utilized was
developed from the earlier pilot study with these units and is described
.in Appendix B. Of these, seven units either had no response or returns
were not received from enough people within the unit to be included in the
study The-return rate was thus- 91%. The percentage of usable returns by
supervisory level within the units ranged from-81% at the shift supervisor
level to 91% at the OIC level. Performance data provided by the Seventh
Signal Command were not made available for 13 of these units because they
were considered "top secret." .Thus, a total of 55 units was generally used
in examining relationships concerned with performance, while 68 units.gen-
erally were used for employee. maintenance. (For some-variables, sample
size was slightly smaller due to missing data.). The unit of analysis was
by group rather than individual. Therefore, questionnaire data were aggre-
gated within unit, as appropriate, for each TCC sampled.

Measures

Data were obtained.,for the following variables: (a) environmental
conditions (general environment and specific environment); (b) contextual
variables (size, technologiCal sophistication, technological variability);
(c) structural variables (vertical specialization and control,. horizontal
specialization and coordination, and,structural -diversity); (d) vertical
and lateral leadership; (e) group and task variables; and (f) unit outcome
criteria (performance and various aspects of employee maintenance).

Details concerning specific aspects of these variables used in this
study are described below. Means, medians, indications of skewness, standard
deviations, and reliability coefficients for those specific aspects are sum:-
marized in Appendix D (Exhibit D-1). 1.ntercorrelations are shown in the ap-
propriate exhibits in Appendix D.

Environmental Conditions. Consistent with the work of Farmer and Rich-
man (1964), the general environment' was operationalized in terms of legal-
political, socio-cultural, economic, and educational conditions within a
specified geographical area. The geographical area for each unit consisted
of the state within which the unit was located. The indicators summarized
in the bottom portion of Exhibit D-1, of Appendix D, were standardized and
summed for indexes of interdependency, volatility, and favorability across
the four general conditions above. Data for these indicators were taken
from census of population figures (see Osborn, 1976). The particular items
chosen are justified on a priori grounds as being appropriate to tap the
-construct. They were intended also to be'general enough for use in future
studies which might be conducted in other countries which might not have
census data in the same form as in this country.. General environment com-
plexity was obtained by matiplying the interdependence, volatility, and
favorability scores-by each other.
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The specific environment was measured by asking OICs to complete the

scales shown in Exhibit C-2. That instrument is based on the work of
Aldrich (1971), Duncan (1971), Emery and Trist (1965), Osborn and Hunt

(1974b), and. Thompson (1967) among others. This exhibit shows items re-

lating to interdependence, volatility, and favorability. Consistent with

general environment complexity, the three measures were multiplied by each

other to provide a measure of specific environment complexity. An overall

environmental complexity measure was then calculated by multiplying the

general and specific complexity measures by each other.
A

Contextual Variables. Unit size was measured by counting the number
Of direct full-time operators and supervisors in the TCC units. This in-

formation was available from rosters provided by the Seventh Signal Command.

As might be expected, the measure correlated highly (r's in the 0.7 range)

with other size-related measures such as number of messages sent and re-

ceived. Consistent with the literature concerning size (e.g., Kimberly,
1976), a log transformation was used to adjust for skewness and for the

diminishing impact on criteria typically reported as size increases.

Technological sophistication was measured by asking each shift super-

visor and his/her superior to complete Exhibit C-,3. It is a between-unit
modification of a scale developed by Van de Ven (1975) designed to measure

within7unit workflow. A lower score was interpreted as indicating less

sophistication. Following Van de Ven.(1975), the shift supervisors' scores

were averaged and combined with their boss' score and divided by 2.0 to

provide a composite. index.

Technological variability was measured by a modification of a speciali-

zation scale developed by Ford (1976) (Exhibit C -3). The higher the score .

the less the degree of variability. Scores were combined in the same manner

as those for workflow.

Structural Variables. Formalization (Exhibit C-4) and decentraliza-

tion (Exhibit C-4) tapped vertical specialization and control. The formali-

zation measure was adapted from Van de Ven (1975). The decentralization

measure was adapted from Ford (1976) and Melcher (1976). Higher_formaliza--

tion and greater decentralization were interpreted as indicating greater

vertical specialization and control. Following the logic expressed in the

theory section, within-unit workflow (Van de Ven, 1975) (Exhibit C -4) was

used as a measure of horizontal specialization and coordination. The higher

the score, the more the horizontal specialization and coordination. Task

standardization (Exhibit C-4) was used as a measure of structural diversity.

Te less standardization, the greater the diversity. The measure was modi-

f Pr's Van de Ven fl975). Shift supervisor and their immediate superior's;

::cores for all of these were combined as for the above variables.

Consistent, with the earlier complexity measures, the four measures
above were multiplied by each other to provide a measure of structural

complexity.

Vertical Leadership. The heart of our approach is the measure of diS-

cretionary leadership. Details on the development of that instrument as

it evolved through four pilot samples, including one with the present units,
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are summarized in Appendix A. Here we briefly highlight information on in-
struments used in the present investigation.

The dimensions used in the present study are based.on the work of
Schriesheim (1978) and Jermier and Berkes (1979). These, in turn, were
'based on modifications of the earlier LBDQ-Form XII dimensions of consid-
eration and initiating structure (Stogdill, 1963) and consist of: (a) role
clarification, (b) work assignments, (c) rules and procedures, and
'Ad) support.

As a base againSt which to compare discretionary leadership, the four
dimensions above were\used to tap leader behavior, discretionary leadership,
and.required leadership, (Exhibit C-5). All scales were completed by the
shift supervisors to describe their superior. Based on the results for the
pilot data using the present units (Appendix A, Sample 4), two different
measures of discretion and one measure of required leadership were used
here. The first discretionary measure was termed "categorical" and is
shown in Exhibit C-5. The second was labeled "points" (Exhibit C-5).
These measures were found to have acceptable convergent and discriminant
validity for support and rules and procedures. as shown in Exhibit D-26, in
Appendix D.

The leadership requireMents scale is shown in Exhibit C-5. Because
the major emphasis was on discretionary leadership, the requirements scale
is considered as a supplementary one and is less well-developed than the
discretionary measure. For all leadership scales, a higher score reflects
greater discretion, behavior, requirements, etc.

Lateral Leadership. The measure of lateral leadership used in this
study is based on the work of Osborn (1971), Duffy (1973), Osborn and Hunt
(1974a; 1974b), and Osborn, Hunt, and Skaret (19"). It is shown in Ex-
hibit C-5. It was completed by the OICs who were asked how typical unit
heads in their position should behave in dealings with others at or near
their organizational level. A factor analysis of the 30 items revealed
three dimensions with acceptable internal consistency reliabilities. These
were labeled pressure for action, network development, and adaptation to
pressure, respectively. Details of the factor analysis procedure are pro-
vided in Appendix D and a summary of the results is shown in Exhibit D-27.

Group and Task Variables. A key aspect of group characteristics postu-
lated in our model is group cohesiveness. Scott's and Rowland's. (1970)
scale was used to measure this (Exhibit C-6). In addition to the theoreti-
cal and psychometric. justifications reported by Scott and Rowland (1970),
Greene and Schriesheim (1977) have argued that it captures the conceptual
meaning of cohesiveness. The scale is also similar to Fiedler's group at-
mosphere measure (Fiedler, 1967). It was completed here by shift super-
visors to describe the cohesiveness of their subordinate work group, fol-
lowing the approach of Fiedler (1967). A higher score reflects greater
cohesiveness..

Task characteristics were measured by Van de Ven's (1975) measure of
task difficulty (Exhibit C76) and task variability (Exhibit C-5). The
shift supervisors completed\these scales and their scores were aggregated
for their units. Higher scores. reflect greater task variability and task

. difficulty.
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The exploratory group variable of expertise was measured by standard-
izing and combining three variables: (a) total years of service for Army
or civil service personnel; (b) age in years; and (c) whether the person
was anAxmy or civil service employee.8 These variables were" correlated
from 0.70 to 0.92 with each other and were interpreted on the assumption
that longer service, older age, and civilian status led to greater famil-
iarity or expertise.

Criteria. Performance measures consisted of: (a) machine error rate
(the percentage of mistakes in message headings sent for a 1-month period);
and (b) machine down time (number of hours per month a machine is inopera-
ble). These data were provided by the Seventh Signal Command. Traditional
measures of reliability are not available and consistency in performance
over time is itself considered an important criterion. However, 15 units
had 2 machines. Here the correlation between error rates was above .9. For
down time older machines had lower performance and down time on the newest
equipment was used. Machine age could not be used in analysis due to se-
curity considerations. Figures for both of these measures were averaged
over the most recent 6-month period preceding the study.

Since the distribution on the first of these measures was skewed and
four of the units had machines quite different from the others, a log
transformation was used. This log transformation then represented the level
of error rate. The higher the score, the higher the error rate. We were
also interested in the variability over the 6-month period. This consisted
of the standard deviation over the 6-month period.. The higher the score,
the higher the variability.

In a similar manner, variability of the down time was calculated.
Thus, there were two measures tapping level and two.tappihg variability,
one each for the error rate and down time.

These measures were automatically provided as,a byproduct of message
center technology and thus were not susceptible to direct "fudging" or
manipulation by the subjects. They also reflected an adjustment foi unit
size so that the output of different sized units was directly-comparable.
As prlyiously indicated, the outputs were designed by the Army to be as
strongly machine controlled as possible-so-that leadership effects would
be minimized. Thus, any s ects that might be shown would support
a strong inference est of our model.

Measures of job satisfaction, job involvement, intent to leave, system
rewards, and system and unit goal congruence were used to tap a broad range
of employee maintenance measures. All of these were obtained from shift
supervisor questionnaire responses. Score's were aggregated across shift
supervisors within a unit to provide aunit score.

The well-known Job Descriptive Index (Smith, Kendall, & Hulin, 1969)
(JDI) was used to measure satisfaction with: work, supervision, co-workeis,

pay, and promotion (Exhibit C-7). Some, such as Vroom (1964), have argu d

8
Rotation of Army personnel may lead to less experience on a particular

type of equipment.
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that this is the most thoroughly developed of all job satisfaction measures.
In addition to the individual dimensions, a total composite score was used
to:tap total job satisfaction. Another measure of total satisfaction used
was the Kunin (1955) Job in General MeaSure (Exhibit C-7).

Job involvement tapped the involvement of an individual with his or
her job. It was measured by the, well-known Lodahl and Kejner (1965) scale
(Exhibit C-7). Sekaran (1980) has shown the construct.to be conceptually
and empirically different from, though related to, job satisfaction. A
higher score reflected greater involvement.

Intent to leave was used as a measure of the likelihood of leavinc;

the Army or Civil Service employment. The items utilized were adapted
from Patton (1970) by Martin (1977) (Exhibit C-7). Patton showed his
measure to have a correlation of .84 with later turnover and Price and
Bluedorn (1977) found a correlation of about .50 for a similar measure
with subsequent turnover.

System rewards was a criterion.. measure developed by the authors es-
pecially for this study based on feedback from ArMy officials and the earl-
ier pilot data for this sample. A high score on this measure reflects
greater perceived equity of rewards (Exhibit C-7).

In a similak manner, system and unit goal congruence were considered
to be potentially important employee maintenance variables for these as
well as other Army units. They were judged to be morale-related or esprit
de corps type items, following the definition set forth by Stagner (1956).
The measures used are shown in Exhibit C-7.

Summary of Conceptual and Operational Linkages. For many of these
variables. the conceptual and operational linkages are straightforward.
However, a summary of these linkages for the less straightforward macro
variables may be useful at this point.. It is shown in Table 1.

Data Analysis

The first three propositions examine main effects. As such, simple
zero-order correlations would appear initially to be appropriate for each
predictor and each criterion. Given the large number of relationships that
need to be examined, however, a series of zero-order correlations would
capitalize heavily on chance.

Thus, canonical correlation using Wilk's Lambda (Cooley & Lohnes,
1962) was first used to test for significance among a group of predictors
and criteria. Then zero-order correlations were used to isolate the spe-
cific contributors to the overall relationship. For example, as a part of
Proposition 2, to investigate the relationships of specific environment
interdependence, volatility, and favorability with the employee maintenance
variables,-a test_using_Wilk'sLambda would be initially conducted. Then

if it revealed a significant overall relationship-izero-order-correlations
would isolate where, among the variables, the relationship existed.
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Table 1

Summary of Concepts and Measures Used
for Environment, Context, and Structure

Concept , Measures

General Environment

Interdependence

Volatility

Favorability

Complexity

Specific Environment

Interdependence

Volatility

Favorability

Complexity

Context

Size

Technological
Sophistication

Technological
Variability

Complexity

Struct r0

Vertical Specialization
and Control

Horizontal Specialization
and Coordination

Diversity

Complexity

Sum of 4 items from census data

Sum of 4 items from census data

Sum of 4 items from census data

Interdependence X volatility X favorability

Sum of 4 questionnaire interdependence items
from OIC

Sum of 4 volatility items from OIC

Sum of .4 favorability items from OIC

Interdependence X volatility X favorability

Log of data from organizatior roster from 7th
Signal Command

Between-unit workflow composite of sum of 4 items
from shift supervisors and OIC/NCOIC

Specialization composite of sum of 3 items from
shift supervisors and OIC/NCOIC

Log of size X within-unit workflow X specialization

Formalization (sum of 9 items) X decentralization
(sum of 12 items) compos'te from shift supervisors
and OIC/NCOIC

Within-unit workflow composite of sum of 4
items from shift supervisors and OIC/NCOIC

Standardization composite of sum of 4
(

items from shift supervisors and OIC/NCOIC

(Formalization X decentralization) X within-unit
workflow X standardization
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For these tests, all the leadership dimensions were included even,
though role clarity and work assignments did not meet, the requirements for
convergent and discriminant validity as well as did support and rule§ and
procedures. It was felt, for exploratory purposes, that informatioil con-

.cerning their concurrent validity would be a useful supplement t,/the earl-
ier convergent and discriminant results'. Similarly, results are reported
for required leadership even.though that was not a major concern of this

study.

' The last three propositions call for interactive tests. Here, to sim-

plify the analyses, results are not. repOrted for discretionary role clarity
and work assignments. They are reported for the other two leadership mea-
sures: leader behavior and lateral leadership. Required leadership re-
sults are reported when necessary'to,.help add insighti to comparisons be-
tween discretionary leadership and/leader behavior.

The interactions were tested using the moderated"regression technique
(Cohen, 1968; McNeil, Kelly, & 1975). :Unlike a laboratory design,
in a field study one cannot usually specify experimental and control condi-
tions. Thus, comparison of main effects under differing conditions of an-
other variable is not..., always feasible. "Since conditions are represented by
a continuous distribution of scores and not discrete categories, analysis
of interaction effects is best conducted using moderated regression analysis.
It is important to note that in using this technique, interactions may be
significant predictors while main effects are not significant (See Cohen &
Cohen, 1975, for a more detailed discussion of-moderated regression versus
more traditional ANOVA approaches). Here a "full" model containing the in
teractive term was tested against a "restricted" model without the interac-
tive term. An F-test of the full versus restricted model R-square was then
used to determine the unique variance contributed by the interactive- term.

-"A separate model was formulated for each aspect of complexity (environmental,
contextual, and structural), each of the two discretionary leadership dimen-
sions (support and rules and procedures), and each of the performance and
employee maintenance criterion measures.

Forexample, where Cr = the criterion of interest and E = environmental
complexity, C = contextual complexity, St = structural complexity, and S =
discretionary support, a test for the interaction between environmental
complexity and discretionary support would compare the full model: Cr =

E + C + St + S + (ExS) against the restricted model: E + C + St + S. If

the F-test for the.incremental'variance (AR2) were signi_ Lcant, then there

would be a signifidant interaction. The'other complexity measures were
tested in the same way as were the other aspects of leadership.

The models-for group cohesiveness and the task variables were similar.
Again, using discretionary support (S) as an example, the full model test-
ing cohesiveness was: Cr = G + TD + TV + S + (GxS) versus the restricted

model: G + TD + TV + S, where G = group cohesiveness, TD = task difficulty,
and TV = task variability. Other similar models were used to test for task

difficulty interactions.

The exploratory-expertise index interaction-(-Ex-) -was-tested-by compar-

ing: Cr = Ex + S + (Ex x S) against Ex + S.
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As a supplement to these global interactions, more specific interac-
tions were tested using the components of the complexity measures when there
vas a pattern of significant findings. Figure 3 illustrates the details of
this procedure.

A final analysis involved a global investigation of the previous vari-
ables in combination. This analysis depended on which variables were found
to be significant for each criterion in the earlier tests. The specific
models for this analysis are; therefore, treated in a later section of this
report.

Results

Before reporting the results relating to the propositions, it is in-
structive to consider the degree of variability in each of 'the measures.
This will provide some empirical data against which to compare our original
assumptions concerning variability in the sample. As we indicated pre-
viously, we expected there to be substantial variation in the general.en-
vironment. We were not so sure concerning,the'specific. environment. We
expected relatively little contextual variation except that which might be
related'to unit size, which was expected to vary considerably.

Likewise there was expected to be relatively little variation, in terms
of structure. Information obtained concerning performance indicated that
it was designed to be'as heavily machine-controlled as possible and thus
to be relatively constant. Table ,2 reports the coefficient of variability
for each of the measures used., These coefficients may be compared with
each other to obtain a gerisral idea .pf the relative variation of each
measure.

Concerning the variables which formed the basis for our sample selec-
tion, the data show: --

1. Relatively large variability in general environment interdependence
and volatility; considerably.smaller.variability in favorability.

2. Generally low (around 20) variability in specific environment in-
terdependence and favorability but with somewhat larger variation
in volatility.

3. Small to moderate variations in the contextual components.
9

4. Variations in structure of about the same magnitude as context.

5. Small variations in the level of performance and in performance
'variability.

9
Unit size was initially expected-to have substantial variability. It

did not because many of the smaller units were not included in the sample
because of a lack of shift supervisors.
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IStop

'no

Is

there a
consistent pattern

of significant
interactions

across criteria?
(e.g., say, 4 of
8 performances;

S of 14
employee

maintenance)

START

Global

Interactions

Trace
interactions

yes+ for all
components

Second-
Level

Components

Models were of the following form:

Environment
a

1Stopl

t
Second-level

only

Are
global

and secon
level

interactions
significant?

lobal onlypt Stop I

Global and

"--Obsecond
level

. Trace !

1

third I

level I-10 Stool

components
if applicable r

Global model E + C + St + DL + (E x DL) versus E + C + St+ DL.
- Second level GE + SE + DL + (GE or SE x DL) versus GE + SE + DL.

Third level I + V + F + DL + (I or V or F x DL) versus I + V + F + DL.

Where E 2 environmental complexity, C 2 contextual complexity, St = structural
complexity, DL = a given discretionary leadership dimension, GE = general
environment complexity, SE 2 specific environment complexity, I interdepend-

ence, V 2 volatility, F favorability.

Context
b

Global model E + C + St + DL + (C x DL) versus E +,C + St + DL.
Second level Sz + SW + DL + (Sz or SW x DL) versus S + SW A DL.

Where: Sz a size,BW 2 between-unit workflow.

Structure
b

Global model E + D + St + DL + (St x DL) versus E + C + St + DL.

Second level Fo + De + Wu + (Fo or De or Wu x DL) versus Fo + De + Wu

Where: Fo = formalization, De = decentralization, Wu 2 within-unit workflow.

a-environment uses global, second, and third-leVel tracings; context and

structure use global and second-level tracings only.

b For second level interactions, context has a specialization component
and structure has a standardization component which are not included in inter-

actions because they were found to be virtually invariant.

Figure 3. Decision-tree diagram for tracing global complexity inter-
actions to determine whether significance due to global model or components.
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Table 2

Coefficient of Variation (SD/R X 100) for Variables

in the Present Sample

Variable Coefficient of
Variation

General Environment
100.2
128.1,

Interdependencea
Volatilitya
Favorabilitya 30.8

Specific Environment
Interdependence 18.9 ----..

Volatility 37.8

Favorability 21.9

Context
Log of Size 20.0

Between-Unit Workflow 22.0

Task Specialization 2.4

StmxtAre
Formalizationb 26.9

Decentralization 23.9

Within-Unit Workflow 23.9

-tzodardization 2.6

Group and Task Variables
Cohesiveness 1C.2

Tac. lifficulty 24.2

Tr 'K. Variability 26.8

?rtise Index c 40.4

Agea 22.2

Years of Service a 40.7

Percent of Civilian Employeesa 58.3

Discretionar Leadership
Ego e C arlty 5.2

Work Assignmentu 4.4

Rules ar,id Procedures 44.9

Support° 34.2
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Table 2--Continued

Variable Coefficient of
Variation

Leader Behavior
Role Clarity 15.5
Work Assignment 12.1

Rules and Procedures 13.1
Support 18.6

Required Leadership
Role Clarity 31.9
Work Assignment 32.5
Rules and Procedures 24.7
Support 26.6

Lateral Leadership.
Pressure for Action 18.2
Network Development 23.0
Adaptation to Pressure 14.9

Performance
Log of Error Rate

b
3.5

Log of Down Time 4.4
Log of Variability in.Error Rateb 4.4

Log of Variability in Down Timeb 4.6

Employee Maintenance
JDf Work 26.7
JDI Supervision 27.7
JDI Co-Workers 20.1

JDI Pay 45.6
JDI Promcri.:ion 78.8
JDI Total Score 19.6
Job in General Satisfaction 22.5
Job Involvement 13.0
Intent to Leave 32.1

System Rewards 25.9
Unit Goal Congruence 15.6
System Goal Congruence 17.4

a
The items for these dimensions were standardized with a mean of

0.0 and a standard deviation of 1.0 before they were added to form a
dimension. Since a coefficient of variation could not be calculated for
these standardized scores, the values here are based on the unstandardized
item means for each of the dimensions.

b
Since these measures included negatiVe valves, a-constant was added

the raw scores in order to make all values equal to or greater than zero pr.
to calculation of the coefficient.

c
The items for this index were standardized and added to form the

/dimension. The values here are based on the unstandardized item means.
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Thus, the\original expectations concerning variability appear to be

largely confirthed, with the exception of the general environment, favor-

ability, and unfit size. Thus, we seem to have variables providing for a

strong inference test.

Also, while we did not estimate the variability in the other variables

of interest in this study, Table 2 summarizes. their values as well. It is

interesting to note that the two most reliable discretionary leadership

measures, support and rules and procedures, have moderate variability,

while the variability in the other two is quite small. The required lead-

ership. dimensions have moderate variability, while the leader behavior

dimensions have less variability as do the lateral dimensions. The group

and task variables have values ranging from relatively low (cohesiveness)

to relatively high (years of service and percent civilian employees).

In terms of employee maintenance criteria, the measures range from

relatively low (job involvement) to high (JDI promotion),, variability.
These variability indexes can serve as a baseline againdt which to compare
future studies in terms of variation in the items of interest.

We turn now to results for the propositions.

Results for the Noninteractive Propositions
10

Proposition 1. The first proposition was concerned with the associa-

tion between macro variables and leadership. More specifically: leaders

will adjust their discretionary leadership to meet unique variations in the

environment, context, and structure of their unit. The top row under each

of the macro variable headings in Table 3 summarizes the results for dis-'

cretionary leadership and the second row supplements these with leader._be-

havior.. Aspects of structure are found to be related to discretionary lead-

ership but none of these dimensions are significantly.(a < .05) related to

leader behavior. Though group and task variables were not included in the

statement of the proposition, those results are also included in the table

as a supplement. They show a significant relationship between group and

task variables and leader behavior but not discretionary leadership.

These results indicate partial. support for Proposition 1.

Proposition 2. The second proposition was concerned with the associa-

tion between macro variables and unit outcomes. Results are summarized in

rows (3) and (4) of Table 3., They show the following:

1. In terms of environment, the only significant relationship was

between aspects of the specific environment and performance.

10As previously mentioned, canonical correlations among groups of predictors

and criteria were used to minimize chance findings. Individual bivariate

correlations for the variables in the study are included in Appendix D for

those who are interested.
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Table 3
\\\\

Canonical Correlations for Environmental, Contextual, and
Structural Components with Leadersb p and Criteria,

Group and Task Variables,an' Leadership
with Criteriaa

df Canonical R Wi p (2-tail)
Lamb 'a

General
fr-1311:57Ment

-TITTFEFffiscretion 12 .39 .82 -

(2) With Leader
Behavior 12 .32 .84 -

(3) With Performance 12 .40 .77
(4) With Employee

Maintenance 21 .48 .63

S221fli
Environment
(1) With Discretion 12 .29 .87
(2) With Leader

Behavior 12. .30 .88 -

(3) With Performance 12 .55 .66 .037

(4) With Employee
Maintenance 21 .39 .76

Context
(1) With Discretion 12 .33 .80 -

(2) With Leader,
Behavior 12 .28 .89 -

(3) With Performance 12 .45 .75

(4) With Employee
Maintenance 21 .42 .73 -

Structure
(1) With Discretion 16 .49 .65 .028
(2) With Leader

Behavior 16 .50 .64 .084
(3) With Performance 16 .44 .78

(4) With Employee 128

Maintenance '18 (1) (..N) (ITO

INN

Group and Task
Variabfesb

11) With Discretion 12
(2) With Leader

- Behavior 12

(3) With Performance 12
(4) With Employee

Maintenance 21

.48 .73 .067

.62 .56 .001

.31 .86

.72 .35 .001
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Table 3 --Continued

df Canonical R Wilk's p (2-Tail)

Lambda

Discretionary
Leadership
(1) With Performance 16 .51 .E8 .044

(2) With Employee
1) (.652) (.357) (.005)Maintenance

Leader
Behavior
(1) With Performance 16 .44 .68

(2) With Employee
Maintenance 28 .65 .36 .001

Required Leadershi
With Per ormance 16 .38 .79

(2) With Employee
Maintenance 28 .49 .65

Lateral Leadership
(1) With Performance 12 .55 .63 .039

(2) With Employee
Maintenance 21 .32 .79 -

aDiscretionary leadership, leader behavior, and required leader-
ship include four dimensions;-lateral leadership includes three

dimensions; performance criteria include four dimensions; employee
maintenance criteria include JDI total and six other dimensions.

b
Includes tohesiVeness, task difficulty, and task variability.

Does not include expertise.
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2. Context has no significant relationships with criteria.

3. Structure is significantly related to employee maintenance but
not, to performance-:---More-specifically, there were two signifi-
cant canonical roots for employee maintenance. For those inter-
ested concerning the specific variables involved in these roots,
Exhibit D-19, Appendix D, provides suggestive data.-

4. Again group and task variables are included as a supplement. Co-
hesiveness, task difficulty, and task variability are significantly
related to employee maintenance but not to performance. (Expertise
was not considered here since, for reasons stated earlier, it was
analyzed as a separate variable, and single predictor results were
not included in the canonicals.)

These findings indicate selective support for the second proposition.
11

Proposition 3. The third proposition was concerned, with the associa-
tion between discretion and unit outcomes. More specifically: there will
be a positive association between leadership discretion and unit outcomes.
The latter part of Table 3 summarizes -.the canonical findings for this
proposition.

The table shows that discretionary leadership is significantly related
to both performance and employee maintenance. There are two significant
roots for maintenance. The more specific bivariate correlations which can
help in interpreting these roots are summarized in Exhibit D-21.

Again, as supplements to the proposition, result's are also summarized
for leader behavior, required leadership, and lateral leadership. These
show significance with employee maintenance for leader behavior and with
performance for lateral leadership.

These findings indicate support for the third proposition. They.also
show that discretionary leadership is the only measure which predicts both
performance and employee maintenance.

Tests for the Interactive Propositions
12

Proposition 4. The fourth proposition was concerned with the interac-
tion between complexity and discretion. More specifically: unit outcome

11
Those interested in the relationships between complexity indexes and cri-

teria may wish to examine Exhibits D-17, D-18,. and D-19 in Appendix D.

12
These were all directional hypotheses. Therefore, plots of all signifi-

cant interactions were computed based on the approach suggested in Kelly,
McNeil, Eichelberger, and Lyon (1969) for continuous variables. All plots,
except where noted, had either noncrossing lines of the form predicted or,
if the lines crossed, the divergence was greater for higher than for lower
complexity. They were., therefore4_interpreted_as_being-consistent with our
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differences between lower and higher discretionary leadership-will be greater

for higher complexity than for lower complexity. Tab16-4 summarizes these

results for various aspects of complexity for the two leadership dimensions

that possessed adequate convergent and discriminant validity and that also

possessed the larger amount of variability (rules and procedures, and sup-

port). The table supplements the results for each of the complexity measurd-s

with "tracings" for more specific interactions following the decision rules

previously outlined in Figure 3.13 These tracings allow for the determina-

tion of whether an interaction for a complexity x discretion measure is pri-

marily due to complexity itself or to one of the components which were multi-

plied to obtain the complexity index. This, in turn, can provide useful

information in the interpretation of results and in the action implications

of those results. The results ,of these tracings are further summarized in

Table 5.

In terms of performance, Table 4shows the most consistent pattern to

be for contextual complexity. The proportion of significant results for

environmental complexity and structural complexity appears to be too low

to form a pattern. Thus, no tracings were done. The specific results for

contextual complexity show that there are significant interactions with both

discretionary rules and procedures and support for machine down time and the

variability in down time. In all four cases of significance the interactions

are attributable to components of contextual complexity. These are size, for

discretionary rules and procedures and between-unit workflow for discretionary

support.

Turning nowto employee. maintenance, Tables 4 and 5 show a more Com-

plex set of relations. More specifically:

1. there are 8 of 14 significant interactions for environmental com-

plexity. Environmenal complexity interactions are found for all

the employee maintenance criteria except job involvement and sys-

tem rewards. In every case, significant overall environmental

complexity interactions can be attributed to either the general

or specific environment complexity measure or to a still more ex-

plicit component within one.of these two segments.. In two addi-

tional cases there are nonsignificant environmental complexity

interactions. with a significant component.

12
Continued

propositions. In those few cases where the interactions did not conform

to these patterns that fact is indicated.

13Recall that the essence of these decision rules was: (a) inspect the

pattern of significant interactions for the two criterion sets (performance

and employee maintenance) for each of the complexity measures; (b) there

is a consistent-pattern, e.g., say 4 of 8 for performance, trace the inter-

action for the components of each of the complexity measures; (c) coo the

same thing for employee maintenance; (d) if the global interactions only are

significant, stop; (e) if the second-level interactions only are significant,

stop; (f) if the global and second-level interactions are significant, trace

the third level interactions, if applicable (as for environment).
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Table 4

Complexity Interactions (aR2) anf.' Interacting Tracings
of hacro Variables with Discretionary Rules and

Procedures (RP) and Support (5)4

a 2
Performance

2Rf all Tracing Criteria R
f

Tracings

, lab

Error Rate

ExRPc
CxRP
StxRP

ExRP

CxRP

StxPR

.09

.06

.08

.09

.16

.0$

.03 ExS

.00 CxS-

.01 StxS

Lo
DowicTime

.06

.07

.06

.14

.08

.12

.00

.01

.00

.07*
BWxS

.01 .CxS (.05)

(.01)

.05*

.C1 ExS

.09** .CxRP.'" (.09) CxS

(.00

.00 StxS

Los_
Variability rror Rate

ExRP .17 .02 ExS .08 .00
CxRP .15 .00 CxS .09 .01

StxRP .16 .C2 StxS .08 .00

Loa.

Variabilii70own Time

ExRP .03 .01 ExS .16 .08**
A:ARP BWxS

CxRP .07 .05* .CxRP (.15)- CxS .13 .05* .CxS-- (.11)
(.05) (.03)

StxRP .02 .00 StxS .17 .09*

Employee Maintenance Criteria
JDI Total. ...lxS

ExRP . 38 .11** .ExRP ,xRP
(.11) `

A
) ExS....' 1 08

GExRP , '
.37

GExS (.08)
.10** *E. (.09)

(.10)
(.14) VxRP

(.08)

CsRP .27 .00 CxS .28 .01

WWxS
StxRP .33 .06* StxS .34 .06* 410StxS'/(.05)

(.06)
Jnb in General

SExRP
,,,IxS

GExS (.07)
-ExRP .16 .01 ExRP*- (.09) ExS .18 .04* sExS-- (.06)

(.01) (.04)

CxRP .15 .00 CxS .14 .00
.DexRP

StxRP .23 .08**.StxRP (.06) StxS .24

,,WWxS
.10**.StxS (.09)

(.08) (.10)
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ExRP

CxRP

StxRP

.02

.03

.03

Table 4--continued

Job Involvement

.04

.03

.03

.01

.00
WWxS

.00 StxS'' ( .06)
( .00)

.00 ExS

.CO CxS

.01 StxS

Intent to Leave

Mt. GExRP--VxRP

ExRP .20
(.09) (.08)

.06* ExRP ExS .23 .02

(.06)
StxRP --VxRP
(.05) (.08)

C RP .18 .05* CxS .23 .01 FoxS
,e(.07)

StxRP .14 .00 rStxRP (.05) StxS .30 .09**.StxS4-.......e

9 (.00) (.09) (706)

System Rewards

ExRP .11 .02 ExS .08 .00

CxRP .10 .01 CxS .09 .02

xRP xS

StxRP .10 .01 StxRP(.14) StxS .10 .03 yStxS'/(De.10)

(.01) (.03) .

Unit Goal Congruence

,,GURP

ExRP .28
/'.05* ExRP%

(.06)
. ExS .37 .00

(.05) 'SExRP
(.03)

CxRP .27 .03 CxS .39 .01

DexRP

StxRP .26 .03 StxRP (.19) StxS .39 .02.

(.03)

System Goal Congruence

GExRP SExS
ExRP .25 .09** .ExRP' (.04) ExS .25 .03 ExS---- (.04)

(.09) (.03)

CxRP .19 .03 CxS .22 .00

StxRP .17 .01 SExS .23 .01

Note: E - environmental complexity, GE= general environment complexty;
SE - specific environment complexity; I = interdependence; V. volatility:.
C = contextual complexity, Sz size, SW = between-unit workflow; St =

structural complexity, NW = within-unit workfloW; De decentralization,

Fo = formalization

*p < .05 (1-tail)
**p < .01 (1-tail)

aThese tracings are consistent with the decision tree shown earlier in

Figure 3. Results are reportea where when RP and S are considered together:

(1) there is a consistent pattern of significant glooal interaction across
a performance or employee maintenance criterion set, e:g., at least 4 of

8 or 5 of 14; and (2) wh're the components identified in the tracing are
significant at at least the .05 level (one-tail).

bn size for performance . 51; for employee maintenance varies from

6 to 68.

c Interactions and tracings comoare a series of global and more
specific interactive models of the form indicated in Figure 3.
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Table 5

r) Summary of Significant ,Complexity Subdimension Interactions Identified from Tracings In Table 4

Criteria

Environmental Complexity

Rules and
Procedures. Support

Contextual Complexity

Rules and
Procedures Support

Structural Complexity

Rules and
Procedures Support

Performame
--1-i-trror Rate

Log Down Timr

Log Variability
Error Rate

Log Variability
Dom Time

Employee
Maintenance

JIM Total

Job in General
Satisfaction

Job Involvement

Intent to Leave

System Rewards

Unit Goal

Congruence

System Goal

Congruence

(

General General
Environ. Environ.

Interdepen. Interdepen.
& Volatility

Specific Envi- General
ronment Com- Environ.

plexity Interdepen.

General

Environ.
Specific
Environ.
Volatility

General
Environ.
Complexity
Specific
Environ.
Complexity

General

Environ.
Complexity

Specific
Environ.
Complexity

Size

Size

Between-Unit
Workflow

Between-Unit

Workflow

I

56

Decentraliza-
tion

Within-Unit
Workflow

Decentraliza-
tion

Decentraliza-
tion

Withih.Unit
Workflow

Within-Unit
Workflow

Within -Unit

Workflow

Formalization
Within-Unit
Workflow .

Decentraliza-
tion



2. There are not enough significant interactions for contextual
complexity to form a pattern.-

3. There are 5 of 14 significant interactions for structural com-
plexity. These are found for the two satisfaction measures of
JDI total and job in general and for intent to leave. In all
but one of these caes,the results can be traced to one or more
specific components. Also, there are a number of additional
cases wb,re components contribute significant interactions but
the global complexity measure does not.

Again, as a supplement to the discretionary results covered in the
proposition, :leader behavior and lateral leadership were investigated. A
comparison of the leader behavior findings with those of discretion is
shown in Table 6.

While the table shows five instances where there is a significant
interaction for leader behavior and not for discretion, there are more
than twice as many instances (14) where the oppoSite is the case. To
further examine the five instances of leader behavior-superiority, required
leadership interactions were tested. It was reasoned that the significant
leader behavior results might be partially attributable to leadership re-
quirements. However, there'was a significant required leadership interac-
tion in only one of the five instances (Rf2 = .14, AR2 = .06, for varia-
bility.in error rate).

Based on these results; discretionary leadership appears to be the
superior. predictor.

The supplementary findings concerning lateral leadership are summarized
in Table 7. They show:

1. With regard to performance the most consistent pattern of inter-
actions is with environmental complexity followed by structural
complexity.

2. There is a consistent pattern of significance for system rewards,
unit goal congruence, and system goal congruence. The other em-
ployee maintenance criteria are showiOn the.table as not consis-
tently related to lateral interactions,.

3. Unlike the results for discretion, the interactions with context
are generally the key ones for lateral leadership and employee
maintenance.

The results for discretion as well as the supplementary findings sug-
gest substantial support for Proposition 4.

Proposition 5. We turn now to the fifth proposition which stated that
discretionary leadership will yield higher unit outcomes. when it comple-
ments group and-task_variables. Here a divergent interaction\was expected
for group cohesiveness while a classical, symmetrical interaction was pre-
dicted for task difficulty Ad task variability. Table 8 summarizes the
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Table 6

Comparison of Significant Macro Interactions for Discretionary Leadership
and Leader Behaviora

Criteria

Performance
Log Error Rate
Log Down Time
Log Variability
Error Rate
Log Variability
Down Time

Employee.
Maintenance
JDI Total
Job in General
Satisfaction
Job Involvement
Intent to Leave
System Rewards
Unit Goal
Congruence
System Goal
Congruence

Environmental Complexity Contextual Complexity Structural Complexity

Discretion Leader Behavior Discretion Leader Behavior Discretion Leader Behavior

Rules Ruig liTiTes -lines Wes -NUT
& & & & & &

Proced. Supp. Proced. Supp. Proced. Supp. Proced. Supp. Proced. Supp.r Proced. Supp.

x

0

0 0

x

x

El

0

x

0

x

0 0
0
0 13

Note: (x)= significant at .05 level or better (one-tail);( -)= nonsignificant.

Circled letters indicate discretion significant, leader behavior not. Letters in squares indicate leader
behavior significant, discretion not. No circle or square indicates both significant.

a For performance n 51; for employee maintenance n = 61 to 68.
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Table 7

Significant Macro interactions (AR
2

) for Lateral Leadership

Criteriaa

EnvironMental Complexity(E) Contextual Coplexity(C) Structural Complexity(S)

--
Lateral Dimension Lateral Dimension Lateral Dimension

Pressure Network Adapted PresstWe Network Adapted Pressure Network Adapted

for Dev. to CIA,.. fr t%
for Dev. to ''''" for Dev. to ""

Action Press Action Press Action Press

2 ---2-- -2-------f ---2 2- ---r- 2 2 ----2- --2---2- -2 --2- '22-
R
f

AR R f AR R AR R
f

AR R
f

AR R
f

AR R
f

2
AR2 R

f
AR R

f
AR

f

Performance')

'Log Error Rate .18 .14** .28 .20** ,23 .00 .07 .03 .09 .02 .23 .01 .11 .07* .10 .03 .29 .07*

Log Down Time .07 .02 .05 .00 '.05 .01 .05 .00 .05 .00 .05 .01 .06 .02 .05 .00 .10 ;05*

Log-Variability .15 .08* .29 .19** .28 .00 .10 .02 ;.10 .00 .31 .04 .11 .04 .12 .02 .30 .03

Error Rate

Log Variability .07 .04 .07 .00 .06 .01 .07 .05* .07 .00 .05 .00 .07 .04 .08 .01 :07 .02

0, Down Time

P202Yee
MaintetAancec

JDI Total .23 .01 .220.01 .27 .04* .25 .03 .21 .00 .24 .01 .22 .01 , .21 .00 .23 .01

System Rewards .11. .04 .08 .00 .14 .06* .36 '.29**:.09 .01 .22 .15** .17 .11** .07 .01 .07 .01

Unit Goal .27 .05* .24 .01 .30 .07* .53 .30** .37 .14** .36 .14** .22 .00 .25 .02 .26 .02

Congruence

System Goal .28 .12** .17 .01 .40 .23** .49 .33** .32 .16** .52 .35** .29 .13** .16 .00 .19 .01

Congruence

Note: Interactions compare: Cr =E+C+S+ appropriate lateral dimension + (appropriate complexity dimension x
appropriate lateral dimension) against E + C + S + appropriate lateral dimension.

aTo simplify the table, only those criteria are listed with interactions significant at the .05 level or better
(one-tail).

bFo performance, n = 50.

59 For employee maintenance,n 61 to 68.

c
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Table 8

Interactions (AR
2
) of Cohesiveness (C), Task Difficulty (TD),and Task Variability (TV)

Components of Group and Task Variables with Discretionary Rules and
Procedures (RP) and Support (S)

Criteria

C x RP

R
f

2
AR

2

C A S TO x RP TD x S TV x RP TV x S

R
f

2
AR

2
R
f

2
AR

2
R
f

2
AR

2
R

2

f AR
2

R
f

2
AR

2

Per formancea

'Log Error Rate .13 .12** .01 .00 .04 .02 .03 .02 .11 .10* .05 .05

Log Down Time .13 .03 .11 .04 .11 .00 .08 .00 .11 -00 .08 .00'

Log Variability
Error Rate .18 .08* .03 .01 .13 .03 .13 .11** .13 .03 .14 .12**

Log Variability
Down Time .09 .00 .21 .04 .00 .17 .00 .09 .00 .16 .00

Employee
Maintenance)

.46 .00 .47 .01 .47 .01 .50 .04* .46 .00 .46 .00

Job in General
Satisfaction .26 .00 .25 .00 .26 .00 .28 .03 .27 .02 .26 .01

Jcb Involve-
ment .09 .09* .05 .05* .01 .01 .00 .00 .05 .05* .0G .00

Intent to
Leave .33 .69** .29 .00 .24 .06 .29 .00 .25 .01 .30 .01

System Rewards .08 .01 .07 .00 .C8 .01 .08 .01 .08 .00 .07 .00

Unit Goal
Congruence .27 .00 .39 .00 .27 01 .39 .00 .27 .00 .39 .01

System Goal
Congruence .09 .00 .15 .03 .09 .00 .13 .01 .09 .01 .12 .00

Note: Interactions compare a series of models of the form: Cr - C + TO + TV + RP or S +
(C or TD or TV x RP or S) against Cr = C + TO + TV + RP or S.

*P < .05 (one-tail) aFor performance, n.= 55.

**P - 01 (one-tail),
bFor employee lAntenance, n = 64 to 68.

.
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. .

results. While the table shows some significant results, plots showed none
of these to be in the direction originally expected.

On balance, there is no support for the fifth proposition.

Proposition 6. The sixth and last proposition stated that unit out- .

come differences between lower and higher discretionary leadership will de-
crease when group member expertise is higher than when it is lower. This
proposition examined a supplementary analysis designed to complement that
for the -group-Tend task variables considered in Proposition 5. The results
are summarized in-Table 9. They show only 2 of 22 interactions to be
significant.

Based on these findings, Proposition 6 receives virtually no support.

Investigation of Global Macro Leadership Model

Earlier we indicated that in addition to tests of the propositions we
were interested in exploratory investigations of lateral leadership and a
global model combining the previously considered variables. The lateral.
results were reported above: Those for-the global model are incorporated
here. They will help provide a preliminary idea of how much criterion vari-
ance might be accounted for from a macro-oriented global model of leadership.

We began by formulating specific regression models for each criterion
where there was a pattern of significant findings. These global models
were built for all performance measures and the following employee main-
tenance variables: JDI total, job in general, intent to leave, system re-
wards, unit goal congruence, and system goal congruence. Job involvement
was not included because of the general-nonsignificance reported earlier.

To minimize the chances of including too many predictors the follow-
ing decision rules were applied in formulating the regression models:

1. Only significant. findings where the incremental A-Square was 5% or
greater were considered.

2. The main effects of the complexity variables were included in each
equation for employee maintenance criteria, but only where signifi-
cant for performance, since the sample size was smaller for the
latter.

3. Only if a dimension of leadership was itself a significant pre-
dictor or a component of a significant interaction term was it
included.

4. No more than four interactions were considered in any final model.

To isolate the relative importance of interaction effects, all main
effects were first incorporated into the model and then interactions were
added on the basis of the incremental addition to explained variance.
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Table 9

Interactions (A R2) of Expertise (EX) Component of Group
and Task Variables with Discretionary Rules and

Procedures (RP) and Support (S)a

Criteria Expertise x Rules & Procedures Expertise x Support
, -2

ARR2
f

Performance
Log Error Rate

Log Down Time

Log Variability
Error Rate

Log Variability
Down Time

.04 .01 .

.12 .03

. 19 .09*

. 09 -.00

Employee
Maintenance

JDI Total .16 .00

Job in General
Satisfaction .03 .00

Job Involvement .01 .00

Intent to Leave .32 .01

System Rewards .05 .02

Unit Goal
Congruence

Unit Goal
Congruence .01

.09 .02

.01

Note: Interactions compare: Cr = EX RP or S

against Cr = EX RP or S.

.03 .01

.02

.02 .00

.13 .01

.19 .00

.04 .00

.02 Al

.34 .00

.01 .00

.24 .00

.12 .06*

(EX x RP or S)

*p .05 (one-tail).

a
For performance n = 51; for employee maintenance 6 = 64 to 68.



Table 10 shows the results for this global analysis. Results are spe-
cific to this sample and may not replicate.' The R-squares for performance
range from .23 to..49. Adjusted for shrinkage the range was from .07 to
.39 with the largest R-square for the primary criterion (error rate) used
by command to evaluate the.units.

For employee maintenance the R-squares are larger, ranging from .31
to .88 (adjusted for shrinkage the range is .22 to .85). Further, there
is about an equal balance between main effects and interaction effects.
Also, only a maximum of three interaction effects were incorporated in
these models since an additional interaction did not contribute unique
variance.

Summary, Discussion, and Implications

Here we briefly summarize and discuss the results, consider some pos-
sible research extensions, and conclude with some Army-oriented applications
suggested by the findings.

Key Design Characteristics of the Study

Before discussing the propositions, it is important to reiterate the
basis of the study. Two features distinguish this empirical investigation
'from most others concerning leadership effectiveness. First, careful at-
tention has been given to.the measurement of all variables. Second, the
design of the study is based on a mix of a traditional hypothesis testing
approach and strong inference.

Appendix A details the efforts made to develop a psychometrically
adequate measure of discretionary leadership. Four dimensions of discre-.
tionary leadership were proposed as being potentially important. Two of
these, rules and procedures and support, achieved adequate reliability/
validity 'in two samples. Measures for other variables were based-on-well
developed instrument and/or utilized documentary sources.. Specifically,
measures of the general environment were based on census data, while those
for the specific environment used a questionnaire developed by the senior
authors. Due to questionnaire length, the-short form of the task environ-
ment conditions questionnaire was utilized and the resulting internal
reliabilities were acceptable, though not as high as with earlier, longer
forms.

Measures for the context of the units were based on size data provided
by the Seventh Signal Command and were found to crossvalidate with measures
of volume, of messages sent and volume received. The measure. tapping tech
nological variability had adequate internal consistency reliability.

Structural measures used the perceptions of both shift supervisors
and their immediate superiors to reduce same-source bias in analyses of
employee maintenance. Again, adequate reliability was achieved.

Performance measures were based on reported machine error rates and
the percent of time equipment was inoperable. An average over 6 months
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Table 10

Regression Analyses of Global Models
for Performance and Employee Maintenance

Criteria Full Model
2

R
f

02

Main
R2

Inter-
effezts action

Performance
Log Error Rate E+Si.+PA+Net+AP .49 25 .24

+(Netx04.(PAxE) +(AP4St) (.39)

Log Down Time E+C+RP+S+PA+AP+ .23 .11 .12
(SxE)+(RPxC) (.07)

Log Variability E+C+RP+PA+Net+ .47
,

.30 .17
in Error Rate AP +(NetxE) +(APxC) +(PAxE) (.36)

Log Variability
in Down Time

E +C +St +F.' +S +PA

+(SxS:)+(SxE)+(PAxC)
+(RPM

.32

(11)
.09 .23

Employee Maintenance

JDI Total E+C+Sf+S+RP+(RPxE)+ .47 .31 .16
(RPxS)4(SxSt)+(SxE) (.37)

Job in General E +C +St +S +RP +(SxSt) .31 .15 .16
(.22)

Intent to Leave E+C+St+S+RP+(SxSt) .35 .21 .14
+(RNC)4(RNE) (.25)

System Rewards E+C+St+PA+Net+AP .47 .08 .39
+(PAxC)+APxC)+(NetxC) (.37)

Unit Goal Congruence E+C+St+S+PA+Net+AP .83 .38 .45
+(PAxC)+(NetxC) (.80)

System Goal Con- E-1-1-I+S+PA+Net+AP+ .88 .23 .65
gruence (PAxC 1-(APxC)+(NetxC) (.85)

Note: Sample size for performance = 50; for employee maintenance it vari,
from 61 to 68. Coefficients in ( ) are corrected for shrinkage.
E = environmental complexity; C = contextual complexity; St = structural
complexity; RP = discretionary rules and procedures; S = discretionary suppi
PA = lateral pressure for action; Net = lateral network development;
AP = lateral adaptation to pressure.
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was taken to minimize unusual circumstances. Consistency in performance

was also considered to provide additional information. These consistency

figures, however, are not subject to standard internal consistency analy-

sis since they are themselves a measure of variability.

Finally, employee maintenance criteria used a variety of measures and

the pattern of intercorrelation among these suggests a minimum of same-

source problems (intercorrelations varied considerably).

In sum, key variables in the model were measured with the best avail-

able instruments, and each was found to poSsess adequate internal consis-

tency. Those faMiliar with field research realize the importance of ai!s

statement. In many macro investigations, where instrument development has-

not-benefited from the years of effort devoted to psychological constructs,

questionable measurement is often found for several variables.

The design underlying the analysis is also important. Not all field

tests of a theory are equal, even if adequate measurement is achieved.

Where there is considerable variability in constructs and criteria, it is

comparatively easy to detect significant associations. Such is the-case

here with general environment conditions and the two performance varia-

bility indexes.

A quite different condition is where predictors and criteria vary-

moderately or very little. If significant associations are found under

these conditions, there is an analog to a weak manipulation in a labora-

tory study. This is the case for the specific environment, context, struc-

ture, discretionary leadership, and maintenance criteria in addition to the

performance criteria.. For these constructs we have the conditions of

strong inference. Statistically significant results should replicate in

other samples where constructs vary to a greater degree. Put another way,

the design works against successful tests of the model. Thus, we argue,

significant findings should be given considerable weight.

Findings Concerning Propositions

Now let us review the propositions. Proposition- 1 argued that macro

variables would predict discretionary leadership. Only mixed results were

found with structural variations being associated with' discretionary lead-

ership. In this particular instance, as vertical and horizontal'aspects

of the structure became-more-complex,--there-was-more-discretion. The-theory--
had-suggested that variations in the general environment would be important.

They were not, even though there was a substantial range in general environ-

ment conditions. The structural and group and task factors more closely

associated with the specific linkage of subordinates to the organization

were important.

Proposition 2 suggested a direct linkage between macro factors and

unit outcomes.. As expected, there were significant relationships for spe-

cific environment conditions and performance. Structural factors had a

more pronounced association with employee maintenance criteria. The theory

suggested a direct association between a general environment condition and
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employee maintenance; however, such was not the case. It should be noted
that the associations between structure and employee maintenance were some-
what unusual. The literature generally suggests that a more complex struc-
ture may alienate individuals and pull them away from the organiZation
(e.g., Osborn et al., 1980). In these military units, with the need and
pressure for consistent high performance, the opposite was the case. More
intricate vertical and horizontal arrangements were seen in a favorable
light and were associated with increased attachment to the job and the unit.

Proposition 3 began an examination of the more innovative aspects of
the model. It proposed that discretionary leadership would be directly re-
lated to criteria. The key is not in the significant discretionary-
criterion relatLons. It is in the comparison of more traditional measures
of leadership and discretionary leadership. Discretionary leadership pre-
dicted performance, the more traditional leader behaviOr did not. When
predicting maintenance, there was one global relationship with the gross
measure of leadership. For discretionary leadership there were'two'signifi-
cant canonical roots. One was traceable to rules and procedures, while a
second root was traceable to support.. Where both predict, discretionary.
leadership provides a clearer,-more detailed picture. In sum, the model.
clearly passed its first difficult test.

Proposition 4 argued that there would be a divergent interaction be-
tween macro conditions and discretionary leadership when predicting unit
outcomes (i.e., discretionary leadership would make the biggest difference
when environmental, contextual, and structural complexity were highest).
Here, two aspects of the model are being'tested.simultaneously. First,
can macro conditions be adequately summarized into environmental complexity,.
contextual complexity, and structural complexity? Second, does discretionary
leadership interact with macro conditions to predict criteria? The data
suggest .a positive answer to both qUestHr.s,

Tests for some of the interactions involved strong inference not only
by design but also by the use of multiple regression analysis (less strin-
gent methods, which partially confound main and interaction effects, par-
tial or split the data and compare bivariate correlations). As contextual
complexity increased, more discretionary leadership (both rules and pro-
cedures and support) was needed to induce higher performance (less down
time). Both were also needed to complement higher structural complexity
for higher employee maintenance. For these significant relationships,
using gross estimates of leader behavior did not yield a significant
interaction.

Concerning environmental complexity and variability in performance,
here discretiOnary.support was found to counteract. higher environmental
complexity. But such was also the case when considering more gross esti-
mates of leadership. In fact, the gross estimates of leader behavior
support in interaction with environmental complexity predicted aspects cf
performance not found when analyzing the discretionary sup;:ort-environmental
complexity interaction. In these few instances, the model is only half
correct. Leadership is needed to cope with the more complex environment,
but it apparently does not have to be discretionary leadership.
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When turning to environmental complexity \and employee maintenance,

again we find that greater discretionary,leadership is needed for higher

employee maintenance. In particular, more discretionary rules and pro-

.

cedures are needed to reduce intent to leave, increase agreement with

unit goals, and engender more agreement with system goals. Gross esti-

mates of rules and procedures did not yield the same\significant find-

ings. Discretionary leadership was ne_7ed.

On balance, we see the following pattern across the\interactions.

First, as contextual complexity increases, more discretionary leadership

is needed to increase performance. Second, greater structural complexity

calls for more discretionary leadership if high satisfaction and involve-

ment are desired. Finally, greater environmental complexity calls for
more discretion for higher job satisfaction and goal agreement.

Propositions 5 and 6 were concerned with more micro factors in\combi-

nation with discretionary leadership. The fifth proposition positeethat

group and task characteristics would alter the impact of discretionary\

leadership. Such was the case when predicting performance with regard to\

group Cohesiveness and discretionary ruleS and procedures. However, the

interaction was not in the predicted direction. We speculate that further

analyses of cohesiveness should follow the group literature more closely

than Fiedler's model of leadership (where a leader's estimate of high

group atmosphere is-considered favorable). That is, we think the basis

for cohesiveness should be incorporated in the model. In some cases the

basis would be positive and in others, negative.

Proposition 6 was an exploration of the potential moderating role of

subordinate group member expertise. No significant pattern of findings

was identified and no speculations are offered.

Across all six propositions, there is a general pattern. Environ-

ment, contextual, and structural conditions are important in analyzing

leadership effectiveness. In a sample where strong inference could be

utilized, results exceeded expectations concerning contextual and struc-

tural complexity. Under a more traditional hypothesis-testing approach,
environmental complexity analyses' provided mixed results. Discretionary

leadership in interactive combination with environmental, contextual, and

structural complexity provided the.most substantial results.

Additional Findings. Before turning to the final portions of this

report, it is important to highlight some additional analyses. The firsts,

deals with lateral leadership; the second with explained variance for a :

series of combined leadership models; and the third deals With the "tracing"

for the complexity interactions.

Lateral leadership of the OICs in the telecommunicationsihits' was

examined on an exploratory basis. Two patterns may be seen in the results.

First, a greater wMingnesS on.the part of the OIC to engage in lateral

relations was associated with several aspects of performance. Second,

there were several significant interaction effects with macro factors.

More willingness to oressure others for action was needed for higher per-

formance as the environment of the unit became more complex. Much the same
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pattern was found when predicting system rewards (equity) and goal agree7
ment aspects of employee maintenance. As the context became more caple,
it was important for the OIC to develop more extensive contacts with othe
unit heads at or near his/her own level. Finally,, as environment and'
context became more complex, leaders more willing to.adapt to others headed
units where subordinates saw more equitable rewards and were more likely tb
agree with the goals established for the unit and system. More willingness
to adapt was also needed as structural complexity increased, if high per-
formance was desired.

Overall; the results for lateral-leadership are quite promising. They
suggest that as complexity increases the lateral interface (pressuring for
action by others, developing-channels of communication, and responding to
the needs of other units) becomes more important for goal congruence, equity,
and performance. It should noted that these actions are often consid-
ered "organizational politics." _Regardless of the title and the typical
negative fix on these types of relationships, they can be important.

Variance of Global Model

The Multiple Influence Model was developed with two complementary pr-
poses in mind. One was to explain more fully leadership effectiveness, on a
theoretical basis. The propositions centered on key theor'etical aspects of -

the model. A second purpose was to develop an approach which could Le used
by practitioners to improve unit success. For both of these purposes, it
is important to examine the proportion of variance explained by the model.
Explaining small proportions of variance may be adequate to test theoreti-
cal relationships, but to point toward applications, a model should' also
explain substantial variability in success criteria.

In examining the magnitude of the relationships, it is important to
state three important restrictions.' First, the overall magnitude of the
relationships is sample specific. It may be higher or lower in different
samples. Here the magnitude is probably on the conservative side since
much of the design was based on strong inference. Only small variations
in most conditions are present. Second, the overall proportion of explained
criterion variance is, of course, limited by the reliability of the measures.
Third, base line data for overall comparison with other approaches is not
readily available. Our best judgment from reading the literature suggests,
however, that foi the types of criteria examined in this study, proportions
of explained criterion variance are often below 25% (R = .50) even where
both predictors and criteria vary considerably _

Considering the most important findings, a global model was formulated
for ee...h criterion where there was a pattern of significant results. Macro
setting variables, and discretionary and lateral leadership were considered.
Across the employee maintenance criteria, the total R- squaxes ranged from
.31 to .88. when these R-square values are corrected for shrinkage, they
ranged from .22 to .85. The lowest proportion of explained variance was
for the single item Job in General Satisfaction scale. For the more popu-
lar and comprehensive Job Descriptive Index measure of total satisfaction,
the R-square was .47 (.37 adjusted). The proportion of explained variance
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was very high for the two morale related estimates of employee maintenance--

uait goal congruence and system goal congruence. In sum, using only the

complexity indexes and leadership, the approach allows the researcher to

pr.ict substantial proportions of employee maintenance variance. It is

also important to note that much of the explained variance can be attribu-

ted to Interactions between leadership and the indexes of complexity. For

these, method variance is likely to be less of a contributor than for the

simplr.lradditive models. Also, many of the predictors included non-same-

source data. Finally, it should he noted that the overall design of the

study worked against explaining large proportions of variance.

Turning to performance, the R-squares are more modest but still quite

s lbstantial. They range from a low of .23 to a high of .49. The adjusted

R-squares range from .07 to .39. Using the most conservative figures, over

a third of the variability in the primary criterion, error rate, can be

accounted for by macro variables and leadership. (Recall the total varia-

bility in this criterion is quite small.) There was also a rough balance

between main and interaction effects. Much the same was found for ,consis-

tency in the error rate. Thus, even where criteria are judged to be pri-

marily outside the direct influence of the OIC and machine-controlled, the

'approach predicts substantial proportions of Variance.

Interaction Tracings-

Finally, where there was a pattern of significant interactions, an

attempt war made to trace the specific macro factors most likely to be ac-

couLting for the findings. As shown in the results, many of tlie more gen-

era: interactions between discretionary leadership and environmental, con-

textual, or structural complexity could be traced to one or two key aspects.

For instance, as the size of the unit incre-sed, it was partiCularly impor-

tant for the leader to increase his/her discretionary rules and procedures

t improve aspects of performance. Detailed analyses of these tracing pat-

terns for significant findings could be used to isolate important factors

for 1L-Aers for particular units in 3 given command.

As a whole, the exploratory analyses suggest that: '(a) lateral lead-

ership a potentially important aspect of leadership; ,(b) the magnitude

of the variance explained appears sufficient to deserve the attntion of

both practitioners and scholars; and (c) it is possible .t.(:) trace many global

interactions betweendiscr?tionary leadership and aspects of complexity in

th, setting to more specific setting variables.

Obviously these,explorato_l analyses call f r additional research.

For instance, lateral leadership was important in this sample of OICs, but

has not always been important for leaders lower in the organization (Duffy,

1973). But instead of listing a whole series of unanswered questions, it

may be more instructive to consider some of the research design implications

emanating from this succe sful examination cf the Multiple Influence Model

of Leadership. Let us turn to these issues and then dAve into applications.



Extensions

The incorporation of macro variables in analyzing leadership effec-
tiveness appears quite fruitful from two standpoints. ,First, it facili-
tates a different organizational and applications perspective which may
help administrators improve the 'effectiveness of important subsystems.
Second, it helps clarify theoretical relationships_which have received
very little empirical attention in the literature. In this section we
will expand upon some of the directions toward which future research might
be targeted to continue to expand our understanding of leadership
effectiveness.

One of the more direct implications for future research comes in re-
search design. The typical leadership study concentrates on first-level/
supervisors and attempts to predict the performance of their groups and/or
the performance and satisfaction of individual subordinates. While appro-
priate for analysis.of some micro factors, such a restricted design precludes
investigation of the potentially important macro setting variables. With
the measures provided here, it is possible to allow environmental, context-
ual, and structural conditions to vary and still measure them with some
degree of precision. Studies can be conducted with collections of higher
level administrators who face different structures, contexts, and/or envi-
ronments. This emphasis on macro variables and higher level leaders can
be matched with an emphasis on discretionary leadership.

Logical extensions of the present study could concentrate on differ-
ent combinations of macro variables. In the present examination, specific
environment conditions were not highly varied and all units operated with
very similar contexts anO structures. It would be possible to select
sample units with more varied task en 1.ronments and structures and similar
contexts to begin to analyze the possible combined influences of environ-
mental and structural complexity on leadership effectiveness. It is possi-
ble that the structure of a unit can be reconfigured to capitalize on
environmental opportunities and still minimize problems of specific environ-
ment interdependence and volatility. The underlying theory would suggest
that as the structure is less capable of meeting environmental demands,
more discretionary leadership is needed to maintain unit effectiveness.

Another possibility is the examination of leadership where there are
wide variations in both environmental conditions and structure in a series
of units with a common context. This could begin to lead to a clearer un-
derstanding of.the associations among organizational design, discretionary
leadetShip, and the of units. Is it possible to redesign
the structure of units to offset pressures for discretionary leadership
emanating from the environment? Similarly, a sample of units could-be se-
lected so that environmental complexity and contextual complexity varied
considerably while structure did not. Here the question would be: Can

modifications in context be used to offset environmentally induced needs
for discretionary leadership?

These suggestions only scratch the surface. However, one major point
seems clear. This study has opened the door to a whole new series of ques-
tions regarding tne interrelationships among macro variables and leadership.
More empirical work is needed either under the theoretical umbrella of the
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Multiple Influence approach or under some rival perspective. Measures, /
such as those developed here, and the combination of macro factors into,'
environmental, contextual, and structural complexity make macro studies]
feasible and potentially fruitful.

-
//

While our predisposition is toward field investigation, it shoUld also
be recognized that analysis of macro variables and leadership might proceed

via simulation. 'In a simulated organization, the dynamics among 'leaders

facing different environmental, contextual-, and structural cOmplexity could
be systematically investigated in detail. Common environmental', contextual,
and structural conditions could be presented to analyze how different types
of Lndividuals do or do not respond accordingly. Such simulations would
enc.' reF:earchers to study in greater detail how some leaders develop dis-
creti with different types of subordinates. The appropriateness of dif-
ferent structures under differing contexts and environments could be exam-
ined in conjunction with the discretionary leadership needed to secure high

unit effectiveness. The "Looking Glass" simulation would appear to be one

potential vehicle for this. (For a description, see McCall and Lombardo,

1978.) )

'With a long history of leadership findings, it is not surprising that_
the addition of discretionary leadership did not by itself add huge increases

in predicted variance. In competition with more traditional measures of
leader behavior, it was superior but not by an outstanding'margin. Cer-

tainly more attention needs to be given to the measurement of discretionary
leadership in general. In particular, reliable and valid measures ad-

ditional dimensions are needed. Application of a macro-based approach
would be enhanced if supervisors and higher level administrators were able
to clearly identify those with high discretionary leadership.

In attempting to predict discretionary leadership, it is clear that
macro variables are not the only important factors. Unit conditions may

influence the disCretionary leadership displayed. And the nature of the

leader as well as individual subordinates may play an important role. In-

clusion of macro variables should not automatically come at the exclusion
of group and individual factors. The data here and elsewhere suggest that
group and task characteristics should not be dropped from consideration.

The linkage among these factors and the more macro conditions in influenc-
ing the success of discretionary leadership awaits examination.

In summary, this research has focused on an area where the boundaries

_____are_not_clearly visible. By many standards the_current_investigation_i_s

crude attempt to explore new ground. We may have missed a.number of impor-

tant findings in our attempt to plot an overall picture. More detailed
analyses of specific aspects of environment, context, structure, and leader-
ship effectivenesS awz.2..tt future investigation. Basic research often raises

as many questions.as addresses. This research demonstrates that it is
possible, feasible, anA desirable to begin charting anew approach to

-leadership effectiveness. The environment of the unit, its context, and
its structure do make a difference in how discretionary leadership relates
to unit success. Now the challenge.is to more fully investigate how and

why.
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Applications

Some lines of basic research, clearly-suggegt.simple and straightfor-
waxaapplications to the day-to-day affairs of complex organizations. In

many instances, however, basic research needs to be refocused to reveal
some of the more important and immediate applications. So it is with the
Multiple Influence Model of Leadership. Our applications focus on mili-
tary units such as those in the present sample. Strategies are emphasized
far guiding performance and employee maintenance efforts assuming subse-
quent refinements Ind tests of the model are successful. The handling of
the applications also rests on three other impbrtant assumptions:

'1. Dramatic increases in unit performance and employee maintenance
are not likely unless there are dramatic alterations in the en-
vironment, context, or structure"ofthe units. Such long-term
Strategic questions are beyond the scope of the model as °presently
formulated.

2. With existing resources and.personnel, there are severe limita-
tions on costly exp3rimentation. Gradual, incremental refinements
are more realistic.

3: Not all,Units can have outstanding performance and employee main-
tenance. There is some trade-off. between consistent performance
across'units where almost all meet minimum standards and more
varied performance across units where some are outstanding and
some are below standard.

The model and supporting data reinforce some traditional. notions.
First, the data suggest that environmental, contextual, and structural con-
ditions should be systematically considered. Complexity does make a dif-
ference and the overall design is important. Here, for instance, small
variations in structure 1,ere associated with employee maintenance. Second,

the traditional military emphasis on leadership is supported. Discretionary
leadership was positively associated with, more favorable employee main-
tenance and key aspects of unit performance: Even in units where leader-
ship impact would be expected to be minimal; discretionary leadership makes
a difference. But it is in the combination of setting and discretionary
leadership when: new advances in military administration may be most clearly
seen. The. model suggests it may be possible to use different approaches
to the design of units to place more or less emphasis on leadership.

Applications of the model can be illustrated for two quite different
types of conditions. In the first, it'is assumed that consistency in per-
formance across units is required. In the second, it is assumed that out-
standing performance is needed, and that total success for the command is
roughly equal to the average success of its component units.

Consistency in Performance. Consistency in performance across units
is often critical where a mistake by one unit has dire consequences on
others; that is, where total command performance is-only-as-high as the
performance of the poorest unit.
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Where consistency is desired, higher level command would want to re-

duce the impact of discretionary leadership. While this may appear to

contradict military tradition, it may not. Where discretionary leader-
ship isimportant, the organization is relying upon the unit head to de-
liver high:performance'and employee maintenance. Our data suggest that

some leaders can respond_appropriately to the setting to'engender high

performance and employee maintenance. However, some cannot. If total

.performance is only as high as the performance of the weakest unit, out-
standing efforts by successful leaders are lost over time. Total perfor-

mance regresses to.that of the most ineffective leader--the individual un-

able to adjust to small but important variations in the environment,
context, and structure of the unit. Thur, the E.N.hel inplies that varia-

tions in the design across units be kept to a minimum where consistency in

performance is highly prized.

Of course, it is impossible to develop precisely identical environ-
ments, contexts, and structures for all units in a given command.. It is

possible, however, to design the environmental, contextual, and structural
complexity facing unit heads. For instance, our data sugges', that addi-?

tional'structural complexity calls for additional discretionary leadership.
Structural complexity itself is an overall measure of the problems and op-

portunities emanating from: (a) vertical specialization and control.
(b).horizontaI specialization and coordination; and (c) diversity in the

vertical and horizontal patterns. Increases in any one of the three yield

a more complex structure. Conversely, a decrease in one can offset a cor-

responding increase in another. For example, ass,.:me that new types of

specialistS (MOS) are added to a particular unit.14 This increases hori-

zontal specialization and thus complexity facing the unit

head. Discretionary leadership :..scar:;:. important. Yet a ,.hall

modification in vertical specializ.atian and ,control might offset arA in-

crease in horizontal specialii:ti.on, Tr; continue the example, duties

the unit head performs, such a3sicini7.0 personnel to ceremonial duties,

could be transferred to another leader f;,: eliminated altogethel. The net

effect of both alterations migh be qo c;:erall change in structural

complexity. .

Similarly, environmental .a.7 c:;extual complexity coy '.(1 be adjusted

so that virtually all leaders a . t:':.1; same rankfaced equi: complex set-

tings. This would yield the highst consistency in perfr-'ace across
units. Such consistelAcy can alreay be seen to a large L7tf,lt in the

current sample. In reye.rd to technological factors (cc, .
the impor-

tant point to note is that while aa supervisors may fa eque, compl,
_settings, the settings are complex for slightly different

I

Analyzing the invrplay among setting factors -1n0 discretionary lead-

ership highlights the wide variety of choices avaii.lblto improve the

chances of success. An example can illustrate some oi these. For a whole

host of reasons,' it is often necessary and desirable to _change the setting

of all the elements in a command. An example would be the introduction of

14While such a change would often accompany ogler modifications in space
requiremnts, standard operating procedures alva the like, the focus is on

NUS ....thanges to simplify the illustration.
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more sophisticated equipment. If coneicy in performance is required,
the model suggeSts the following.anals would facilitate the transi-
tion from old to new equipment.

New equipment wouldbe a chantr: in technological sophistication.
Since some units will receive new og'_Lipment before others, thosevith new
equipment-have a more complex cont. (higher technological sophistication)
vis-a-vis others. The greater tec:hlolocical sophistication eventually
will threaten consistency in performance across units. If unit heads re-
spond to this greater-complexity ;-2.th discretionary leadership, unit success
during the conversion period is 1.ixely to stay within acceptable limits.
If leaders,do not respond, the si.l.ccess Of the unit is likely to decline
and reduce the operational perfomance of the command. In more common
terms, there will be transiti&tproblems as the new equipment is installed.
The model.suggests that several different altrn,,,tives should be considered:

1. A, corresponding reductL:h in another aspect of contextual com-
plexity may minimiz t;:ansition plems. For instance, units
with new equipment m.y be assignee a smaller range of duties, or
implementation may begin in unit.:: .th lower contextual complexity.
Command could consider p1,4tng :,?),4 equipment in the smaller units
which have a narrower o: experience gained could be
used to reformulate supervisor' duties and help solve particular
problems with implementation.

2. Additihnal leadership suppc,:i-L may be provided units as the new
equipment is instalh:s.a.

3. -Basic alteratiorm 7.,:.adership requirements may be anticipated
and widely broat;zc?.:1.

4. Additional trainng for unit heads concerning both the technical
aspects of the E.,:wipment as well as implementation problems may
be considered,

5. 'Training nonsupervisory personnel already affiliated with the
units may be pi:eferred over training a new group of specialists
and later assiTning them to units receiving new equipment. This
is to reduce an increase in structural complexity which.often
accompanies implementation of more sophisticated equipment.

6. Particular care 5,:ould be taken to avoid sudden increases in the
complexity of the unit's environment during the transition. Fbr
instance, it may be-iriappropriate to ask unit heads to_deal_with _

new external units at the same time they are asked to cope with
the new equipment. Thus, implementation may more easily proceed
through normal channels of command rather than by introducing:
them with specialized staff units.

7. Unit heads could be trained in how to increase their discretion-
ary leadership to complement the increase in technological
sophistication and"cope more successfully with other changes.
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As the example suggests, a'combination of these could be used to

insure smooth implementation. The exact combination would require the

judgment of experienced commanders. The model is not a 'substitute for de-

cisions or experience. It is a guide to help commanders frame and fore-
cast problems, develop alternatives, analyze alternative courses of action,
and make a smooth transition.

The Multiple Influence Model may also be applied to more routine ad-
ministrative problems. Again, we are assuming that the success of each
unit has dramatic consequences on the success of the whole command. Again,

an example is used to highlight the applied aspects of the Multiple Influ-

ence Model of'Leadership.

Due to strategic commitments, it is necessary to_transfer NCOICs to
and from U.S. units. TCC personnel suggested that more technically sophis-
ticated equipment was often used in U.S. units and that these units were
often larger than their Korean or EurOpean counterparts. The NCOIC trans-
ferring from an overseas unit to the United States faces a more more complex
context (more sophisticated equipment and larger unit size) than in his or

her last assignment. Technical training on fully automated equipment may
have been completed 5 years before the new assignment and, in some Instances,

it may be the NCOIC's first assignment to a unit wi.h fully automated equip,-
ment: Facins the more complex context, diScretionary leadership is a must
just when it is most difficult for the NCOIC to obtain. The new NCOIC, in

sum, faces a most difficult transitionary phase.

To reduce the need for discretionary leadership, several modifications

could be-introduced. In the transition phase, the OIC could take a more
active role in the operations of the unit, particularly in regard to less

than essential duties. A short review course conducted by civilian techni-
cal experts which centered on the unique problems of the more sophisticated

equipment could be substituted. Some temporary overlap in assignments

could be made. Hands-on training could be combined with a holdover of the-

outprocessing NCOIC. Transfers could be restricted to the most typical

units which have the least environmental and structural complexity.

Where these modifications are not deemed feasible,, the model still

provides another alternative(s). The data suggest that some leaders can
develop disdretionary leadership to complement the setting of their unit.

Individuals with' a history of successful leadership may be transferred into

a unit with no visible decline in unit success. Where transfers are re-

quired and alterations in the setting are not possible, additional leader-

ship training with'an emphasis on detecting specific aspects of complexity

in the setting and appropriately responding to each may ease the transition.

This alternative is presented last since the development of appropriate

training materials, prograMS, and the like'is often expensive. The-model

provides a range of alternatives which may be assessed on the basis of cost

effectiveness.

Let's summarize. Where consistency in performance across units is

desired-the model suggests the following. Careful attention, should be

given to the environmental, contextual, and structural complexity of each

unit. Since units may be equally difficult to lead for different reasons;
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it may be possible to adjust specific components of the macro setting.

Where adjustments yield more consistency across units, the need for dis-

cretionary leaders is reduced. Where inconsistencies remain it is still
possible to maintain consistency in performance via leadership training

and /or careful placement of leaders. Leadership training is but one of

several alternatives. The model is a guide for decisionmakers.., It can
be used to help define problems, generate alternatives, evaluate differ-
ent courses of action, and point toward cost-effective implementation.

Outstanding Performance. Now let's change to the second condition

we mentioned. Assume that outstanding performance is needed and that
total success for the command is roughly equal to the average success of

its component units. Outstanding performance by one unit can offset less

than outstanding performance by another. In this condition, command should
consider developing macro conditions which allow for considerable variation

in discretionary leadership. Over time, successful leaders could be ided-

tified, developed, and promoted. The model suggests how this strategy

could be developed and implemented.

Variation in the complexity of the macro setting across units estab-
lishes the cliMate for discretionary leadership. The more complex the

setting of a unit, vis-a-vis others, the more discretionary leadership is

likely to emerge and the more discretionary leadership is likely to make
a difference in unit. success. Instead of tightly controlling for macro
conditions, command could allow environmental, contextual, and/or struc-
tural complexity to vary considerably across units. Leaders able to iden-.

tify specific aspects of macro complexity and who can adjust their dis-

cretionary. leadership to complement these will likely head more successful

units. Over time, individuals with a history of success could be identi-

fied and placed in the most critical units. While promoting successful

leaders is an Army norm, the model provides detailed information concerning

how and why some leaders are more successful than others; The Model also

suggests which unit heads have the greatest opportunity to exercise dis-

cretionary leadership.

Detailed analysis within a command could suggest-which components
of environmental, contextual, and structural complexity are most important

and need special attention by unit heads. In the current sample there

were only small variations in contextual complexity across the units. Yet

complementing additional contextual complexity with discretionary leader-

ship was particularly'important in achieving consistent perfOrmance.

.

Where command is unwilling to accept low unit performance. but still

wishes to separate effective from ineffective leaders, the model provides

specific-guideIines-for-developmental-programsUsing-simulation_exeraiseS_L
it is possible to systematically vary environmental, contextual, and struc-

tural complexity and help leaders develop appropriate patterns of discre-

tionary leadership. Such simulations are already being performed for the

technical aspects of modern warfare. The Multiple Influence Model sucgests

how simulation might be used to train leaders and/or to identify those

with high potential.

For many commands, command success depends upon a mixture of the con-

ditions outlined above. That is, teamwork is required, yet outstanding
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performance is needed. So long as performance is not too lob, outstanding
units can partially offset:weaker units. Here the model provides some re-
inforcement for common practice. First, "stronger leaders" are often as-
signed to more critical units. To this, the model suggests that differ-
enceS in the environmental,'contextual, and structural complexity of the
units should be considered in identifying units where leadership is needed.
Second, it is possible to achieve acceptable performance via careful at-
..tention to organizational design. The model suggests, however, that in
addition to the typical structural considerations, key aspects of the en-
vironment and context should also be incorporated.

On a more sophisticated level, the model also prnvides guidance for.
allocating a limited number of individuals with leadership skills. Those
unable, unwilling, and/or not having-a history of demonstrating discretion-.
ary leadership can be assigned to those more typical units where design
factors limit the need for such leadership.. Conversely,. in less typical
and more critical units, the more limited number of individuals with high
'disL:retionary leadership.can be placed where their unique skills count the
most. Such balancing can be complemented by minor alterations in design
factors so that either discretionary leadership is emphasized or de-emphasized.

A fewsof the types of applications stemming from the Multiple Influ-
ence Model of Leadership have been outlined; Some of the-applications re-
inforce and expand current military policy by allowing commanders to refine
their administrative practices. The model also suggests several different
strategies which can be used to improve performance and employee maintenance.
For instance, organizational design can be used to emphasize or minimize
the importance'of leadership at the unit level. The model also helps to
identify specifically the most critical aspects of the setting and dimen-
sions of leadership for a particularollection of units. Yet, an overall
framework still provides for a 'minim* of specialized measures when compar-
ing quite different types of units. Of course, implementation should pro-
ceed only upon successful replication and development of this approach.
It must still be considered experimental and within the domain of basic re-
search. A rigorous examination in a difficult field setting does suggest
that applications can be derived from the Multiple Influence Model of Lead- /

ership if implemented by knowledgeable and experienced military personnel.

Conclusions

Five major conclusions can be drawn from the examination of the Multi-
ple Influence Model of Leadership:

1. Macro setting variables (environmental, contextual, and structural
complexity) are importan-f-in analyzing rdaTdership.

2. Discretionary leadership is important and different from super-
vision or more global estimates of leadership activity.

3. The combined impact of macro setting and discretionary leadership
is important in predicting unit success.

4. Lateral leadership is a potentially important aspect of leaderShip.
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5. Combining macro variables and discretionary leadership opens new
avenues for applications which can be analyzed on a cost/effective
basis. Leadership training is but one alternative.

These five conclusions call for additional research concerning environ-
mental, contextual, and structural conditions alone and in combination
with discretionary leadership. The present study is but a beginning.
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Appendix A

On Attempts to Measure Discretionary Leadership

Ahstract

This appendix summarizes the efforts made to devise a valid

and reliable measure of discretionary leadership applicable to a

wide variety of organizational settings. To examine the question

of reliability and validity, a modification of the Campbell and

Fiske (1959) multitrait-multimethod approach to convergent-

discriminant validity was used in four different pilot samples.

Data from related studies using the same or similar instruments

were also incorporated in the reformulaticn of the instruments.

The tut result was a measure of discretionary leadership for

two dimensions which let or surpassed the required psychometric

criteria. The reformulated instrument is recommended for those

who are attempting to meas..re discretionary leadership.

Introduction

The purpose of this appendix is to summarpe the efforts made

to develop an adequate measure of discreti ary leadership. It

briefl:, reviews the strategy used for instrument development and

presents the results from four pilot samples.. Initial efforts

suggest that a recent revision of the well-known LBDQ-Form XII

(Schriesheim, 1976) contains a number of measurement problems

and cannot be used as a/base for measuring discretionary leader-

ship. A later revision, developed by Schriesheim (1978) centering

on slightly different dimensions of leadership, does provide an

adequate foundation for measuring two dimensions of discretionary
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leadership. Adequate measurement of discretionary leadership is

considered an essential prerequisite needed t, investigate the

Multiple Influence Modr.1 of Leaders r Thus, the success of

the final pilot study substantially in' used the chances of

being able to test adequately the propo ;-. Multiple Influence

view\f leadership.

Th7 first sectio below outlines the resvo- strategy.

The next section cents: the earlier unsuc *, ,.'empts,

while the final section' es the success., oi in

Army telecommunications cet

Initial Research Strategy

Instrument development ,:an be an extremely time-consuming

and expensive process. Thus, ow' strategy_was to build uppn a

well-developed Instrument to separate discretionary from non-

discretionary leadership and to separate one-on-one from group

leadership. Initial efforts focused on Schriesheim's (1976)

modification cr t z Leader Behav!or Description Questionnaire

(LBDQ-Form-XII). The instrument taps two key dimensions of

leayship consistently identified in previous iiii-rument develop-

mer,t ;t:..empts (Initiating structure and consideration). (ae

Hunt, Osborn & Schriesheim, 1978.) Schri,!sheim's items were

designed to tap the leader's behavior toward the grog.. We modi-

fied the response categories to tap discretionary-nondiscri_ionary

leadership. We also modified the previous items to provide a one-

on-one referent in Addition to a group referee t.* Exhibit A-1

*
The rationale for the group versus one-en-one refeTnt is

provided on page A16.
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Exhibit A-1

Group Discretionary Leadership ar-i Leader Behavior Measures

1-5 Method for Sample

For the first item in each st. select the answer best indicating
how your unit head (immediate superior) behaves toward your unit ar
a whole. For the second item in each sogt indicate whether that
feeder behavior is datermited primarily at his own volition or
whether it is determined primarily by the setting in which he oper-
ates. Remember both of these items 'al the set are'for behavior
toward your unit as a whole. If you srr a manager, thick of the
unit as all the managers as r grJup who report to the s.tms superior
as you.

96. He explains the way the task of tht unit should be carried
out.

97. This is primarily due to (select A or B)
98. He explains the part that the emit is to play in the orga

nization. ,

99. This is primarily dun to
100. He explains rules and procedures to the unit I., detail.

101. This is primarily due to
102. He organizes unit work activities.

103. This is primarily due 13
104. He lets the unit know where it stands Ln itv work.

105. This is primarily du* co
106. He lets the unit know what is expected ct it.

107. This is primarily due to
108. He encourages the unit to ure uniform procedures.

109. This is primarily due to .

110. He makes his attitudes clear to the I.

1.11. This is primarily due to .

112. He cells the unit which tank/ aro mint import.int.
;co. This. is primarily due to

114. 'He makes sure that the unit understands his ps,.t in it.

115. This is primarily due to
116. He schedules the work the unit is to do.

117. This is primarily .iue to -

113. He asks that the unit.follow standard ti A and .ugulations.
119. This is primarily due to

120. He helps the unit maks working together mots pleas-ult.
121. This is primarily due to

122. He 3oes out of his way to be helpful <u the unit
123. This is primarily due to

124. He respects the feelings and opinions of it'w'clir
125. This is primarily due to

126. He is thoughtful and considerate of the unit as a whole.
127. This is primarily due to

128. He maintains a friendly atmosphere within the unit.
129. This is primarily due to

130. He is friendly and,approachabla towards the unit.
131. This is primarily due to

132. He does little things to maks it pleasant for cIv unit.
133. This is primarily due to

134. He treats everyone in the unit as equals.
135. This is primarily due to

136. He gives the unit advance notice of changes.
137. This is primarily du* to

138. He looks out for the welfare of the unit.
139. This is primarily due to
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Exhibit A-2

Individual Discretionary Leadership Measure

1-5 Method for Sample 1

For each item select the answer best indicating how much discretion
your unit head (immediate superior) has to behave in that way toward
you as an individual. That is, to what degree can he act on his awn
as opposed to having his behavior dictated by the setting in which
he operates?

147: Explaining the way my job should be carried out.

148. Explaining the part that I am to play in the work unit.

149. Explaining rules and procedures to ma in detail.

150. Organizing my work activities.

151. Letting me know where I stand in my work.

152. Letting me know what is expected of me.

153. Encouraging ma to use uniform procedures.

154. Making his attitudes clear to me.

155. Assigning me to particular tasks.

156

157,

158.

159.

160.

161.

162.

Making sure that I understand his part in the unit.

Scheduling the work I am to do.

Asking that I follow standard rules and regulations.

Helping me make working on my job more pleasant.

Going out of his way to be helpful to me.

Respecting my feiiings and opinions.

Being tkeziptful and considerate of ma.

163. Maintaining friendly atmosphere with me.

164. Being frien y and approachable towards me.

165. Doing littl things to make it pleasant for me to be a member
of his uni

ABCDE147.

ABCDE148.

A B C DIE 149.

A B C DIE 150.

151.BIC D E

A B C D E 152.

ABCDE153.

ABCDE154.

ABCDE155.

ABCDE156.

A BIC D 9157.

A BIC D E1158.

A BIC D E1 159.

Bi C D E1160.

ABCDE161.

A

162.

163.

164.

A 3 DI EI 165.

166. treating as an equal. AI 3 El 166.

B d 167.

Ala CI 11_5 168.

167. Giving mm advance notice of changes.

168. Looking out for my personal welfare.
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shows the instruments as modified to measure group discretionary-

non-discretionary leadership as ..7..11 as leadership behavior.

Exhibit A-2 provides the information fn- the individual (one-on-one)

referent.

Torassess psychometric adequacy, it is necessary to measure

leadership and its dimensions several different ways. Essentially

the researcher must show that different methods of measurement

yield similar ratings of leadership. The instrument in Exhibit A-2

uses a 5 point Likert-type response format ("method"). In addition,

other formats ("methods") were incorporated. One asked individuals

to attribute a leader's behavior to either the boss or other

factors (0-1 method, as in Exhibit A-1). A second format asked

respondents to think of an influence pie and to allocate 100

points among various sources of influence (pie method). The

Likert (1-5) scale, the 0-1 format and the allocation "pie" were

considered three different "methods." Further, a one item global

estimate of the leader's discretion was-used as a baseVie for

assessing the overall dis:'retion the leader. Exhibit A-3

summarizes the methods used in Sample 1,

The Initial plan was to test tne instruments with a conveni-

ence sample, interview individuals who had taken the test, amd

then modify items so that they were appropriate for the military

sample to be used in our major study. Unfortunately, the results

from the first pilot sample were not generally supportive. Thus,

*
Group am individual measures are provided for only one

measurement "method."
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Exhibit A-3

Measures, Methods,and Descriptive Statistics

for Discretionary Leadership in Sample 1

(n=54)

Measures & Methods

Mean

Group Discretion

Initidting Structure

1-5 Method 44.4

0-1 Method 16.6

Pie Method 20.0

Single Item Method 3.7

Consideration

1-5 Method 39.5

0-1 Method 11.7

Pie Method 35.5

Single Item Method 4.0

Individual Discretion

Initiating Structure

1-5 Method 44.2

0-1 Method 17.0

Consideration

1-5 Method 39.6

0-1 Method 12.1

Descriptive Statistics.

Skewness Reliab

-.38
.91a

2.5 .92

1.2 NAb

-.74 NA

-.72 .79

4.5 .93

.72 NA

-1.2 NA

-.25 .93

2.3 .70

-.65 .96

2.9 .89

a
Spearman-Brown corrected split-half correlations.

b
NA = not applicable.
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some modifications were introduced and a second pilot sample was

selected. As. we will note later, results from the second sample

were equally discouraging.

Specific Tests for Psychometric Adequacy

Several tests were conducted in order to assess the relia-

bility and validity of the measures. In the evaluation of con-

vergent and discriminant validity, we followed a modified version

of CmpbelVsamd Fiske's (1959) multitrait-multimethod design.

Essentially, the instrument should pass five critical tests:

1. Scores should be normally distributed across the range

of possible scores.

2., The scale should show high internal consistency

reliability.

3. The scale should demonstrate convergent validity. That

is, two measures of the same dimension using different

response methods shouli be highly correlated. For example;

initiating structure using the. 1-5 method should be highly

correlated with initiating structure using the 0-1 method.

4. Discriminant validity should be demonstrated by each

construct. That is, different dimensions should have lOw

correlation when measured by the same-method as well as

when measured by different methods.

5. Correlations between different measurement methods of a

single dimension should be higher than correlations

between different dimerisions usin the same method.



The first three tests are relatively straight-forward,

although absolute standards for their evaluation have not been

established. In Test 1, the distribution of scores should be

normal, not highly skewed. This indicates whether or not the

items comprising the scale have adequate endorsement frequency,

and possess the necessary variability. In Test 2, satisfactory

internal consistency reliability is a prerequisite for the

instrument to be valid. Split-half correlations (corrected for

length using the Spearman-Brown formula) should be 0.6 or greater

(Nunnally, 1967.) For Test 3, different measures of the same trait

should be significantly greater than zero in order to demonstrate

convergent validity. The samples used here were relatively small

(from 27 to 54 subjects) and quite heterogeneous. (In only one

sample were respondents from the same organization.) Given this

size and heterogeneity, an arbitrary standard of 0.4 was chosen

for acceptable convergent validity.

Tests 4 and 5 are used to establish the discriminatory power

of the scales. In Test 4 correlations between different traits

shoOd be low, thus reflecting the measurement of distinct con-
!

cepts. Further correlations between different dimensions should

be low when using either different methods or when they are measured

by the same method. For example, if consideration and initiating

structure are distinct dimensions of leadership, then the correla-

tion between these two dimensions should be low whether: (a) one

Both small sample_size and heterogeneity increase/the standard
error and, thus, a cut-off less than the .05 level was/used.
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is measured by the 0-1 method and the other is measured by the 1-5

method; or whether (b) both are measured by the 0-1 or 1-5 methods.

In Test 5, correlations between different methods of measuring a

single dimension should be higher than correlations between differ-

ent dimensions measured by the same method. This means that

dimension differences should be larger than method differ-

ences. This is the most difficult of all the tests and is rarely

met by self-report instruments since they are subject to varying

degrees of method bias. Eliciting responses from an individual

using one type of response format (i.e., all 1-5 or all 0-1

methods) typically produces some consistency in scores above and

beyond any common content variance. To pass this method test, the

convergent validity correlation between the same traits using

differen': methods is compared with the correlation between dimen-

sions which use the same method. For instance, initiating structure

using the 0-1 method when correlated with initiating structure

measured by the 1-5 method should be larger than: (a) the corre-

lation between initiating structure using the 0-1 method and con-

sideration using the 0-1 method, and (b) the correlation between

initiating structure using the 1-5 method and consideration using

the 1-5 method. This test assesses the relative contribution of

content and method variance in the correlation among scale scores.

In summary, each instrument should .pass five rigorous tests.

These tests evaluate the instrument's: (1) normality; (2) internal

consistency reliability; 3) convergent validity; (4) discriminant

validity; and (5) susceptibility to method bias. in addition,
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these criteria represent a hierarchical order of importance.

Test 1 is a prerequisite for Test 2, successful completion of

Test 2 is a prerequisite for evaluation by Test 3, and so forth.

Failure to pass a previous test reduces the meaningfulness of

subsequent tests. We snould note, however, that the failure to

pass any or all tests may be due to inadequate instruments,

inadequate theory, or some combination of both.

Results

This section provides results for the instrument development

efforts in four-samples. Before considering results, however, it .

is useful to review a few key notions. Initial efforts concen-

trated on a revision of the LBDQ -Form XII. Two dimensions of

leadership were examined--initiating structure (IS) and consid-

eration (CON). Some scholars have argued that there is a differ-

ence between how the leader treats the group as a whole and how

the leader treats individual subordinates one-on-one. Thus, items

were developed for both individual or one-on-one and group discre-

tionary leadership. Four methods were employed in the group leader-

ship measures. These were: Likert 1-5, 0-1, pie,and single item.

For examining individual leadership, only two methods were-employed--

the 1-5 and 0-1 methods. For each sample the following propositions

*
While it would have been desirable to use four methods for

individual leadership as well, instrument length precluded using
all four methods for both group and individual leadership. Since

the bulk of underlying leadership theory as well as our own Multiple.
Influence approach has a group emphasis, we opted to use the more
complete set of methods with group leadership.
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were examined. One, was there convergent-discriminant reliability

and validity for the measures of group discretion? Two, was there

convergent-discriminant reliability and validity for individual

discretion? Three, was there a measurable difference between'

estimates of individual and group leadership?

Sample 1

The first sample consisted of 54 respondents. There were

approximately an equal number of doctoral students, mas is

students, and university employees. There was also small

//
number of non - university employees. Most of the/sam ple was

obtainedfromindividualsintheOallas-ForttiOrth metroplex,

//

supplemented by a smaller number of people/from southern Illinois.
f' I

Approximately 20 percent of the individuals were interviewed after

completing the questionnaire.
,/

Exhibit A-3 provides the_mean, skewness, and reliabilities

for all measures of discretionary leadership. All the instruments,

except the 0-1 method, pass the first test--that of a normal_dis-'

tribution (where the skewness coefficient is close to 1.0). How-

ever, for all est',7,,.tes of discretionary leadership, the skewness

for the 0-1 response format is high. Item analysis suggested that

only a few items were considered primarily under the control of

the boss. The exhibit also provides data concernin2 internal

consistency reliabilities for the 1-5 response method and the 0-1

method. The Spearman-Brown Split-Half correlations suggest that

these measures possess adequate reliability.
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Test for Group Discretionary Leadership. Data for assessing

convergence, discrimination, and method bias for group discretionary

leadership for Sample 1 are provided in Exhibit A-4. Correlations

underlined are used to answer the convergence question. Only the

1-5 a d pie methods exceed the .40 cut -off. For assessing dis-

crimination, the correlat,ts within the boxes in Exhibit A-4

should be compared. The underlined correlations should be greater

than the others. Only the 0-1 and pie methods pass this test for

discrimination. Finally, there is the question of method ,bias.

Circled correlations should be less than underlined correlations

for each column and row. The 0.82 initiating structure-consideration

correlation is far greater than the others, suggesting tha.c. there

are serious questions of method bias for the 1-5 approach. Inter-
,

correlations between initiating structure and consideration for the

0-1,'pie,and single item methods are also discouraging.

Test for Individual DiscretionarLeac. Following our

earlier rationale, only two methods were used for individual leader-

ship. The 1-5 acrd 0-1 methods were used since internal consistency

reliabilities could be computed for bOth. Data in Exhibit A-5

suggest that the convergence correlaitions are too low (underlined'

correlations of .32 and .36). There is, however, adequate discrimi-

nation (e.g., the two measures of initiating structures are more

highly correlated than initiating structure and consideration

measured in different ways). However, the convergence correlations

a're not higher than the method associations. This is particularly
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Exhibit A-4

Group Discretionary leadership Data (n=54) for

Convergence, DiscriminatioNand Methods Test

in Sample 1

1-5

Method

IS

0-1

Method

Pie Single Item (SI)

Method Method

CON IS CON IS CON Is CON

IS
1-5

CON

IS

0-1

CON

IS

Pie .

CON

IS

SI

CON

1.00

.82 1.00

35 .181 1.00 (EE

35 .34 I 1.00

41 .27 .38

42 .44 1 .16

.06 -.16 .12

1

.04 -.02
i

1 .11

.18 i 1.00
(1')

.21 ,.47 1.00

-.04 1 -.03 -.06 1.00

.08 i .07 .16 j 1A0- (2(

IS = Initiating structure; CON = Consideration.

Key: Convergence Test: Underlined correlations should be greater
than .4 (monotrait-heteromethod r > .4).

Discrimination Test: Underlined correlations within a box

should be greater than other correlations in the same box. (monotrait-

heteromethod r > heterotrait-heteromethod r).

Method Test: Circled correlations should be less than arer-
lined correlations(heterotrait-monomethod r < monotrait-heteromethoo r).
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Exhibit A-5

Individual Discretionary leadership Data (n=54)

for Convergence, Discriminationond

Methods Tests in Sample 1

-1-5'

Method

0-1

Method

IS CON IS CON

IS

1-5
CON

1.00 cp
1.00

IS .32' 18

0-1

CON .19 .36

1.00

1.00

*
IS = Initiating structure; CON = Consideration.

Key: Convergence Test: Underlined correlations should be

greater than .4 (monotrait-heteromethod r > .4).

Discrimination Test: Underlined correlations within

a box should be greater than other correlations in the same box.

r(monotrait-heteromethod r > heterotrait-heteromethod r).

Method Test: Circled correlations should be less than

underlined correlations(heterotrait-monomethod r < monotrait-

heteromethod r).
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true for the 1-5 methoe y initiating structure and consideration

are correlated .77.

In sum, the ini' vts at developing a reliable and valid

instrument for discretic,,, Aership failed. The primary problem

appeared to be in the very k method correlations, particularly

when using the 1-5 method. Fxhibit A-6 summarizes the results for

all the tests in a convenier" format.

Individual versus Grout in Sample 1. At this point

we need to digress from discussing the development of our instrument

to report data on early concern expressed in our original proposal.

At the time the proposal was - written, there was considerable concern

over the potential difference between group and one-on-one leader-

ship. The argument has three components. First, some argue leader-
s\

ship is,, in reality, an interpersonal relationship between a leader

and a follower. Second, it is contended that leaders treat subordi-

nates quite differently so that an average score for all individuals

masks important leader - follower dynamics. Third, Green and his

associates (e.g., Green & Cashman, 1975) argue,with some empirical

support, that how the leader treats an "ingroup" or inner circle may

be different than how the leader treats less favored subordinates.

Following this line of reasoning, we initially speculated that

individual discretion might be built on a different basis than group

discretion. Further, we speculated that the mix of group and indi-

vidual discretion might be important in explaining unit performance

and satisfaction.
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Exhibit A-6

Summary of Results for Discretionary. Leadership Measures in Sample 1

Measure & Methods

Group Discretion

Tests

1

Skewness

2

Reliability

3

Convergence

4

Dikrimination

5

Method

Initiating Structure

1-5 Method OK OK With pie With 0-1 & pie NO

0-1 Method OK 'None With 1-5 & pie NO

Pie Method OK NA 1-5 With 1-5 & pie NO

Single Item Method, OK NA None None NO

Consideration

1-5 Method OK OK With pie With 0-1 & pie NO

0-I Method OK None 1-5, pie & NO

Single Item

pie Method. OK NA With 1-5 1 -5,. 0-1 &

Single Item

Single Item Method

individual Discretion

OK. NA With 0-1 & pie _ NO

Initiating Structure

1-5 Method OK OK None 0-1 NO.

0-1 Method OK OK None 1 -5 NO

Consideration

1-5 Method OK OK None 0-1 . NO

0-1 Method OK OK None 1 -5 NO

NA = Not applicable.



Thus, it was necessary to measure both individual and group

leadership to ascertain whether or not they were conceptually and

empirically distinct. Is there a measurable difference between

individual and group leadership? To answer this question, we again

relied upon a modified version of the Campbell and Fiske approach.

However, this time, convergence and` discrimination were not ex-

pected. If group and individual leadership are different, they

should be measuring different concepts and should not pass the

tests for measurement of the same concept and dimensions. Data in

Exhibit A-7 suggest that measured, differences in group and indi-

vidual leadership do not exist in Sample 1. The LBDQ-Form XII

(as modified) for individual and group leadership displays con-

vergence, discrimination, and passes the method bias test. We

conclude, therefore, that both are measuring the same concept.

In summary, there was no measured difference in group and indi

vidual leadership in Sample 1.

Samples 2 and 3

The results from Sample 1 were quite disappointing, particu-

larly since method variance problems confounded the translation

of the modified LBDQ into a measure of discretionary leadership.

We therefore decided to revise the instrument in an attempt to

minimize these problems. Interviews with respondents suggested that

revamping of instructions might be particularly important. At about

this time, also, Yukl and Nemeroff (1979) provided data suggesting

that grouping the items of a single dimension together in a question-

naire reduces method correlations. 'Thus, items were grouped
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Exhibit A-7

Correlations (n=54) Between Individual and Group Measures

of Leader Behavior in Sample 1

Individual Group
Leader Behavior Leader Behavior

IS CON IS CON

Individual
Leader
Behavior

IS.

CON

Group
Leader
Behavior

IS

CON

1.00

1.00

.80 .41

_47.

1.00

1.00

*
IS = Initiating structure; CON = Consideration.

Key: Convergence Test: Underlined correlations should be
greater than .4 (monotrait-heteromethOd r > .4).

Discrimination Test: Underlined correlations within a
box should be greater than other correlations in the same box.
(monotrait-heteromethod r > heterotrait-heteromethod r).

Method Test: Circled correlations should be less than
underlined correlations (heterotraitmonomethod r < monotrait-
heteromethcd r).
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together. Feedback from sample interviewees'suggested some

difficulty with the instructions regarding the pie method. Those

instructions were revamped. More clarification was provided con-

cerning individual versus group leadership. The response format

for the 0-1 method was modified to try to reduce_skewness. And

the single item measure was dropped. It was-hoped Ithese modifi-

cations would yield a usable instrument for individual and group

discretion.

Examples of the modifications made for Sample 2 are found in

Exhibit A-8. As before, there are multiple methods for tapping

initiating structure and consideration for both group and indi-

vidual leadership.

Results for Sample 2. Sample 2 consisted of 79 individuals

from the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex. There was a mix of graduate

and undergraduate students as well as a few other individuals. A

large majority of the sample was currently employed. These people

described their supervisor on all items and also asked their super-

visors to evaluate their own discretionary leadership. The set

of managerial responses constituted. Sample 3.
*

The measures, methods,and data concerning the mean, skewness,

and reliability for discretionary leadership are provided in

Exhibit A-9. The data suggest that the modifications did yield

*
Essentially, our respondents were asked to give their boss a

questionnairepacket. The packet contained a letter from us, the
promise of feedback concerning a given individual-supervisor's
score, and a pre-paid, pre-addressed envelope to be returned to
us.
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Exhibit A-8

Examples of Measures Used in Sample 2

A. Instructions and Sample Items for Measuring Discretionary. Leadershio
0-1 Method

INSTRUCTiONS: YOu.are beginning A NEW SIXTION. For the items in this section you are asked to think.about your
IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR'S (buss') Izador cielkivior and how :5 is determined by various fac:ors.

A. These factors are of two kinds: the boss himself and tha setting within which he operates. The setting
consists of 1) writtm pnliciesmrocedures: 2) upper management airectives; 31 other Supervisors
at your boss' ideal; 4) people in your work unit besides yourself; 5) job requirements in your work unit;
6)_you, yourself: and 71any number of outside forces.

B. In some cases. almost all the boss' leader benavior may be determined by himself. In others
(such as, say, a hignly bureaucratized organization) almost all will be determined by one or more
of these other factors or the combination of other factors.

C. The factors may determine differenrly your hoes' behavior toward you as an individual and his
behavior towar-1 the grouts. LEADER BEHAVIOR TOWARD THE GROUP s the boss' behaviors
whenever he supervises two or more oeopie together such as in grouo meetings, project :gam meetings,
staff meetings, etc. FOR EXAMPLE, the Doss might have relatively more determinauon over his
behavior (as compared witri the factors in me setting) toward you as an Individual than in nis
behavior toward the group or vice versa.

D. Likewise, Sr.. FACTORS may DETERMINE differently your boss' considerate, human relations-oriented
behavior and his tuk-oriented structuring benavior.

CONSIDERATE BEHAVIOR is that directed toward making things warm and friendly, helping
anciproviaing aovance notice of changes and oeing concerned about the weifere of suboromates.

.

TASK-ORIENTED STRUCTURING BEHAVIOR ii that directed toward structuring the job
situation so people know what and how they are to do tne:r joo. where they fit, where taw
leader fits. etc.

FOR THE FOLLCWING ITEMS seem the answer best indicating whether vour bcrz"etler Ifehavior TOWARD YOU AS AN
INDIVIDUAL is determined primarily by himself or primarily by the combination or actors in the setting in which he ooeratet.
These are me factors mentioneaabove(WRITTEN POLICIES:UPPER MANAGEMENT DIRECT))VES;OTHEPISUPERVISORS;

PEOPLE IN YOUR UN/T:YOU:.106 REQUIREMENTS:OUTSIDE FORCES.)

The first 12 gams are for task-oriented structuring.; the last 10 for consideration.

INDIVIDUAL TASK-ORIENTED STRUCTURING

I. Explaining me day my job should be carried out

Primarily
By Boss

A

Prim lily
By Other
Factors

8

2. Exoiaining the part that I am to olay in the work unit A 8 2.

3. Explaining rules and orocedures to me in detail A 8 3.

4. Organizing my work activities A B 4.

5. Letting me know wrcre I stand in my work A 8 5

6. Letting me now what is expected of me A 9 8 6.

7, Encouraging me to use uniform procedures A B 7.

'8. Making hit attitudes clear to me A 9 3.

...
..

11 SciNeduiing Ube %von; I ant to Pc A B 11.
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B. Instructions and Sample Items for Measuring Discretionary Leadership

Pie Method
INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT USE THE ANSWER SHEET FOR THIS rAGE AND PLEASE RETURN THIS PAGE WIT it YO:.'q

ANSWER SHEET.Thiok about your boss' leader benroor and how it it actermsned by the various factors mention.-
at the beginning of this section-. Below are 'allocation pies to divide up me degree to winen each

of these factors determines your boss' leader behavior.

A. Divide 100 points among the factors
and writs the number in the blank 45.
beside each. The total points may nOt
exceed 100 and may range from
0 up, for each factor. Please make
sure you have distributed the
entire 100 points.

B. AS AN EXAMPLE, if you thought
your boss behavior was primarily
or mostly determined by hirown
choice you might assign him, say, a
majority of the 100 points. That
would leave the remaining points
to be distributed across one or more
of the 'setting _factors' Ii you thought
his behavior was primarily deter-
mined by factors in the setting
YOU would assign a relatively larger
score than above to them and a
relatively smaller score to tile boss
himself.

C. Make these judgments for your
BOSS' BEHAVIOR TOWARD THE
GROUP'

0. The first pie is for CONSIDERATION
and the second for TASK-ORIENTED
STRUCTURING

CONSIDERATE BEHAVIOR is that
directed toward making things
warm and friendly, helping and
Providing adverse* notice of changes
and being concerned about the welfare
of subordinates.

TASK-ORIENTED STRUCTURING
BEHAVIOR is that directed toward
structuring the job situation so people
know what and how they-are to do
their job, where they fit, where the
leader fits, etc.

PIE No. 1: CONSIDERATION BEHAVIOR (See definition below)

Points Points

Points

Points

Points

Points

You-outseto f

worv-

Qnit
lob

Points
1 I ff I I 1

Points
.10 NI WI

Points

fin
PIE No. 2:TASK-ORIENTED STRUCTURING BEHAVIOR

(set de Iseicwition

Points Points

Points work Unit
lob

e
Points

95

Points

I

S Cr.",'Y
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Exhibit A-9

Measures, Methods,and Descriptive Statistics

for Discretionary Leadership in Sample 2

(n=79)

Measures and Methods

Descriptive Statistics

Mean Skewness Reliability

Group Discretion

Initiating Structure

1-5 Method 41.6 -.09 .91
a

0-1 Method 7.0 .86

Pie Method 20.7 .94 NA
b

Consideration

.1-5 Method 37.3 -.65 \.90

0-1 Method 6.7 -.87 .85

Pie Method 30.7 .36 NA

Individual Discretion

Initiating Structure

1-5 Method 41.4 . -.29 .94

0-1 Method 6.6 .17 .72

Consideration

1-5 Method 38.1 -1.0 .93

0-1 Method 6.8 -.95 .74

a
Spearman-Brown corrected split-half correlations.

b
NA = not applicable.
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some improvement. Particularly important was the reduction in

skewness for the 0-1 method. Reliabilities were somewhat higher

than in the previous sample as hoped from the grouping of items

and more detailed instructions.

Exhibit A-10 shows data for the convergence, discrimination,

and methods tests for group discretionary leadership. Convergence

is acceptable for the 1-5 and 0-1 methods, while all methods pass'

the test for discrimination. Again, however, the intercorrelations

among the dimensions for any one method swamp all other correla-

tions. Similar data for individual leadership are in Exhibit A-11.

Grouping of items did not help the method variance problem. A

larger study using a revised version of the LBDQ to measure leader

behavior showed much the same findings (Schriesheim & DeNisi, 1978).

Thus, we concluded that using LBDQ initiating structure and consid-

eration to develop a subordinate perception measure of leader dis-

cretion was not fruitful. This can be more clearly seen in the

summary shown in Exhibit A-12 for Sample 2.

Individual and Group Leadership in Sample 2. Data concerning

the potential split between individual 'and group leadership were

also reexamined. Data in Exhibit A-13 clearly suggest no measured

differences in individual and group perceptions of leader behavior.

It was decided to drop the distinction and concentrate on the group

measures since the group appl.oachThas received the most attention

and was most consistent with the major thrust of our Multiple

Influence Approach to Leadership. We suggest that the distinction
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Exhibit A-10

Group Discretionary Leadership Data (n=79) for Convergence,
A

Discrirdination,and Methods Tests in Sample 2

1 -5 0-1 Pie

Method Method. Method

IS CON IS CON IS CON

IS

1-5 *

CON

IS

0-1

CON

Pie

IS

CON

1.00

1.00

.43 .14

.12 .39

.26 .14

-.08 .22

1.00

1.00

.21 .06

.20 .21

*
IS = Initiating structure; CON = Consideration.

Key: Convergence Test: Underlined correlations should be
greater than .4 (monotrait-heteromethod r > .4).

Discrimination Test: Underlined correlations within a box
should be greater than other correlations in the same box. (mono-

trait-heteromethod r > heterotrait-heteromethod r).

Method Test: Circled correlations should be less than
underlined correlations(heterotrait-monomethod r < monotrait-hetero-
method r).
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----- Exhibit A-11

Individual Discretionary Leadership Data (n=79)

for Convergence, Discrimination,and

Methods Test in Sample 2

1 -5. 0-1

Method Method

IS CON IS CON

IS*
1-5

'CON

IS

0-1

CON

1.00 0
Loo

.40 .14

.27 .45

1.00

1.00

*
IS = Initiating structure; CON = Consideration.

Key:. Convergence,Tes Underlined correlations should be
greater than .4 (monotrait-heteromethod r > .4).

Discrimination Test: Underlined correlations within
a box should be greater than other correlations in the same box.

(monotrait-heteromethod r > heterotrait-het romethod r).

Method Test: Circled correlations should be less than
underlined correlations(heterotrait-monomethod r < monotrait-hetero-
method r).
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Exhibit A -1.2

Summary of Results for Discretionary Leadership Measures

in Sample 2

Measures & Methods

Tests

1

Skewness-

2

Reliability

3

Convergence

4

Discrimination

5

Method

Group Discretion

Initiating Structure

1-5 Method OK OK With 0-1 With 0-1 & Pie None

0-1 Method OK OK With 1-5 With 1-5 & Pie None

Pie Method OK NA None With 1-5 & Pie None--

Consideration

1-5 Method OK OK With 0-1 With 0-1 & Pie None

0-1 Method OK OK With 1-5 With 1-5 & Pie -Wine

Pie Method OK NA None With 1-5 & OL-1 None

Individual
Discretion

Initiating structure

1-5 Method OK OK With 0-1 With 0-1 None

0-1 Method OK OK With 1-5 With 1-5 None

Consideration

1-5 Method OK OK With 0-1 With 0-1 None

0-1 Method OK , OK With 1-5 With 1-5 None
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Exhibit A-13

Correlations (n=79) Between Individual and Group

Measures of Leader Behavior in Sample 2

Individual

IS CON

Group

IS CON

Individual

IS

*
CON

Group

IS

CON.

1:00

.71 .49

.53 .77

1.00

1 .00

*
IS = Initiating structure; CON = Consideration.

Key: Convergence Test: Underlined correlations should be
greater than .4 (monotrait-heteromethod r > .4).

Discrimination Test: Underlined torrelations within a box
should be greater than other correlations in the same box. (mono-

trait-heteromethod r > heterotrait-heteromethod r).

Method Test: Circled correlations should be less than
underlined correlations(heterotrait-monomethod r < monotrait-hetero-

method r).
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between individual and group leadership may be real and conceptually

important for predicting some criteria, but we are not able to make

a separate, distinct measurement at this stage of instrument devel-

opment.

Self Perce tions of Discretionar Leadershi.

Sample 3

Sample 3 consisted of 27 managers in diverse organizations

operating in the Dallas -Fort Worth metroplex. Here individuals

were asked to describe their own behavior toward subordinates on

both leader behavior and the 1-5, 0-1,and pie methods for discre-

tionary leadership. The track was taken in an attempt to devise

another approach to measuring discretion if the employee percep-

tion route failed. Unfortunately, data provided in Exhibit A-14

are not very promising. Only the 1-5 and 0-1 initiating structure

convergence correlation meets the criterion and even here there is

a lack of discrimination (0.48 is less than the IS-CON correlation

of 0.51 across methods). As before there were considerable problems

with method bias. We concluded that self-reports were not appro-

priate for accessing discretionary leadership. The psychometric

strengths found with, employee perceptions were lost with the self-

report,approach.

Rethinking on the Concept and Measurement

of Discretionary Leadership

Pilot data can be useful if they both help refine concepts

and move the research toward more psychometrically sound methods

of measurement. With less than satisfactory results from three
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Exhibit A-14

Group Discretionary Leadership Self-Report Data (n=27)

for Convergence, Discrimination, and Methods Tests

in Sample 3

1-5

Method

IS CON

0-1

Method

IS CON

Pie

Method

IS

IS .1.00

CON (F4).

IS

IS

Pie
CON

.48

.06

-.01

-.25

1.00

1.00

-.12 0
.15 .14

.19 -.19

-.02

.02

CON

1.00

(762 1.00

IS = Initiating structure; CON = Consideration.

Key: Convergence Test: Underlined correlations should be
greater than (monotrait-heteromethod r > .4).

Discrimination Test: Underlined correlations within a
box should be greater than other correlations in the same box.

(monotrait-heteromethod r > heterotrait-heteromethod r).

Method Test: Circled correlations should be less than
underlined correlations(heterotrait-monomethcd r < monotrait-hetero-
method r).
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pilot samples using a variety of approaches to measure discretion-

ary leadership, we decided to take a closer look at the concept of

discretion.

Originally, welassumed that leader behavior could be divided

into discretionary and required portions much as one would cut a

pie into two different slices. This simplifying assumption lead

to items which ased respondents, either implicitly or explicitly,'

to cut leader behavior into slices. Respondents, however, could

not make this disitinction and saw discretionary and required leader

.

ship as independent. Thus, we took another look at the measurement

of leadership without changing the conceptual definition of dis-

cretionary leadership as influence over and above that vested in

the managerial role.

Looked at in a different manner, the essence of discretion-

ary leadership is embodied in the phrase "he can and he does."

Actions taken in:opposition to external forces "he can't but tries

anyway" may be influence attempts, but they are clearly not dis-

cretionary leadership. Failure to act when action can be taken

shows opportunity lost. Thus, "he could but doesn't" constitutes

another important phrase. Finally, it was recognized that some

leaders cannot act and do not attempt ti? build influence beyOnd

that required. Thus, the phrase "can't nd doesn't" appeared to

be important.

Via informal discussions with leaders and colleagues, we'

attempted to find out whether they could adequately categorize the
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leader behavior of individuals into one of our four phrases: (1) can

and does; (2) can't but tries anyway; (3) could but doesn't; and

/. A

(4) can't and doesn't)). Individuals with some experience in

describing leaders who had been in' their posts for several months

had little difficulty using this format. Further, we asked them to

describe the requirements placed on leaders, as a crude measure of

required leadership. Again we informally found this approach

to be useful and,easily understood. We returned to our pilot measures

, and also attempted to develop a more straightforward Likert approach.

We wanted to avoid the simple 1-5 method given our earlier problems

with method bias. The pie approach yielded the greatest separation

between the dimensions but had questionable convergence. We devised

a modified version of point allocations asking respondents to

attribute the behavior to either the leader or other circumstances.

Lengthy *discussions with colleagues and some additional instru-

ment development work by Schriesheim (1g78) based on previous versions

of the LBDQ provided another base measuring instrument. Here four

distinct dimensions of leadership were proposed to replace the tradi-

tional initiating structure-consideration split (see Exhibit A-15).

Three of the dimensions centered on task related behaviors. They

are: rules and procedures, work assignments,and role clarity. Data

from several samples (Schriesheim, 1978; Jermeir & Berkes, 1979)

suggested that these were less interrelated than the two-dimension

LBW but used similar items. The fourth dimension, called support,

appeared similar in many ways to the old consideration. We felt a

more detailed division of task behaviors might allow us to more
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Exhibit A-15

Discretionary and Required Leidetiship-Measures_for Sample 4

A. Discretionary Leadership.- Categorical Method

Here we are interested in how your boss behaves toward you on the job. For each

of the items below, circle the most appropriate response.

MY BOSS:

1. Explains the level of performance that

4.0

.02
12

.01

A 0 C
LI IA 4.1 In

0 S 0 0
= o = 0

Z A.0
0 C<
A ;A
1.1 0
(U f.

.... I-

12
a
4.'. I.J

RI C
4.1 vi

0 S= 0

/
2
3
.._

B.
OA

is expected of me AB C 0A1
2. Helps make working on my job more pleasant A-- B C 0 X 2

3. Tells me how I am to go about my job A B C 0 X 3

4. Puts me on specific jobu i A B, C 0 X 4

S. Considers my feelings A B C 0 X

6. Explains the quality of work that is
expected of me A B X 6

7. Emphasizes rules and regulations which
affect how I di:14v job__ A 9 C J X 7

8. Gives me broad job assignments A B C 0 X

9. Decides how I am to do my job A C 0 9

10. Looks out for my personal welfare _ A B C 0 X 10

11. Gives specific explanations of what is
expected of me or my job A B C 0 X 11

12. Carefully defines what jobs I am to do A 8 C 0 X- -12

13. Does things to make my job more pleasant A B C 0 X 13

14. Gives me specific work assignments A B C 0 X 14

15. Explains what is expected of me on my job A B C 0 X 15

16. Maintains a friendly working relationship
with me A 8 C 0 X 16

17. Gives me instructions on how to do my job A B C 0 X 17

18. Lets me decide what specific duties to

perform A B C D X 18

19. Gives me clear goals to reach on my

job A B C 0 X 19

20. Lets me develop my own methods for doing _

my job A B C D X 20
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B. Discretionary Leadershio - Point Method /

Think of your boss' leader behavior as being controlled by himself and by a

combination of outside factors. The outside factors include: UPPER BRASS

DIRECTIVES, OTHER SUPERVISORS AT HIS LEVEL, WRITTEN POLICIES, JOB REQUIREMENTS,

OTHERS IN YOUR WORK UNIT, YOU, PLUS FACTORS OUTSIDE THE TCC.

For each of the four behaviors below allocate 100 points between your.boss' contrt
and the control by outside factors. For example, if you gave your boss 30 points

that would mean the remaining 70 points would go to outside factors.

1. Clarifying what is expected of me in my work

points for boss

2. Assigning me to specific work tasks

points for boss

3. Specifying rules,procedures and policies for me to. use or follow in

executing my job

points for boss

4. Malaita-Wring a pleasant and friendly working relationship with me

,points for boss

C. Required Leadership

Some leaders are required to do more than others, These requirements may
stem from UPPER PASS DIRECTIVES, OTHER SUPERVISORS AT HIS LEVEL, WRITTEN
POLICIES, JOB REMREMENTS, OTHERS iN YOUR.WORK UNIT, YOU, FACTORS OUTSIDE
THE TCC, etc. To what extent is your boss required to do the..following:

1. Maintain a pleasant and friendly working
relationship with me

Few
Requirements

1 2 3

-Many

Requirements

4 5

2. Assign-me to specific work tasks 1 2 3 4 5

3. Specify rules, procedures, and policies for
me to use in executing my job 1 2 5

4. Clarify what is expected of mein my work 1 2 3 '4 5
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clearly differentiate between dimensions at both the conceptual

and measurement levels. We were ready to pilot a revised version

of our discretionary leadership instrument with a more homogeneous sample

centering on individuals with similar tasks intone organization.

Hare we selected a pilot subsample of Army telecommunications

centers from the population of centers which was to serve as the

base for the present study.

The sample size for the pilot communications sample (Sample

4) was thirty-eight. Appendix B explains the procedures used

and problems encountered with the mail questionnaire approach used.

The pilot allowed us not only to check our revised instruments but

to test the adequacy of our mail questionnaire approach. Changes

could then be made to both instruments and procedures before the

present study was conducted.

Results for Sample 4

Exhibit A-16 shows the mean, skewness,and reliability for the

new approach to discretionary leadership. Skewness is not a prob-

lem and the reliabilities are more than acceptable.

Exhibit A-17 shows results for the convergence, discrimination,

and method tests. All convergence correlations are acceptable for

all dimensions. Discrimination comparisons are acceptable for some

sets of dimensions but not others. When all dimensions are con-

sidered, role clarity and 'support are acceptable. Work assignments

is acceptable if role clarity is dropped while rules and procedures

also passes this test if role clarity is not considered. Moving

to the most difficult test--that for method variance, the range
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Exhibit A-16

Measures, Methods,and Descriptive Statistics for Group

Discretionary Loadership in Sample 4 (n=38)

Descriptive Statistics

Measures and Methods Mean Skewness Reliability

Categorical Method

Role Clarity 1.58 -.55 .89
*

Work Assignments 1.08 -.33 .94

Rules & Procedures 1.13 -.45 .85

Support 1.66 -.87 .84

Point Method
**

Role Clarity 47.3 .07 NA
.

Work Assignments 51.2 .07 NA

Rules & Procedures 42.3 .45 NA

Support 65.2 -.52 NA

*
Spearman-Brown corrected split-half correlations.

**
Not applicable.
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Exhibit A-17

Group Discretionary Leadership Data (n=38)

for. Convergence, Discrimination,and

Methods Tests in Sample 4

Categorical Point
RC WA RP SUPP RC WA RP SUPP

Categorical Method

RC 1.00

*
WA

*
RP

*
SUPP

1.00

Point Method

RC

WA

RP

SUPP

1.00

1.00

.73 .56 .48 .46

.55 .52 .33 .32

.45 .29

.21 .57

.48 .26

.39 .47

1.00

1.00

1.00

(5 (5 (31.) 1.00

*
RC = Role Clarity; WA = Work Assignments; RP = Rules and Pro-

cedures; and SUPP = Support.

Key: Convergence Test: linderlined correlations should be greater
than .4 (monotrait7heteromethOd r > .4).

Discrimination Test: Underlined correlations within a box
should be greater than other correlations in the same box. (mono-
trait-heteromethod r > heterotrait-heteromethod r).

Method Test: Circled correlations should be less than
underlined correlations(heterotrait-monomethod r < monotrait-hetero-
method r).
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of acceptable dimensions narrows to two. Both support and rules and

Procedures pass. The two other task dimensions have high method variance

correlations. This is particularly the case with role clarity. The

recommended instrument consists of the 14 items shown in ,Exhibit C-5.

Six items did not pass an item analysis test and were omitted from

further examination.

The scoring procedure adopted for the categorical method was based

in large measure upon principles of operant conditioning (e.g., Hamner,

1974; Skinner, 1969) and exchange theories (e.g., Emerson, 1972; Homans,

1961; Jacobs, 1971). The present model has proposed that, in any complex

organization, environmental conditions and structural conditions vary among

subsystems creating specific opportunities and problems which the subsystem

is not designed to handle. Leaders are expected to respond to these "gaps"

with discretionary leadership to increase performance and member satisfaction

However, external forces may limit the leader's ability to build influence

above and beyond that typically required by the position. Hence, not only

must the leader perceive and respond to the "need" for discretionary leader-

ship, he/she must also know and respond to those factors which may limit

discretionary activity. For example, increasing complexity in the environ-

ment, context, and structure of a unit may increase the need for discretion-

ary leadership, but the leader's ability to influence his subordinates may

be restricted by the setting (e.g., the subsystem may be in the process of

reorganization), the environment (e.g., only limited resources may be

available), or the nature of the group (e.g., a cohesive group with an

anti-management orientation). Thus, while the existing environmental and

structural conditions affect the "need" for discretionary leadership, they
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also affect the degree to which the leader can or cannot effectively

initiate such leadership activity.

The present model also makes the implicit assumption that increased

need for discretionary leadership is directly related to increased opportun-

ities to exercise discretion. Thus, as complexity increases, not only

does the need for discretionary leadership increase, but also the bpportunity"

for such leadership. In other words, increasing or decreasing complexity

serves as a signal or, in operant conditioning terms, a "discriminative

stimulus" indicating that discretionary activity can or cannot be implemented.

Given the presence or absence of such a discriminative stimulus, there

may or may not be an operant response on the part of the leader. That is,

the leader may respond to the sl-;mulus with the necessary activity ("can and

does") or he/she may not respond when the need and assumed opportunity

persents itself ("could but doesn't"). Similarly, when the discriminative

stimulus is absent and no opportunity for discretionary leadership exists,

the leader may yield no response ("can't and doesn't") or may initiate

activity when it is not needed ("can't but tries anyway"). The matrix of

need and opportunity combined with the presence or absence of a response

resulted in the four alternatives used in the categorical method.

In addition to the existence of these four alternatives, each was given

an arbitrary weight depending upon the nature of the stimulus-response

relationship. A condition where the discriminative stimulus is present and

the appropriate response follows ("can and does") was viewed as a positive

outcome and given a weight of +4. A condition where the stimulus is pretent

and no response occurs ("could but doesn't") was viewed as a negative out-

come where opportunities are lost (e.g., Osborn et al., 1980) and given a
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weight of -2. A situation where the stimulus is absent (i.e., the appropri-

ate opportunities for discretionary leadership do not exist) and no response

4nade ("can't and doesn't") was viewed essentially as a neutral outcome.

However, in the context of the "favorableness" of an organization's en-

vironment, such an outcome is distinctly negative (Osborn et al., 1980).

Thus, this category was given a weight of -1. Finally, a situation where

the stimulus is absent but an inappropriate response is initiated ("can't

but tries anyi40") was also viewed as a negative outcome. In fact, given

the literature regarding the negative impact of leader activity when it is

not warranted by the situation (e.g.; House & Mitchell, 1974), this category

was considered to represent dysfunctional leadership and given a weight

of -3.* This weighted scoring method was used in analysis of the primary

survey data and represents the preferred method at the present time.

The "point." method of measuring discretionary leadership, which was

used as a validating instrument for the categorical method, was based on a

different theoretical approach. While the categorical method emanates from

theories of conditioning and exchange, the point system is based on an

attribution perspective (e.g., Jones & Davis, 1965; Kelley, 1973). It is

postulated that leader behavior that is attributed to role requirements carries

less weight and has less influence on employee behavior and attitudes

thanleader behavior which is attributed more to the leader himself and his

discretionary activity. Thus, if the subordinate attributes a larger share

of the leader's activity to his/her own volition than to the position and

externa4-4Actors, this should serve as an indicator of discretionary leader-

*Since the weights,assigned were somewhat subjective, alternative scoring
systems were investigated such as scoring "can and does" as +1 and

all other categories as -1 to represent the distinction between positive

and negative outcomes. Comparison of the preferred weighting system
with others showed little empirical differences among them with correlation

coefficients in the vicinity of .9.
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ship. For example, leader consideration that is attributed to be solely

a function of external role requirements is unlikely to have a substantfal

impact on increasing a subordinate's performance or satisfaction. On the

other hand, consideration that is attributed to be a function of the leader's

desire to help the subordinate close the gap between s,orce resources and

task difficulty may have greater impact and influence on the subordinate

and thereby contribute more toward increasing performance and satisfaction.

In order to validate the categorical method of measuring discretionary

leadership, the point method was used not only to provide a validating in-

strument, but one which was based on an entirely different theoretical

orientation as well. Although the sample-used for validation in the pilot

study was small, we did obtain support for two dimensions using a modified

form of the Campbell and Fiske convergent-discriminant validity approach.

With these findings, we were prepared to conduct the primary survey of

Armor telecommunication centers.



Appendix B

Details Concerning the Mail Questionnaire Administration

With written approval of the Seventh Signal Command to send

mail questionnaires to selected personnel, it was initially felt

that a high return rate would be forthcoming from a pilot sample

of Army telecommunications centers (TCC). The actual return rate

was about 25 percent. This rate was not judged to be high_enough

for the major study. It was therefore determined that an unusual

effort would be needed to increase the return rate to an accept-

able level. This appendix outlines the procedures used in the

initial pilot and the revised procedures and concludes with some sug-

gestions for other researchers who wish to achieve high return

rates from mail surveys to military units.

The Initial Pilot Study

The procedure used in the initial pilot study was based as

much as possible on recommendations made in a mail survey review

article by Kanuk and Berenson (1975). Five target TCC units

were selected by staff personnel from the Seventh Signal Command.

A total of 125 potentially usable operative personnel and shift

supervisors were in these five units. Formal cooperation was

granted by, the Seventh Signal Command and a letter of cooperation

was signed by an appropriate official. The letter explained the

purpose of the study, showed the support of higher administrators,

and encouraged participation. Following recent interpretations

of the privacy act and university requirements for subjects involved in

social science research, an "informed consent form" was included

with the questionnaire.
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instrument:

The survey instrument contained all of the scales shown

in appendix C with the exception of lateral leadership and

measures of specific task environment. In addition, the item

format for each scale was approximately the same as it appears in

the appendix. The questionnaire was printed on 7 by 3 1/2 inch

booklets.

Procedure

Each operator and shift supervisor in the pilot sample was

mailed the survey individually. The package they received con-

tained the following:' (1) the questionnaire booklet; (2) a cover

letter from the Seventh Signal Command endorsing the project and

requesting their participation; (3) an informed consent form;

(4) an instruction sheet; and (5) a return mail, postage-paid

envelope. The instruction sheet informed the participants that

they were to complete the questionnaire, signthe consent form,

and return both to the researchers using the return envelope.

Following the privacy act, respondents were requested.to pirti-

cipate and not required to complete the survey.

Three weeks following the mailing of the questionnaire, a

reminder letter was mailed to all non-responding participants. If

the completed questionnaire had not been received. two weeks fol-

lowing_that time, another complete set of questionnaire materials

was sent. Two weeks later a third follow-up set of materials was

sent to the non-respondents. Thus, three follow-up contacts were

made 3, 5, and 7 weeks following the initial mailing. Identifica-

tion of respondents was made through the signature on the consent
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form which accompanied the questionnaire. If no consent form was

enclosed, the unit of origin was identified using the postmark on

the return envelope.

Results

At the time of the first follow-up, only 20 percent of the

operator-shift supervisor questionnaires had been received. The

second follow-up mailing increased the operator return and shift

supervisor return by three percent and the third follow-up increased

the rate less than two percent. Thus, the final sample included

about 25 percent of the target respondents.

This extremely low return rate was of considerable concern

and efforts were made to isolate the key reasons. Conversations

with TCC personnel, staff aids at the Seventh Signal Command,and

experienced researchers affiliated with the Army Research Institute,

in addition to a review of the literature since the 1975 Kanuch

and Berenson article, suggested the following:

1. Follow-up procedures could be reinforced by making them
closer together and by introducing personal contact.

2. Many potential respondents felt they had to complete the
questionnaire on their own personal time. Clarification
was sought and authorization was granted to use work
time if the sample were more limited.

3. Subjects were urged to complete the questionnaire, but
no suspense date or due date was given. It was strongly
suggested that such a due date be established for the
next administration.

4. Individuals had been asked to return their signed
informed consent form with their questionnaire. Several

felt their responses could be identifie'd. Therefore, for
the next administration, completed questionnaires were to
be returned separately from the informed consent forms.
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5. OIC's, and their civilian equivalents, did not know if
their subordinates had received questionnaires and could
not schedule time for completion. While many wanted to
assist, they desired some discretion over the timing of
the effort. Thus, it was decided to ask commanders to
distribute surveys and collect the completed, sealed
questionnaires and send them to us directly.

6. The survey appeared longer than necessary. This appeared

to be due both to the extra "psychological length" imposed

by the booklets which did not allow for as many questions
on a page as an 8 1/2 x 11 inch format and to some

redundancy in the questions asked. Some redesign of the booklet

and study was made to correct these problems while still main-
taining adequate cross-checks.

Information provided to potential participants stressed the fol

lowing points. First, the study was supported by the Seventh =Signal

Command. Second, participation was voluntary; a blank question-

naire could be returned if the potential participant did not wish

his/her superior to know if he/she completed the survey. Third,

all responses would be held in confidence if the procedures specified

by the researchers were followed. Fourth, the study concerned

basic research which could potentially be beneficial to the Army.

Primary Study

In the main study, emphasis was shifted from concentration on

operators and supervisors to the responses of shift supervisors,

their superiors (NCOIC's),and the superior of their superiors (OIC's).

Both military personnel and their civilian equivalents were included.

A total of 110 eligible units were identified; however, 29 units

were considered inappropriate due to their very small size and the

fact that they had no shift supervisors and an additional 6 units

were identified as administrative units and were not sampled.

There remained a total of 75 units which were contacted. These units
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contained 75 OIC's4, 49 NCOIC's,and 228 shift supervisors. Support

personnel within these units were not sampled.

Instrument

Several' versions of the. survey instrument were designed for the

study. Two versions were designed for the OIC; one for the com-

mander of units which contained an NCOIC and one for the commander

of units which contained no NCOIC. The NCOIC received a slightly different

form of the survey and the shift supervisors received another version.

These different forms of the survey were as similar as possible;

however, instructions and item content varied slightly depending upon

the respondent's supervisory level. The version administered to the

shift supervisors, along with specific environment and lateral leader-

/

ship questions asked of OIC's and NCOIC's, are shown in Appendix C.

In an effort to reduce the apparent length of the instrument

while maintaining optimum content, the form of the survey was

altered in comparison to the pilot study. The scales were arranged

so that the questionnaire consisted of 14 pages (each 8 1/2 by 11

inches compared to the pilot of 7 by 8 1/2 inches). The pilot had

18 separate pages. Thus, some actual length reduction and redesign

made completion of the questionnaire less burdensome.

Procedure

In addition to altering the instrument and the supervisory

level sampled, the procedure for administering the survey was

altered. Instead of sending each incumbent the questionnaire

directly, a package of materials was delivered to-the-commanding

officer of each unit. Instructions provided with the package
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informed the OIC's that they were to distribute the enclosed

questionnaires to their subordinates and complete their own question-

naire.

When all questionnaires were completed, the OIC's were to

collect the subordinates' surveys, which were sealed and to remain

confidential, and mail *them directly to the researchers.

Enclosed in the package was a copy of the unit's organiza-

tional chart, a re.wrn-mail postcard,and enough surveys for all

supervisory personnel in the unit. The OIC was instructed to

sign and mail the postcard and to review the organization chart and

correct it if the unit's personnel status had changed. If more

questionnaires were needed, the OIC was to contact the researchers

directly. Further, this updated organizational chart was to be

returned with the unit's materials.

In summary, the unit's package contained: ,(1) instructions

to the OIC; (2) a return mail postcard; (3) an organizational

chart listing the personnel who were to receive the questionnaires;

and (4) enough questionnaire packets for each of the unit's sub-
,

ordinate supervisory personnel and the OIC.

The questionnaire packets were labeled according to the

incumbent's supervisory level: shift supervisor, NCOIC,or OIC.

Enclosed in the packet were the following: (1) the appropriate

questionnaire for that level; (2) a cover.letter from an

appropriate official of the Seventh Signal Command; (3) a letter

from the researchers explaining the study and providing detailed

instructions; (4) an informed consent form; (5) a postage-paid return
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envelope for the informed consent form; and (6) a 7 x 10 inch

envelope in which the completed questionnaire was to be placed,

sealed, and returned to the OIC.

Instructions provided with the questionnaire indicated that the

consent form was to be signed and mailed directly to the researchers

in the enclosed envelope. The questionnaire, on the other hand, was

to be placed in the 7 x 10 envelope, sealed, and returned along with

the other questionnaires to the OIC for delivery to the researchers.

These instructions stated explicitly that the respondents' answers

to the survey were to remain strictly confidential and were to be

used for research purposes only. In addition, the instructions

provided a specific due date by which time the questionnaires were

to be returnedto the researchers.

The return postcard, which was to be mailed by the OIC, gave

the researchers information regarding who had received the package

and on approximately what date the questionnaires had been distri-

buted to the supervisory personnel. One week following mailing of

the initial packages, a reminder postcard was sent to the OIC's of

units which had returned the first postcard indicating receipt -of

the materials. This reminder card thanked the OIC for his/her co-

operation and reinforced the due date for the return of the

questionnaires. For those units where there was no evidence that

materials had been received, efforts were made to contact the OIC

by telephone to check on the status of the materials. If none had

been received, a new set of materials was mailed. If the materials

had been received,-the OIC's cooperation was encouraged.
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Four weeks following the initial mailing of the questionnaires,

a tabulation was made of the response rate. All units which had more

than one missing shift supervisor questionnaire were identified, and

a letter was sent to the OIC for each unit. This letter encouraged

the cooperation of the unit commander in the project and explained

the importance of a 100 percent response to the survey. An offer

was made to send any additional materials necessary to secure full

participation. If no response was made to the first follow-up letter,

a second follow-up was made two weeks later. This contact consisted

of sending a second letter to the OIC and/or sending a letter and

a questionnaire directly to the incumbent.

Response to this second follow-up was closely monitored. If

no response was forthcoming, a final contact was made by telephone

with selected units which gave a positive response to the previous

contacts but whose data had not been received.

In summary, a reminder card was sent to the unit heads one

week following the initial mailing. The rate of response for each

unit was closely monitored, and a follow-up contact was made with

non-responding units four, six,and eight weeks following the initial

mailing. Follow-up was conducted by phone and/or by letter with

the unit head and/or with the incumbent directly. OIC's were also

asked to call the rPsearchec: if they had questions. Several did

and agreed to participate.

Results

Of the 75 units contacted, all but .2 units yielded some

response; however, the amount of data from an additional 5 units was
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too small to be considered useful. Therefore, 68 units or 91

percent of the sample responded to the survey in large enough

numbers to provide useful information for the unit as a whole. This

figure represents 100 percent of the units with no NCOIC and 86 per-

cent of the units which contained an NCOIC. By level, the respond-

ents' returns were: 68 of the OIC's (91 percent) 42 of the

NCOIC's (86 percent) and 185 of the shift supervisors (81 percent).

Performance data for 13 of the 68 responding units was considered

"classified". Therefore, 55 of the units (81 percent) had usable

pirformance data.

On balance, it appears possible to generate a high return rate

without using command pressure or requiring individuals to respond.

The procedure is more costly and time-consuming than that often

followed. But it did yield a very high return rate for the major

part of the study.
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Appendix C

Questionnaire Measures Used

This appendix contains exhibits pertaining to the questionnaire

administered to the shift supervisors unless otherwise indicated.

Those for the NCOIC's and OIC's were similar but differed as appro-

priate to the position.

The exhibits are arranged in the same sequence as the variables

are treated elsewhere in the report.

Included with the items is information concerning the way in

which the items were combined and scored to make up each scale. When

an iter ,vas not included in the calculation of a scale it was because

that item was tested and found to lower the scale's overall internal

consistency reliability. Most of these items were also found to be

highly invariant.
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Exhibit C-1

General Instructions

This questionnaire contains questions concerning your work and your boss. Please 'circle or check
what YOU feel is the best response.

PLEASE 3,41 E:

1. four responses to these statements will remain strictly confidential.

2. There are no RIGIT OR WRONG ANSWERS to these questions and this is not a test of your ability
or consistency in marKing answers. Although a number of the items may appear similar to each
other, they express distinct46ns which are important in describing your work situation.

3. Work as rapidly as you can. Your first impressions are usually best in such matters.

4. Please be lure 'mat you MAKE A RESPONSE TO EVERY ITEM. Also. make sure that you mark only one
alternative for each statement.

S. Please feel free to express any further opinions you may have regarding your work environment
or tne questions at the end of the questionnaire.

6. The results of this study will be used FOR RESEARCH PURPOSES ONLY by Professors J. G. Hunt
and R. A. Osborn, Southern Illinois Univer=i1TITMTconoae.-

7. Your work unit as used in this questionnaire means those subordinates on your shift whe report
direc7377.1-3714. Your boss means your immediate supervisor.

THANK 1".:U.

Exhibit C-2

Specific Environment (Completed by OIC's)

Here we are interested in the units with whicn your unit deals most frequently. Your unit may interact
with a number of others in attempting to accomplish its mission. These can be EITHER INSIDE OR OUTSIDE
the 7th Signal.Command. Plotse list below AT LEAST FIVE UNITS which you think are the MOST IMPORTANT
to your operations and goal Attainment.

1.

2. 7.------------

3. 8.

4. 9
5. ------------- 10.

Approximately how many OTHER units are you in contact with which are not listed above?

Of all the units you have contact with, about what percentage are outside of the 7th Signal
Command?

3.26



-Exhibit C-2

Specific Environment (Completed by OIC's)

Now please describe both these units you have listed, above as well as the other units you interact with.

Circle one alternative for each item.

NO LITTLE
EXTENT EXTENT

1. To what extent do the actions of the units affect
the operations of your unit? A

2. The action of any one unit mayor may not affect the
activities of others; to what t tint do the actions of
the units affect one another' A

3. To whit extent must the units support a new project
to ensure successful planning and implementation'

4. To what extent do the units restrict the activities
of your unit'

,* 5. What percent of the time can you.predict the actions

of the units'

6-

T.

What percent of the
expectations of the

What percent of the
respond to meet the
units'

time can you predict the
units".

time are you certain about how to
actions or expectations of the

3. What percent of tha:time do you receive information too

late to capitalize on or offset changes in actions or

expectations of the units'

Ac.. 9. What percent cf thetire can you determine whether a
response to-the actiors or expectations of a unit was

effective for he units'

10e, To whet extent have, the units been.groeing (e.g., in
terms of budgets, otrsennel, projects) in the last

three years'

To what extent retie the .znits received new sources
of suope-m. in nelast three years'

12. To whet ex of . Am policies of the units toward
yeur =it feecrem1e2.......-

13. To exter: are the peTicies of the units toward

yce:r unit ceestscert over time',

14. To wnat exten= d the units have slack or reserves

B

B

VERY

SOME GREAT GREAT

EXTENT EXTENT EXTENT

C

C

E

E

0-20% 21-40% 41-60% 61-30% 81-100%

A B C

A

A

A

A

B

B

C D.

C

C

NO LITTLE SOME

EXTENT EXTENT EXTENT

A

A

A

B

B

B

B

A B

C

C

C

15. To what extent are vie units power61" A

16. To what exte:: ae :he snits able to adapt to change? A B 'C

Scale

Interdependence

Volatility

Favorability

Scoring: A=1 to E=5 except for items with
asterisk (*) which are reverse scored. 127

E

0 E

VERY
GREAT GREAT
EXTENT EXTENT

D

0

Calculation of Scale

E 1-4

E 5, 6, 7, 9

10, 11, 13, 14

CET L:7 MOLE
137

E

E

E



Exhibit C-3

Contextual Variables

Between-Unit Workflow

The next four questions'are about the flow of-work between your work unit and others necessary
to get that work done. Please circle only one alternative for each case.

1. Independent Wort,Flow Case, where' your.unit receives
work from one or a numoer of different units and sends
It on to several others after complete processing.

Sequential Work Flow Case, where your unit receives
the work from one unit and orocesses it for another
as one unit In a series.

3. Reciprocal Work Flow Case, where your unit is in
direct contact with one or another in a back-and
forth manner over a period of time.

4. Team .,4Ort Flow Case, where your unit collaborates
wit.n o:nars to diagnose problems and solve them.

Scale

Between-Unit Workflow

128

138

ALMOST ABOUT ALMOST
NONE LITTLE 50% A LOT ALL
A B C 0

ALMOST ABOUT ALMOST
NONE LITTLE 50% A\LOT ALL
A _El C 0 E

ALMOST ABOUT ALMOST
NONE LITTLE 50: A LOT ALL
A B C

ALMOST ABOUT ALMOST
NONE -LITTLE 50% A LOT ALL
A B

Calculation of Scale

SCORE (Item lx0) + (Item 2x0.33)
+(Item 3x0.66) + Item 4,
A=l to E=5.
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. Task Specialization

0- 21- 41- 61- 51-

20% 4.0% 60% 1007.

* 1. What percent of the employees in your work unit perform the same job? A B C 0 E

* 2. that percent of the employees in your work unit make decisions of

the same type' A 8 C 0 E

3. What percent of the employees in your work unit have more than cne

Job to perform? 7 A B C 0 E

Scale Calculation of Scale

Task Specialization E 1, 2, 3

Scoring: A=1 to E=5 except for items with
asterisk (*) which are reversed scored.
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Exhib.:t C-4

Structural Variables

Formalization

The following questions consider whether documents are available irrespective/of whether they are

actually y:ed. A document is at a minimum a single piece of paper with printed, typed, or otherwise

reproduced content--not handwritten.

1. Who is given a copy of the organization chart? (Check one)

A. No one
B. The commander/director only
C. The commander/director plus the km (if any)
0. The commander/director, NCOIC (if any), plus shift supervisors

E. All employees in the TCC

2. What percentage of non-supervisory employees, are given written oPeratinq instructions? (Check one)

A. 0-20% B. 21-40% ; C. 41-60% 0. 61-80% E. 81-100%

Are written terms of reference orljob descriptions, given to the following?'

3. The dcmmander/director
/
Yes No

4. Supervisory employees Yes No

5. Non-supervisory employees Yes No

6. Is a manual of rules and regulations available? Yes No

7. Is a written statement of policies available? Yes No

a. Is a written work-flow schedule available? Yes _No,

9. What pertanta3e of nonsupervisory employees turn in a written report on a regular basis? (Check one)

A. 0-20: 8. 21-40% C. 41-60% O. 61 -80% E. 81 -100%

Scale Calculation of Scale

Formalization (Standardized Variables) E 1 to 9

Scoring: A=1 to E=5, No=1, Yes=2 all items standardized before summation.
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Decentral ization

Here we would like to ask you-to answer in terms of typical work units within a ICC, not necessarily
your own. Please circle one alternative for each of the folloWing statements:

1. How much influence does the typical supervisor at your boss' level have over...?

a. establishing a budget for the unit

b. hiring and firing personnel

c. promoting and demoting personnel

d. establishing a new project or program

e. setting work quotas

f. establishing rules and procedures

g. determining how work exceptions are to be handled

h. purchase of supplies and equipment

NONE LITTLE SOME
QUITE
A BIT

VERY
MUCH

part
KNOW

A B C D E X

A B C. D E X

A B. C 0 E X

A B C 0 E X

A B C 0 E X

A B C D. E X

A 8 C 0 E X

A B C 0 E X

2. Approximately what percent of the budget for a typical unit is
directly under the toss' control'

3. Approximately how large a percent of a subordinate's merit raise
is under control of the typical boss"

4. Where the typical boss does not have tl- formal authority to make a
decision, what percent of the tine Is !. . immediate supervisor
autnorized to rake decisions (rather than being required to refer
them to a higher level)"

5. Approximately what percent of thetime are promotion recommendations
of a typical boss acteotad" '.

0- 21- 41- 61- 81-
20% 40% 60%. 80% 100%

A $ C 0

A B C D E

A B C 0 E

A B E

6. If you were to dem:rite a typical work unit within a TCC to an outsider, would you call it: (Check one),

A. Very centrelized
a. Soma4hlt :er:ralized
C. Atout.as oehtralized as decentralized
D. Stmew,lat cazartreized
E. Very d2=e7:7-alized

Scale

Decentralization

Scoring: A=l to E=5, X scored as missing data.

IEST COPY AVAIM
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Calculation of Scale

E la-ln, 2, 3, 4, 5
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A Within-Unit Workflow

The next four questions are about the internal flow of work between the employees in your work unit.

Listed and diagrammed below are four common ways that the work performed In your unit can flow

between the employees. (Your boss should be considered OUTSIDE the boxes below.)

Please indicate to the right of each case how much of the normal work in your unit flows between

the employees in the manner described. Please circle only one alternative for each case.

ALMOST ABOUT ALMOST

NONE LITTLE 50% A LOT ALL

1. Independent Work Flaw Case, ',here work and activities A B C

are performed 6y employees separately.

Work Intsrm Unit

V
Work Lawns Unit

2. Sequential Work Flow Case, where work and activities
flaw bacwiten employees, but most in only one direction.

Work Enters Unit

6---)4°--)9
V

Work Loaves Veit

3. Reciprocal Work Flow Casi, where work and activities
flow between employees in.a back-and-forth manner
over a Ctriod of tire.

work lincors Drit

(

I ezI

Work Loaves Unit

.4. Tes7A ;one clew Case, where work and activities
come :7= !our unit and employees diagnose,problav
salve. and collaborate as a group at the sane time
in ree:Tngs to deal with the work.

Work fttars Unit

Work Lasvas Unit

ALMOST ABOUT ALMOST

NONE LITTLE 50% A LOT ALL

A B C U

ALMOST ABOUT ALMOST

NONE LITTLE 507. A LOT ALL

A B C 0 E

ALMOST ABOUT ALMOST

NONE LITTLE SO% A LOT ALL

A B C

Scale Calculation of Scale

Within-Unit Workflow Score (Item lx0) + (Item 2x

0.33) + (Item 3x0.66)

132 Item 4; A=l to E.5.

lAo
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VTask Standardization

1. How many written rules and procedures exist for doing your major tasks? (Check one)

A. Very few
1 8. A small number

C. A moderate number
0. A large number
E. A great number

2. How precisely do these rules and procedures specify how your major tasks are done? (Check one)

A. Very general
8. Mostly general
C. Somewhat specific
0. Quite specific
E. Very specific

3. To what extent did you follow standard procedures or practices to do your major tasks in the last
three months? (Check one)

A. To no extent
B. little extent
C. Some extent

Great extent
E. Very great extent

Please circle one of the following alternatives for each statement below.

0- 21- 41- 61- 81-
20% 40% 60% ao:

4. When considering the various situations that arise in performing your
work what percent.of the time do you have written or unwritten pro-
cedures for sealing with them?

Scale Calculation of Scale

Task StandarcEzution E 1, 2, 3,

Scoring: A =l tr E.
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Exhibit C-5

Leadership

Discretionary Leadership (categorical)

Here we are interested in how your boss behaves toward you on
circle the one alternative that you feel is most appropriate.

NY BOSS...

the job. For each of the items below,

CAN COULD CAN'T BUT CAN'T

AND BUT TRIES AND

DOES DOESN'T ANYWAY DOESN'T

1. Explains the level of performance that is expected of me.... A 8 C 0

2. Helps make working on my job more pleasant A B C 0

3. Tells me how I am to go about my job A 8 C 0

4. Puts me on specific jobs A 8 C 0

S. Considers my feelings A B C 0

6. Explains the quality o' work that is expected of me.. A 8 C 0

2. Emphasizes rules and regulations which affect how I do MY

Job A B C 0

8. Decides hcw I am to do my job A B C 0

9. Gives specific explanations of what is expected of me on my

job A B C 0

10. Carefully defines what jobs I am to do. A B C 0

11. Gives me silt:111c work assignments A 8 C 0

12. Explains what is expected of re on my job A B C 0

13. Maintains a friendly working relationship with me A B C 0

14. Gives me ins:ructions on how to do my job A B C 0

Scale
Calculation of Scale

Discretionary Leadership Role,Clarity

Discretionary Leadership Work Assignment

Discretionary Leadership Rules and Procedures

Discretionary Leadership Support

E 1, 6, 9,

t 4, i0, 11

t 3, 7, 8,

E 2, 5, 13

12

14

Scoring: 'Can and Does' +4, 'Could but Doesn't' = -2,

'Can't but Tries Anyway' = -3, 'Can't and Doesn't' -1.
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Discrktionary Leadership (Points)

Think of y6r boss' leader behavior as being controlled by himself and by a combination of outside
factors. The outside factors include: UPPER LEVEL DIRECTIVES, OTHER SUPERVISORS AT HIS LEVEL,
WRITTEN POLICIES, JOB REQUIREMENTS, OTHERS IN YOUR WORX UNIT, YOU, plus FACTORS OUTSIDE THE TCC.

For each of the four behaviors below, allocate 100 points between your boss' control and the control
by ciaTee factors. For example, if you gave your boss 30 points that would mean the remaining 70
points would go to outside factors.

1. Clarifying what is expected of me in my work: points for boss

2. Assigning me to specific work tasks: points for boss

3. Specifying ,rules, procedures, and policies for me to use or follow in executing my
job: , points for boss

4. Maintaining a pleasant and friendly working relationship with me: points for boss

Scale
Calculation of Scale

Discretionary Points: Role Clarity
1

Discretionary Points: Work Assignments 2

Discretionary Points: Rules and Procedures 3

Discretionary Points: Support 4
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Leader Behavior

Please circle one alternative for each of the following,satements:

STRONGLY

MY BOSS... DI GREE
DIS-

AGREE

NEITHER
AGREE..

NOR
DISAGREE AGREE

STRONGLY
AGREE

*1. Gives vague explanations of what is expected of me A B C 0 E

2. Helps auk! working on my job more pleasant A B C 0 E

3. Tells me how to go about doing my job A B C 0 E

4. Puts me on specific jobs A B C 0 E

* 5. Gives me unclear goals to reach on my job A 8 C 0 E

.5. Maintains a friendly working relationship +with me A C 0 E

* 7. Permits me to ignre rules and regulations which affect
how I do my job A 8. C 0 E

*8. GiveS ;re broad assignments A B C 0 E.

3. Explains the level of performance that is expected of me. A 8 C D E

10. Looks out for my personal welfare A 8 C 0 E

IP

*11. Lets me develop my own methocs for doing my job A B C 0 E

12. Carefully defines wnet jobs I am to do A B C 0 E

13. Exolains tne.qual7t2 of work tnat is expected of me A 8 C D

*14. uoes things to make my jot less pleasant A 8 C 0

15. Gives re instructions on how to co my job A 8 C 0

16. Gives me specific won: assignment: A 8 C 0

17. Explains wnat is expected of me on my job A B C 0 E

I

*13. Tres:: me without ccnsiderin; my feelings A B C 0 E

1g. ire-ides now I am tc do my job A a
,..

u 0 E

*Z0- Lets me decide wra: scetfic duties to perform A B C D E

Scale Calculation of Scale

Leader Behavior: Role.Clarity r 1, 5, 9, 13, 17

Leader Behavior: Work Assignments E 4, 8, 12, 16, 20

Leader Behavior: Rules and Procedures E 3, 7, 11, 15, 19

Leader Behavior: Support E 2, 6, 10, 14, 18

Scoring: A=1 to E.5 except for items with asterisk (*) which
are reverse scored.
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& Required Leadership

Some leaders are required to do more than others. These requirementi may stem from UPPER LEVEL
DIRECTIVES, OTHER SUPERVISORS AT HIS LEVEL. WRITTEN POLICIES. J03 REQUIREMENTS, OTHERS IN YOUR
WORK UNIT, YOU, FACTORS OUTSIDE THE TCC, etc. How many requirements does your boss have to do .

each of the follbwingt

FEW
REQUIREMENTS

. MANY
REQUIREMENTS

1. Maintain a pleasant and friendly working relationship A B C 0 E

2. Assign specific work tasks A B C O E

3. Specify rules, procedures,-and policiei to use In
executing jobs A B C 0 E

4. Clarify what is expected in.one's work. A B C 0 E

Scale Calculation of Scale

Required Role Clarity

Required Work Assignment

ReqUired Rules and Procedures

Required Support

Scoring: A=l to E=5.
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-irLateral Leadership (Completed by OIC's)

The items below are concerned with 40W A LEADER IN YOUR POSITION seuld interact with the units you

just described above. From your work experience and viewpoint, answer each of the following questions

as if you were recommending a general policy for leaders in your position.

*1. He (the leader) should initiate contact with other
units as opposed to waiting for their unit personnel

to come to him

*2. He should express his approval or disapproval of
other units by complimenting achievements and pointing

out shortcomings.

*3. Where he thinks that close contact with other units is
necessary, he should develop the contact himself as
oppose? to having others develop the contact

4. He should stress building the image of his unit in his
relationship with other units as opposed to letting the
actions of his unit speak for themselves

*5. When the interests of other units conflict with those
of his own unit, he should make immediate adjustments-
to these pressures

*E. .Me snould exert pressure on other units to obtain
closer enforcement of policies, procedures, and rules
concerning existing projects

*7. He should exert pressure on other units to exceed
existing performance standards or plans (as opposed
to accepting performance which is just up tO

existing standards or plans)

*b. He snould exert pressure on other units to develop a
series of evaluation criteria for existing programs
and projects

9. He should try -to- discourage -open discussion of issues--
and orohlems with other units

10. He should try to persuade the leaders of other units to
agree to broadly stated policies and procedures ca
common projects (as opposed to detailed instructions
that clarify exactly what each unit is expected to do).

*11. When the overall interests of the organization come
into direct conflict with those in his own unit, he
should make immediate adjustment to these pressures

*12. "e should Place rsughly equal responsibility on all
the units earticipating in a given project rather
than'on one or more of the main contributors

13. Wien ceveioping new programs or projects, he'should
rely principally upon his own judgment rather than
the juegment of other units

14. In operating existing programs or projects, he should
rely orincipally upon his own judgment ratner than
tne juegmeet of other units

IE. me snould maintain tignt control over his unit's
resources

*le. He snould spend time obtaining information from otner
units which provide services to his unit.

44i7. He snoulaLconcentrete en serving a relatively few
units *hien need services that nelp develop nis people
or lead to extra "know-now" (as opposed to providing
routine services to vany7units)

138

148

OCCASION-
ALWAYS OFTEN ALLY SELDOM MEYER

A B C 0

A 8 C 0 E

A B C 0 E

A B C 0 E

A B C 0

A B C 0 E

A B C 0 E

A 8 C 0 E

A B C 0 E

A 8 C 0 E

A B C 0 E

A '6 C D E

A 8 C D

A 8 C 0 E

A B C 0 E

A 8 C D E

A 5 C 0

Bar
COPY
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* IS. He should spend time maintaining contacts with
widely dispersed units that might someday need

his unit's services

* 19. When his unit's advice Is not accepted by the head
of another unit he should not. stop but try to "sell"
the advice to others in that unit

20: He should encourage his subordinates to offer advice
-to other units beyond that which'the other units
ask for

21. He should be concerned that his unit, rather than the
unit that it has helped, receive credit for resulting
improvements

* 22. He should encourage his subordinates to assist other
units by helping their people to understand their
problems and developing skills in taking-action

* 23. He should provide opportunities for other units to
call for help from his unit

* 24. In dealing with units which routinely check or audit
the performance of his unit he should initiate and
maintain contact with the checking units

ZS. He should encourage the separateness and independence

of his unit (as opposed to encouraging interaction
with other units)

25. He should emphasize the authority of his position when
dealing with °trier units

OCCASIOK-
ALWAYS OFTEN ALLY SELDOM NEVER

A B C 0 E

A A C 0
e
6

A 8 C 0 E

A B C 0 E

A B C 0

A 8 C 0 E

A a C 0 E

A 8 C 0 r

OCCVION-
ALWAYS OFTEN ALLY SELDOM NEVCR

MSIX .2.1=1.Z 67-liz 81.100:

149

27. What percent of time should he spend in interacting
with other units (as opposed to spending time adminis-
tering his own unit)' A 8 C 0

PLEASE NOTE: The following three questions concern only those units which are MOST IMPORTANT to your

operation.

OCCVION-
ALWAYS OFTEN ALLY SELDOM NEVCR

MSIX .2.1=1.Z 67-liz 81.100:MSIX .2.1=1.Z 67-liz 81.100:

2E. When the overall interests of the organization come
into direct conflict with those of the "important
units" he should suosart tht organization A B C 0 E

*29. he should allocate 'consioerable time to developing
a very close worming relationship with the "important
units" (as =wed to allocating time to developing
suoordinate relationships in his own unit) A C 0 E

*30. He should attemmt to fore coalitions with the
"important units" (as oppeseo to working with each
separately) A 8 C 0 E

149

4, 18, 19; 27, 28

Adaptation to Pressure 'E 5, 9, 11, 22, 23

Scoring: A=1 to E=5 except for items with asterisk (*) which
are reverse scored. 139
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Exhibit C6

Group and Task Variables

Group Cohesiveness

*
T.1

* 2.

3.

4.

5<

* 6.

* 7.
*s.

9.

Sere we want you to describe your shift as t whole. Below
one check-mark on each scale according to which pole best describes

are pairs of adjectives. Please place
your shift as a whole. Note.

example, If you think your subordinates

QUITE EXTREMELY

: Ugly

make only one check -nark for each pair of adjectives. For
are slightly handsome, you would check:

NEITHER
ONE NOR

EXTREMELY QUITE SLIGHTLY THE OTHER SLIGHTLY

Handsome : : : X :

PLEASE PARK ONLY ONE X FOR EACH SCALE.

QUITE

6

EXTREMELY

7
: Uncooperative

NEITHER
ONE NOR

EXTREM6V QUITE SLIGHTLY THE OTHER, SLIGHTLY

1 2 ,3 4 5
.. .Cooperative :

.Plea:ant : : Unpleasant
Quarrelsome : : Congenial

Selfish : : : : Unselfish
.8ellicerent : . Peaceful--------.....
.Vigorous :
. : Feeble

Efficient : : Inefficient
Wise : : Foolish

Obstructive : : Helpful

Scale Calculation of Scale

Group Cohesiveness E 1 to 9

Scoring: Items scored for 1 to 7 except for items with asterisk (*)
which are reversed scored.
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Task Difficulty

* 5. To what extent is there a CLEARLY KNOWN WAY to do the major types of work you NORMALLY ENCOUNTER?

No Extant Little Extent Some Extent Great Extent Very Great Extent

A

* 6. HOW EASY is it for YOU to KNOW whether you do your work correctly?

Very Difficult Quite Difficult Somewhat Easy Quite Easy

A B

Very Easy
E

* 7. WHAT PERCENT OF THE TIME are you GENERALLY SURE OF WHAT the OUTCONE of your work eMorts will be?

40% or Less 41-60% 61-75% 76-90% 91% or Mare

A B C 0 E

8. In the pest 3 worths, HOW OFTEN did DIFFICULT PROBLEMS ARISE in your work for which there were no

irmkdiete or apparent solutions?

Once a Week
or Less

A

About 2-4
Tires a Week

B

About Once
a Day

C

About 2-4
Times a Day

0

9. About HOW MUCH TIME did you spend solving these WORX PROBLEMS?

Less than
1 hr/Week

A

About 1-4
hours/Week

About 1
hour/Day

C

About 2-3
hours/Day

0

*10. How OFTEN can you solve these types'of specific work problems I/ GOING TO
organization for an ANSVE?

Very Seldom
A

Scale

Task Difficulty

Sometimes About Half the Time Quite Often

B C 0

5 or More
Times a Day

4 or More
hours/Day

SOMEONE in this

Most of the Time_
E

Calculation of Scale

E 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

Scoring: Al = to E=5 except for items with asterisk (*) which
are reverse scored.



-.ATask Variability

Circle ore alterrstive for each statement.

1. To what extent do you perform the SAME TASKS from day-to-day?

Almost All My Many of My About Half fly Some of My Almost no Tasks
TassS are the Tasks are the Tasks are the Tasks are are the Same
Sam* Day-to-Day Same Day-to-Day Same Day-to-Day the Same Day-to-Day

Day-to-Day
A B C 0 E

Z. How much the SAME are the day-to-day situations. problems. or issues you encounter in performing
rajor tasks?

Very much Mostly the Quite a Bit Very Much Completely
the Same Same Different Different Different

A 0 C 0 E

3. Our..1 a normal week.HOW FREQUENTLY do EXCEPTIONS ARISE in your work which require SUBSTANTIALLY
DIFFERENT methods or procedures for doing it?

Very Rarely OcOssionally Quite Often Very Often Constantly
A

* 4. HOW OFTEN do you FOLLOW about the SAME WORK METHODS OR STEPS for DOING Your major tasks from
day-to-day?

Very Seldom Sometimes About Half Quite Often Very Often
the Time

A 0 C D E

Scale Calculation of Scale

Task Variability E 1, 2, 3, 4

Scoring: A=l to E=5 except for items with.asterisk (*) which
are reverse scored.
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'V Expertise

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOUING INFORMATION.

1.

3.

Are you Civil Service? Army? 2. Your AGE?

Pumut haw many people work in your unit? 4. Your SEX?

S. tears :f EDUCATION? 6. Years of SERVICE (Army or Civil Service)?

T. Tzar RANK or GS RATING? 8. SHIFT?

9. Co you have any comments? If so, please state them here.

Scale Calculation of Scale

Expertise E 1, 2, 6

Scoring:. Item 1 scored as percent civilian. Item's 1, 2, and 6

standardized before summation.
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Exhibit C-7

Employee Maintenance Criteria

Job Descriptive Index

For each item under each scale (Work, Pay, etc.) please put one of the
the space to the left of EACH ITEM:

If the item APPLIES Mark Y
If the item DOES NOT APPLY Mark Ii

If you CANNOT DECIDE Mark ?

PLEASE RESPOND

MY WORK

TO EVER.; ITEM.

MY BOSS

Fascinating * Asks my advice
77-Routine

* Satisfying
Eorir.;

Good
* --Creative
* Respected

Hot
* Pleasant
*
7-Tires:me

* Healthful
* Challenging

On your feet
Frustrating
Simple

--Endless
* Gives sense of

accomplisnment

MY PAY

Hard to please
7-7Imolite
*' Praises good work
*--7/actful
* Influential
Ir.-Up-to-date
Doesn't supervise enough
=quick-tempered
*-- Te/ls me where I stand
--Annoying
--Stubborn
*--knows job well

Sad
4-7-Intelligent
4r leaves me on my own
4---Amound.wheo needed
--Lazy

* Income adetuate for norm4I expenses
*--Satisfactory profit sharing

Beroly live on inpcmr
--Ead

*---Incme provides liauries
Insect:7-e

77-Less :Ian I desire
*___Hfghly paid

Underpaid

Scale

JD'

JDI

Jot

JDI

JDI

Work

Supervision

Co-Workers

Pay

Promotions

Scoring: If starred, Yes=3,

o Job in General Satisfaction

(for
(for
(for

yes)
no)

don't know)

following alternatives in

MY CO-WORKERS

* Stimulating
---boring

47Ambitious
--Stupid
47-0esponsible
4.Fast
47-Intelligent
--Easy to make enemies
--Talks too much

Smart
Lazy

--Unpleasant
---No privacy
* Active
--Narrow interests

Hard to meet

MY PROMOTIONS

* Good opportunity for advancement
Opportunity somewhat limited

477-Promotion cn ability
-Dead-end job

* Good chance for promotion
-Unfair promotion policy

_Infrequent promotions
* Regular.promotions
* Fairly good chance for promotion

Calculation of Scale

z of. work items

E of boss'items

E of co-worker items

(E of pay items) X 2

(r of promotion items) X 2-

No=0. If non-starred, No=3, Yes =O.

Pletle t alder tne Face that expresses how you feel about your lob in general,
in:%otn; the .trx, Ire ;ay, tie supervision, the opportunities for promotion and the people
y:u wtrk

Score =
6 5 4 3 2
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.Job Involvement

Please respond by circling one alternative for each of the following statements:

STRONGLY
AGREE AGREE DISAGREE

STRONGLY

DISAGREE

*1. The major satisfaction in my life comes from my work A B C 0

*2. The most important things that happen to me involve
my work

A B C 0

*3. I'm really a perfectionist about my work A . B C 0

*4. I live. eat. and breathe my job A B C 0

*S. I an very much involved personally in my work A B C 0

6. Most things in life are more important than my work A B C 0

Scale Calculation of Scale

Job Involvement E 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Scoring: A=1 to 0 =4 except for items with asterisk (*) which

are reverse scored.
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;14,Intent to Leave

Check one alternative for each of the following statements.

1. Which of the following statements most clearly reflects your feelings about your future in the
Army (Civil Service) within the next year?

A. Definitely will not leave D. Probably will leave
8. Probably will not leave E. Definitely will leave.
C. Uncertain

* 2. Are you presently considering leaving the Army (Civil Service)? How do you feel about this?

A. I am presently looking and planning to leave
8. I am seriously considering leaving in the near future
C. I have no feelings abcut this one way or the other
D. As far as I can see ahead, I intend to stay in the Army (Civil Service)
E. It is very unlikely that I would ever consider leaving the Army (Civil Service)

3. If you were completely free to choose, would you prefer to continue working in the Army (Civil
Service) or would you prefer not to?

A. Prefer vary much to continue working for the Army (Civil Service)
B. Prefer to work here
C. Don't care either way
O. Prefer not to work here
e. Prefer very much not to continue working for the Army (Civil Service)

4. Whicn best describes your Army (Civil Service) career plans?

A. Definitely intend a career
3. Most likely will make it a career
C. Even chance
O. Most likely will not make it a career
E. Definitely do not intend a career

S. How important is it to you personally to spend your career in the Army (Civil Service) rather than
with some other organization? --

A. I: is very important for- me to spend my career in the Army (Civil Service)
E. Fairly important
C. Of some importance
O. Of no importance at all
E. I have no feelings about this one way or the other

S. (AP.MY UhLY) After you finish your present tour of Active Duty, do you intend to sign up for
additional Active Military Service?

A. "es, I.-e= on indefinite tour now, and intend to remain on Active Duty until retired or
involucterily retired?
"es. I 1m on an obligated tour and I intend to remain on Active Duty
am undecided

D. 4c, 1..intend to leave Active Duty 'at the end of my obligated tour
So, I intend to resign mYdommission in the near future

lre, (A :%1._"! Do you plan to re-enlist or continue your commission?

A_ No, I plan to retire
1c, I plan to separate without retirement benefits

C. ..:ncerten, probably no
C. Uncertain, probably yes
E- Yes

Scale Calculation of Scale

Intent to Leave Army (El-7)/7

Intent to Leave Civil Service (El-5)/5

Scoring: A=1 to E=5 except for items with asterisk (*)
which are reverse scored.
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.iiSystem Rewards

Please circle one alternative for each of the following statements:

NEITHER
AGREE

STRONGLY DIS- NOR STRONGLY

DISAGREE AGREE DISAGREE AGREE AGREE

*1. Patple who continually screw, up around here at the

s treatment as gcod perforrArs A

2. Kerit is import here. if you do a good job the Army

apreciatas it
A B

B C

3. Rewards here are given to those who deserve them A

Scale

System ReWards

D E

Calculation of Scale

E 1, 2, 3

Scoring: Al = to E.'S except for items with asterisk (*) which are

reverse scored.
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emr Goal Congruence

Please circle one alternative for each of the following statements depending upon how YOU feel
about each item. NEITHER

1. The direction in which the Army leadership

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DIS-
AGREE

AGREE
NOR

DISAGREE AGREE
STRONGLY
AGREE

DON'T
KNOW

is moving the Any is appropriate. C 0 E

2. The direction In which my boss is movimg my work
unit is appropriate A 8 C 0 E

3. The4coal priorities of the Army leaiorship for
the Army are appropriate A II , C 0 E X

4. The goals of my work unit are in the right

direction A 8 C 0 E X

5. The goals of the TCC's are headed the wrong way A B C 0 E X

6. My feeling about the goats assigned to my work
unit I; that I. A 8 C 0 E X

7. The goals of the Army and those of my work unit
are headed in the sere direction A 8 C D E X

r 8. The goals of my work unit are screwed up A B C 0 E X

9. My feeling about the Army's goals is that I A 8 C 0 E X

10. The goal Priorities of my boss for my work unit
are appropriate A 8 C D E X

Scale Calculation of Scale

Unit Goal Congruence E 2, 4, 6, 8, 10

System Goal Congruence E 1, 3, 5, 7, 9

Scoring: A=1 to E=5, except for items with asterisk (*) which are

reverse scored. X scored as missing data.
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Appendix D

Supplementary Tables and Analyses

This appendix includes exhibits ;dealing with the following:

1. Descriptive statistics (Exhibit D1)

2. Intercorrelations for environmental, contextual, structural,
and group and task variables (Exhibits D-2 through 0-6)

3. Intercorrelations for leadership variables (Exhibits D-7
through 0-11)

4. Correlations between macro and group and task variables
and leadership (Exhibit 0-12)

5. Intercorrelations and correlations for criteria variables
(Exhibits D-13 through 0-16)

6. Correlations between environment, context, structure,
group and task variables and leadership and the criteria
(Exhibits D-17 through D-24)

7. Convergent and discriminant summary for discretionary
leadership (Exhibits 0-25 and D-26)

8. Factor analysis summary for lateral leadership (Exhibit
D-27)
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Exhibit 0-1

Descriptive Statistics for Present Sample

Variable

Descriptive Statistics

Mean Median SD Skewness Reliabilitya

General Environment
b

Interdependence -0.00 -0.38 3.08 1.69 0.77
Volatility -0,08 -0.68 2.66 1.88 0.63
Favorability 0.18 0.62 2.96 -0.59 0.72

Complexity 6.00 -0.94 30.57 2.70

Specific Environment
Interdependence 13.69 13.79 2.59 -0.40 0.56
Volatility 10.03 9.00 3.79 1.14 ,0.86
Favorability 12.12 11.77 2.65 0.63 0.61

Complexity 1672.90 1513.00 915.13 2.88 -

Context
Log of Size 1.15 1.14 0.23 -0.18 -
Between -Unit Workflow 5.40 5.30 1.19. 0.54
Task Specialization 10.37 10.18 2.03 -0.25 0.65

Complexity 65.14 56.52 26.25 1.19

Structure
0.05 0.75 2.70 -1.11 0.72Formalization

Decentralization 34.49 35.78 8.24 0.06 UPT
-Within-Unit Workflow 5.32 5.08 1.28 0.35

Standardization 12.92 13.03 2.76 -0.12 0.76
CoMplexity 876.23 1203.20 6843.80 0.22
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Exhibit D-1--Continued

Variable

Decriptive Statistics

Mean ,Median Skewness Rellabilitya

Group and Task
Cohesiveness 48.34 68.67 4.9:= -0.34 0.63

Task Difficulty 11.13 10.67 2.,'9 0.80 0.64

Task Variability 7.94 7.70 2.13 1.60 0.74

Expertise Index 0.00 0.62 2.79 -0.60 0.92

Discretionary Leadership
Role Clarity 5.23 5.09 7.36 -0.23 0.88

Work Assignments 2.13 1.99 5.12 0.16 0.74

Rules and Procedures 1.74 3.00 6.18 0.07 0.76

Support 5.17 4.57 5.87 -0.46 0.80

Leader Behavior
Role Clarity. 17.32 17.36 2.69 -0.40 0.82

Work Assignments 14.84 15.00 1.80 -1.08 0.55

15.42 15.35 2.02 0.52 0.58
Rules-and-Procedures--
Support 17.22 17.29 3.21 -0.75 0.86

Required Leadership
Role Clarity 3.26 3.32 1.04 -0.15

Work Assignments 2.68 2.0 0.87 0.20

Rules and Procedures 3.56 3.51 0.88 -0.16

Support 3.01 2.99 0.80 0.16

Lateral Leadership
Pressure for Action 26.02 26.69 4.73 -0.87 0.79

Network Development 19.97 19.45 4.60 -0.14 0.72

Adaptation to Pressure 20.34 20.86 3.02 -0.60 0.66



Exhibit D-1--Continued
_ .

Descriptive Statistics

ReliabilityMean Median SO Skewness

Performance
5g of Error Rate -0.26 -0.20 0.34 0.08
Log of Down Time 0.21 0.24 0.46 -1.25
Log of Vfiriability in -0.65 -0.66 0.41 0.19

Error Rate
Log of Variability In 0.06 0.02 0.46 0.34
.Down Time

Employee Maintenance
JDI Fkil--- 32.07 32.69 8.57 -0.79 0.82
JDI Supervision 38.27 40.40 10.59 -0.89 0.88
JDI Co-Workers 41.70 41.04 8.38 -1.02 0.87
JD! Pay 18.97 18.08 8.66 0.27 9.78
JDI Promotion 12.80 10.76 10.09 1.46 Z-i.85
JDI Total Score 143..63 144.00 28.10 -0.69 0.91
Job in General Satisfaction 3.60 3.68 0.81 -0.32 -
Job Involvement 14.88 14.99 1.94 -0.25 0.64
Intent to Leave 2.12 2.00 0.68 0.77 0.78
Systems Rewards 7.77 7.70 . 2.01 -0.01 0.79
Unit Goal Congruence 17.31 17.02 2.64 -0.21 0.03
System Goal Congruence 15.39 15.02 2.60 0.12 0.75

Supplementary Statistics for Variables Making Up
General Environment Components

lnterdependencec
regal Poiliical-1977 Per
Capita State Expenditures 911.21 82227 407.68 1.68

Socio cultural-1977 Population
Density per square mile 1144,32 129.08 3192.92 2.95

Economic-1977 Manufacturing
concentration index 2.48 2.38 0.68 -0,13

Education-1976 Physicians
per 100,000 residents 197.56 162.00 128.60 2.59
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Exhibit D-1--Continued

Descriptive Statistics

Mean Median SD Skewness Reliabilitya

Volatilityc
Legal Political-1968 Change
in Political Party 0.07 0.03 0.0 8 2.24

Socio cultural-Change in
percent black 1960 to 1970 1.14 0.15 5.43 2 .21

Economic-change in percent
per capita income 1970 to 1977 1.86 1.87 0.10 0 .66

Education-Change in percent
literate 1960 to 1970 2.00 2.00 C130 -0.12

Favorabilityc.

Legal Political -1977
total state expenditures 5,987,844,0, 3,443,973,000 6,559,585,000 1.14

Socio cultural-1970 life
expectancy (years) 70.38 70.22 1,30 -0.04

Economic-1977 per
capita income 7054.81 6867.25 1074.96 0 .08

Education-1970 percent
literate 98.53 98..64 0_63 -1 .06

aCronbach's alpha for an aggregated sample size of from 61 to 68 units for all variables except those
which are underlined. Underlined values were based upon a Spearman-Brown split-half reliability figure
for non-aggregated shift supervisor data only (n=185). This procedure was used because the referent for
the NCOIC items was different from the shift supetvisor referent or because, in some cases, the design
of the instrument called for matching of items for split-half reliability.

bSpecific variables making up these components are shown as a supplement to this exhibit.

cIn erdependence, Volatilityland Favorability are calculated by standardizing and adding each of
their four components.
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Exhibit 0-2

General Environment and Specific Environment Intercorrelations

General Environment Specific Environment

Variable Interdependence Volatility FaVorability Interdevidence Volatility Favorability

General Environ-
ment

Interdependence

Volatility

Favorability

Specific Environ-

.79

52

-.11

-.07

-.12

19

.02

-.05

-.10

-.24

.00

-.22

-.02

-.04 .07

ment

"Interdependence

Volatility

Favorability

'Note: n = 68; r = .24; p < .05; r = .31; p < .01. (two-tailed probability)
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Exhibit.D-3

Context Intercorrelations

Log of
Size

Between-Unit
Workflow

Task

Specializltin

Log of Size

Between-Unit
Workflow

Task
Specialization

.12

-.06 .23

Note: n = 68; r = .24; o .05; r = .31, 0 < .01.

(two-tailed probability)
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Exhibit D -4

Structure Intercorrelations

Variable Formaliz3tion Decentralization
Within-Unit
Workflow Standardization

ormzlization

Decentraltion

Workflow

Standardization

.12

.06

.12

.07

.63 .19

Note: n = 61 to 68; r = ,25; p < .05; r = .32; p < .01.

(two-tailed probability)
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Exhibit D-5

Group and Task Variable Intercorrelations

Variables

Task Task

Cohesiveness Difficulty Variability Expertise

Cohesiveness --

Task
Difficulty -.22 --

Task
Variability

Expertise

-.08

.04

.38

-.04

--

.40 am, VW.

Note: n = 68; r = .24; p < .05; r = .31; p < .01.

(two-tailed probability)
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1.

Exhibit U-6

Complexity and Group and Task Variable lntercorrelations

General Specific
Environmental Environment Environment Contextual Structural Task TaskComplexity Complexity Complexity Complexity Complexity Cohesiveness Difficulty Variability Expertise

Environmu
Complexit.,

General Environ-
ment .Complexity .94

Specific Environ-
ment Complexity .01 -.05

(xi Contextual Complexity .30 .35
oo

Structural Complexity -.13 -.11

Cohesiveness .09 .09

!ask Difficulty .08 .03

Task Variability .01 .03

Expertise :,..01 -.02

Kk
Note: n 0 to 68; r .25; < .05; r =

-- -7:7106

-.06

.21

.11

-.05

-.12

.02

.07

.06

.17

.20

.22

-.12

.20

.29

-.22

-.08

.04

.38

-04 .40

.32; p < .01. (two- tailed probability)
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Exhibit D-7

Discretionary Leadership Intercorrelations

Variables

Role
Clarity

Work

Assignments

Rules and
Procedures Support

Role
Clarity -

Work .32

Assignments

Rules and .49 .49 -

Procedures

Support .49 -.02 .16 _

Note: n = 68; r .24; p < .05; r = .31; p < .01.

(two-tailed probability)
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Exhibit D--8-

Leader Behavior IntercJrr31ations

Variables
Role

Clarity
Wor

Assigragts
Rules and
Procedures Support

Role
Clarity

Work .20

Assignments

Rules and .37 .43
Procedures

Support .50 .U6 -.17

Note: n = 68; r = .24; p < .C:1 r p < .01.

(two-tailed probability)
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Exhibit D-9

Required Leadership Intercorrelations

Role Clarity Work Assignments Rules & Procedures Sup0(

Role
Clarity

Work
,Assignments

Rules and
Procedures

Support

.10

.33

.22

WM. .0.

.47

.63 .60

Note: n = 68; r = .24; p < .05; r = .31; p < .01.

(two-tailed probability)
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Lateral Leadership Intercorrelations

Variables

Pressure

for
Action

NetwOrk
Development

Adaptation
to

Pressure

Pressure for Action

Network Development .31

Adaptation to .30 .06
Pressure

Note: n 67;'r = .24; p < .05; r = .31; p < .0

(two-tailed probabilit:')



Exhibit D-11

Intercorrelatlons Among Different Aspects of Leadership

Discretionary
Leadership

Leader.

Behavior

RC WA R&P Supp RC

Required
Leadership

WA R&P Supp RC WA R&P Supp

Leader
EigiTfor
Role Clarity (pc) .72 .27 .35 .37

Work AssignmentS(WA)35 .39 .42 .18

Rules & Proced.(R&P)29 .36 .52 -.09

Support (SUPP) .49 .01 .08 .73

Required
Leadership
Role Clarity .25 .23 -.04 .28 .12 .10 -.08 .45

Work AssignmentS .01 .07 ..3 .05 .03 .42 .24 -.07

Rules & Procedures .17 .16 .33 .32 .17 .50 .33 .23

Support .13 .13 .21 .25 .06 .33 -.18 .12

Lateral
EeiZership

Pressure for
Action ' -.27 -.26 -.17 -.09 -.00 -.31 -.19 .03 -.04 .04 -.12 -.03

Network
Development .05 .05 .14 -.OA .09 .20 .13 .12 .13 .11 .25 .19

Adaptation -.38 -.41 -.37 -.14 .14 -.25 -.09 -.23 -.05 -.02 -.08 -.03

_to_Rres_sur_e
Note: n u 67 to 68; r . .24; p < .05; r .31; p < .01. (two-tailed probability)



Exhibit 0-12

Complexity, Group and Task Variables and Leadership Correlations.

Complexity

Contextual Structural

Group and Task Variables

ExpertiseEnvironmental
General

Environment
Specific

Environment Cohesiveness
Task

Difficulty
Task

Variability

Discretionary
Leadership

.02 -.12 .07 .30 .21 -.33 -.05 .13

Work Assignments .11 .T2 -.03 .10 -.06 .06 -.15 -.15 -.04

Rules & Procedures -.06 -.03 -.06 13 -:03 .02 -.17 -.02 .07

Support -.12 -.06 -.11 A8 .32 .14 -.30 -.16 .44

Leader Behavior
. AiiretraTitT -.08 -.OS -.11 -.07 .24 .13 -.35 -.00 .06

Work Assignments .16 .19 -.04 .09 .01 .26 -.08 -.13 .11

1.-.

Rules & Procedures -.05 -.07 -.01. -.09 -.11 -.12 .13 -.17 -.12

°IP

.A Support -.01 .02 -.18 .05 .31 .21 -.42 -.05 .39

Required Lalealeirshlp

.19 .21 .09 .19 .09 .09. -MI -.10 .09

Work Assignments -.11 -.11 .14 -.11 .04 .05 -.04 .02 .02

Rules & Procedures .01 -.01 .02 .10 .06 .14 -.19 -.21 .17

Support -.12 -.11 .00 .01 -.04 .13 -.24 -.23 -.04

Lateral Leadership
Pressure for Action -.01 -.00 -.03 .01 .04 -.06 .16 .11 .08

Network Development -.06 -.03 -.24 .12 .08 -.00 -.03 -.11 -.15

Adaptation to -.08 -.07 -.07 . -.10 -.03 -.13 -.13 .oa -.15
Pressure

Note: n = 61 to 68; r = .25; p < .05; r = .32; p < .01. (two-tailed probability).
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Exhibit D-13

Performance Intercorrelations

Variables

Log of Log of Log of Log of
Error Down Variability Variability in

Rate Time in Error Down Time
Rate

Log of Error
Rate

Log of Down -.18
Time

Log of Variability
in Error Rate

.79 -.14

Log of Variability
in Down Time

-.03 .85

Note: n = 55; r = .26; p < .05; r =

(two-tailed probability)

165

p < .01.
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Exhibit 0-14

Job Satisfaction Intercorrelations

JDI

Work
JDI

Supervision
JDI

Co-Workers
JDI
Pay

JDI
Promotion

JDI Work

JDI Supervision .30

JDI Co-Workers .49 .22

JDI Pay .22 .25 .05 --

JDI Promotion .23 .03 .20 .09 _

JDI Total .73 .64 - .63 .52 .53

Note: n ='66.to 611; r = .24; p < .05; .r = p < ,01.

(two-tailed probability)
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Exhibit D-15

Employee Maintenance Intercorrelattons

Job

JDI in General

Total Satisfaction

Job
Involvement

Intent System Unit Goal System Goal

to Leave Rewards Congruence Congruence

JDI Total

Job in General
Satisfaction .67

Job
Involvement .25 .22

Intent to
Leave -.55 -.45 -.29

System Rewards .46 .50 .06 -.09

Unit Goal
Congruence .64 .61 .11 -.40 .40 --

System Goal
Congruence .39 .36 .06 -.27 .48 .60

Note: n = 64 to 68; r = 24; p < .05; r = .31; P < . . (two-tailed probability)



Exhibit D-16

Correlations Between Performance and Employee Maintenance

Employee
Maintenance

Performance

Log cf .

Error Rate
Log of

Down Time
Log of Variability

in Error Rate

Log of Variability

in Down Time

JO: Total .11 -.00 .12 .02

Job in .08 -.02 .05 -.02

General Sat-
isfaction

Job

involvement
.06 -.02 .04 -.13

:ntent to .13 .0E .21 .23

Leave

System .18 -.06 .94 -.04

Rewara

Unit Goal .01 -AO .03 -.20

Congruence

System Goal .07 -.35 .13 -.31

Congruence

Ncte: n = 51 to .55; r = .27; c < .05; r = .35; a < .01.

(two-tailed probability)
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, Exhibit D-17

Correlations Between Environment and Criteria

General Environment Specific Environment

Environmental
Complexity Interdependence Volatility Favorability

Log of Error Rate -.11

Log of Down Time .14

Log of Variability -.11

in Error Rate

Log of Variability .07

in Down Time

1.-.
JD! Total -.11

cs
kr1

Job in General -.05
Satisfaction

Job Involvement -.13

Intent to Leave .01

System Rewards -.03

Unit Goal .12

Congruence

System Goal .27

Congruence

Note: Employee maintenance:

-.12 -.15 -.13

.08 .73 -.02

-.17 -.08 -.18

.09 .22 -.09

.01 .11 -.08

-.04 .10 -.14

-.19 -.22 -.10

-.02 -.08 -.08

-.08 .05 -.12

.11 .21 -.14

.29 .21 .15

n 64 to 68; r = .24; p < .05; r =

Complexity- Interdependence Volatility

-Th

Favorability Complexity

-.19 .43 .09 -.22 '.14

.14 -.03 -.12 .01 -.10

-.18 .37 .14 -.24 .13

.08 .09 -.10 -.15 -.12

.02 -.01 -.11 -.19 -.19 .

-.03 .13 -.03 -.12 -.03

-.15 .12 -.14 .05 -.02

.05 .10 .17 .03 .17

-.02 .12 -.03 -.09 1.05

.17 -.07 .04 -.14 -.10

.30 -.20 -.02 -.08 -.12

.31; p < .01. (two-tailed probability)

Performance: n = 55; r = .26; p < .05; r = .34; p < .01. (two-tailed probability)



Exhibit D-18

Correlations Between Context and Criteria

Criteria

Context

Log of
Size

Between-Unit
Work Flow

Task
Specialii on Complexity

Log of Error
Rate -.11 -.12 -.16 -.21

)
Log of Down .16 .11 .08 .15
Time

Log of Vari-
ability in

-.33'' -.14 -.04 .2'

Error Rate

Log of Vari-
ability in

.05 .09 .06 .0

Down Time

JDI Total -,01. .12

Job in General .11 .09 .2 .16

ScItigfaction

Job -.18 -.04 -.07 .03
Involvement

Intent to -.19 -.9 -.16 -.23
Leave

System Rewards -.03 -------.-29- -.08

Unit Goal .09 .05 .02 ,11

Congruence

System Goal , -.10 -.10 -.13 -X
Congruence

Note: Employee maintenance: n = 64 to 68; r = ,24; .05; r = .31;
p < .01.

Performance: n = 55; r = .26; p < .05; r = .34; 0 < .01.

(two-tailed probability)
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Exhibit D-19

Correlations Between Structure and ,riteria

Criteria Formalization

_og of Error. Rate .03

_mg of Down Time .07

Log of Variability -.05

in Error Rate

Log of Variability -.01

in Down Time

JDI Total

Job in General
Satisfaction

Job Involvement

Intent to Leave

System Rewards

Unit Goal
Congruence

System Goal
Congruence

.53

.48

-.04

-.25

.42

.40

.09

Mote: Employee maintenance:

Structure

Decentralization

Within-Unit
Workflow Standardization Complexity

-.03

.06

-.15

.08

.09

.04

.12

.17

-.12

-.02

.01

-.07

.0? .05 .12
0

-.05

-.00 -.10 -.04 .43

-.05 -.12 -.05 .3i

.05 -.06 .06

.09 .09 .28 -.28

-.14 -.03 -.23 .24

.06 .06 .06 .44

-.12 -.26 .14

n = 61 to 68; r = .25; p < .05; r = .3?; p ' .01. (two-tailed probability)

Performance: n . 51 to 55; r = .27; p < .05; r = ."1'..; a < .11. (two-tailed probab,*itY)
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Exhibit D-20

Correlations Between Group and Task Variables and Criteria

Criteria Cohesiveness
Task

Difficulty
Task

Variability Expertise

f Error .01 .06 .06 -.13
Rate

Log of Down -.20 -.06 -.15
Time

Log of Vari-
aoility in

.00 7.06- -.00 -.09

Error Rate

Log of Vari-
ability in

-.29 -.02 L.01 -.27

Down Time

_;D: Total .22 .-.43 -.29 .32

Coo in General .27 -.43 -.02 .07
Satisfaction

Jot Involvement -.01 -.03 -.02 .08

:ntar.t to Leave -.27 .17 .30 -.56

System Rewards .17 -.21 -.06 -.08

.42 -.34 .02 .24
Congruence

System Goal. .27 -.16 -.07 .06
Congruence

Note: For employee maintenance: n = 64 to 63; r = .24; < .05 (two-tail);
r = .31; p < .01 (two-tail).

For performance: n = 55; r = .25; <.05 (two-tail); r = .34;
< .01 (two-tail).



Exhibit D-21

Correlations Between Discretionary Le.dership ana Criteria

Criteria

Log of Error Rate

Log of Down Time

Log of Variability
in Error Rate

Log of Variability
in Down Time

MI Total

Job in General
Satisfaction

Job Involvement

Intent to Leave

System Rewards

Unit Goal
Congruence

System Goal
Congruence

Discretionary '.eadership

Role
Clarity

Work

Assignments

Rules and
Procedures Support

-.05 -.27 -.08 -.04

.00 -.16 .25 -.20

-.22 -.27 -.31 -.11

-.15 .00 .09 -.31

.48 .08 .25 .40

.33 -.07 .14 .20

.09 .23 .01 -.03

.31 -.07 -.07 -.38

.45 .09 .14 -.01

.49 -.02 .07 .49

.32 .02 -.04 .24

Note: Employee maintenance: n = 64 t;., 68; r = .24; p < .05.

Performance:. n = 55; e = .26; p < .05; r .34; p < .01.

(two-tailed probability)
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Exhibit D-22

Correlations Between Leader Behavior and Criteria

Criteria

Leader Behavior

Role

Clarity
Work

Assignments
Rules and
Procedures Support

Log of Error Rate .02 -.07 .11 .00

Log of Down Time .07 -.05 .18 -.21

Log of Variability
in'Error Rate

-.07 .11 -.12 -.01

Log of Variability.
in Down Time

-.02 -.21 .07 -.24'

JDI Total .47 .00 -.11 .50

Job in General .42 -.07 -.06 .31
Satisfaction

Job Involvement .23 -.07 .18 .05
.

Intent to Leave -.24 -.03 .09
.

-.37

System Rewards .38 .24 .09 .14

Unit Goal .42 .16 -.04 .55
Congruence

System Goal Congruence .29 .18 -.02 .26

Note: Employee maintenance: n = 64 to 68; r = .24; p < .05.

Performance: n = 55; r = .26; p < .05; r = .34; p < .01.

(two - tailed probability)
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Exhibit D-23

Correlations Between Required Leadership and Criteria

Criteria

Required Leadership

Role
Clarity

Work

Assignments

Rules and

Procedures Support

Log of Error

Rate .08 .07 .10 -.02

Log of Down
Time -:24 -.02 -.03 -.11

Log of
Variability in
Error Rate .03 .06 .06 -.01

Log of
Variability in
Down Time -.32 -.09 -.16 -.22

JDI Total .11 .01 .02 -.01

Job in General
Satisfaction .04 -.05 -.07 -.06

Job Involvement .25 .08 -.02 .10

Intent to Leave -.24 -.07 .08 .10

System Rewards -.00 .05 .01 -.08

Unit Goal
Congruence .26 -.06 .09 .10

System Goal .

Congruence .13 .00 .05 .03

Note: Employee maintenance: n = 64 to 68; r = .24; p < .05; r = .31;

p < .01.

Performance: n = 55; r = .26; p < 05; r = .34; p < .01.

(two- tailed probability)
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Exhibit D-24

Correlations Between Lateral Leadership and Criteria

Criteria

Lateral Leadership

Pressure for Network Adaptation to
Action Development Pressure

Log of Error Rate

Log of Down Time

Log of Variability
in Error Rate

Log of Variability
in Down Time

JOI Total

Job in General
Satisfaction.

Job Involvement

Intent to Leave

System Rewards

Unit Goal
Congruence

Unit Goal
Congruence

.19 .21 .41

-.08 -.01 -.01

.21 .08 .48

.02 .14 .15

.09 .04 -.14

.02 -.06 -.10

.06 -.01 -.03

.11 .11 .23

.01 .12 -.03

.02 .09 -.14

.04 -.02 -.13

Note: Employee maintenance: n = 64 to 67; r = .24; p < .05; r = .31;
p < .01.

Performance: n = 54; r = .26; p < .05; r = .34; p < .01.

(two-tailed probability)

.06
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Convergent/Discriminant Analysis.

of Discretionary Leadership

Appendix A describes efforts to develop a reliable and valid

measure of discretionary leadership and the procedures used to

access reliability and validity. The final pilot test suggested

that at least two dimensions of discretionary leadership could be

measured with adequate reliability-and validity. Exhibit D 26.

summarizes the results of the five tests required to claim convergent/

discriminant reliability and validity using a modified Campbell, and

Fiskeapproach in. the present sample.. Two different methods were

used to measure discretionary leadership. One was a categorical

method using the response categories enumerated in Exhibit C-5

the other was an overall point estimate for each dimension of leader-

Ship as in Exhibit C-5 . These were called the categorical and

point methods.

Both methods passed the test for skewness and the internal

reliability for the categorical method was acceptable (see Exhibit

D-l). Tests 3, 4, and 5 are examined by comparing correlations.

These data are in "Ahibit D-25.

Test 3 is for convergence and, based on our earlier decision

rule (see Appendix A), it sitould be found that correlations across

dimensions using different methods are greater than an arbitrary

cutoff of 0.4.. Such is the case for two dimensibns of discretionary

leadership: rules and procedures and support. Test is foi.,dis-

crimnation. Correlations across a dimension using different methods
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should be greater than correlations between different dimensions

measured with different methods. As noted in Exhibit D-26, both

the rules and procedures and support dimensions pass this test.

Finally, there is a test for method variance. Correlations across

a dimension using different methods should be higher than correla-

tions between.different dimensions which are measured using the

same method. As before, the rules and procedures and support

dimensions pass this final test.. We conclude that we possess a

reliable and valid measure for two aspects of discretionary leader-

ship.
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Exhibit D-25

Discretionary Leadership Convergence, Discrimination, and Method Tests

for Aggregated Shift Supervisor Data (n = 70)

Categorical-Method Poirt Method

RC WA RP Supp RC WA RP Supp

Categorical Method
' RC

WA

RP

Supp

Point Method
RC0 '

WA

RP

Supp

192

1.00

1.00

0 48 1.00e 1.00

.37 .20 .34 .41

.21 .36 .27 .14

.36, .29 .S0 .17

.13 ' -.02 .24 .60

1.00

0- 1.00

.000 0 1.00

Note: = Role clarity; WA = Work assignments; RP .= Rules and procedures;Supp = Support.

'D

Key: Convergence Tests: Underlined correlations should be greater than 0.4 (monotrait-het4ro-

method r > 0.4).
.

Discrimination Tests: :Underlined correlations within a box should be greater than other
correiations in the same box (monotrait-heteromethod r > heterotrait-heteromethod r).

Method Tests: Circled correlations should he less than underlined correlations (hetero-:
trait-monomethod.r < monotrait- tipteromethod r).
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Exhibit D-26

Summary of Results for Discretionary Leadership Measures

Measures
and

1 2 3 4 5.

Method .Skewness Reliability Convergence Discrimination Method

Categorical
Method

RC OK OK None With points Poor

WA OK OK tne With points Poor

RP OK OK With points With points With Points
4

Pass

SUPP OK OK With points With points With Points
Pass

Point
Method

RC OK NA None With cate- Poor
.gorical

WA OK NA None With cate-
gorical

With cate-
gorical-Pass

RP OK. NA With cate-
gorical

With cate-
gorical

With .cate-

gorical -Pass

SUPP . OK NA With cate-
gorical

With cate-
gorical

With cate-
gorical-Pass



Summary of Factor Analysis Results

for Lateral Leadership

Lateral leadership was measured by a self report instrument

which attempts to tap the leader's willingness to engage in exchanges

with others at or near his/her own level. Earlier versions of the

instrument had questionable internal reliability and a pilot test

of an expanded version suggested four distinct factors. For the

present investigation, a factor analysis was conducted to examine

the dimensionality of the 30-item instrument.

Barlett's test suggested a factorable matrix and a Scree test

(Gorsuch, 1974) suggested four factors might be identified (see

Exhibit D-27).

Exhibit D-27 shows the unrotated factor matrix using RAO's

canonical solution.* Also shown are part-whole correlations between

a particular item and the additive index of items with high loadings.

for three dimensions. While four dimensidns were factorally identi-

fied, only three yielded an additive index with adequate internal

consistency. These three factors were labeled according to their

a priori dimensions--(0 pressure for action, (II) network develop-

ment, and (III) adaptation to pressure The fourth dimension was dropped

from further consideration. A high score reflects a more favorable

attitude, toward Increased leader activity in each of the dimensions.:

*The factor structure was clear without rotation. Trafton
(personal communication) indicates that the unrotated matrix is
appropriate where factors utilize summed items rather than factor
scores. Such was the case here.
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Exhibit 0-.1 4"-4

factor and Item Analysis for Lateral leadership (n = 67).

Item No.

- ,
,

_________.__

Loading

_ _ . .. _ _ _ .. _ _

Factor

1

_________
Part-Nholea

Corr,

loading

Factor
11

Part-Wholea

Corr.

'Factor

III
. ... _ _ .. ____ _ _.. _

Loading Part-Nholea

Corr.
_ __ ___________

Factor

______
IV

Loading h2

1 .64
.58 .043 .08 -.15 .61

2 .60 .53 -.04 .11 -.14 .66
3 -.24 .17 .02 -.41 .47
4 .03 .17 .01 .22 .54
S -.19 .00 -.64 .53 .06 .63.
6 .64 .60 -.42 .22 .01 .68
7 .62 .57 -.46 -.25 .07 .70
8 .75 .66 -.?9 - 20 .13 .77
9 -.23 '.09 35 .28 -.09 .55

30 -.13 -----.07 -.01 .08 .49
11. -.28 -.20 -.55 .39 .71 .12
12 -.36 -.36 .43 .09 .05 .51
13 .33 .72 .66 -.20 .13 .71
14 .27 .57 .47 ' -.16 .11 .76
15 .10 .12 -.14 .37 .46
16 .44 .38 .06 .31 -.37 .57
17 .04 _-.02 -.15 -.20 .60
18 .17 -.34 .31 .06 -.28 .62
19 -.32 .-.29 .40 -.32 .20 .66
20 -.20 -.18 -.20 -- .36 ,.54
21 -.12 .08 %15 .17 40
22 .27 .23 -.48- .48 37 .6i
23 .33 .18 -.55 .56 23 .65--
24 .42 .31 .26 .25 28 .48

.31 .06 .04 35 .51
26 .01 -.21 .19 .16 .41
27

(5

.38 .29 .46 .31 .15 .62
28 -.32 .36 .28 --.08 .14 .51
29 ,<01 .13 -.17 -.44 .57
0 .04 -.12 -105 -.28 .49

4.51 2.84 -2.56 2.32

Percent
of

Variance 15.1 9.5 8.5 7.7

aCorrected for overlap between item and composite index.
1 = Pressure for action.

11 = Network development.
III - Adaptation to pressure. 197


